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Abstract
Ridefinite Quasi-linear come Composition-linear
Weak affine light typing (WALT) assigns light affine linear formulae as types to a subset of λ-terms in System
F. WALT is poly-time sound: if a λ-term M has type in WALT, M can be evaluated with a polynomial cost in the
dimension of the derivation that gives it a type. In particular, the evaluation can proceed under any strategy of a
rewriting relation, obtained as a mix of both call-by-name/call-by-value β-reductions. WALT is poly-time complete
since it can represent any poly-time Turing machine. WALT weakens, namely generalizes, the notion of stratification
of deductions common to some Light Systems — we call as such those logical systems, derived from Linear logic,
to characterize FP, the set of Polynomial functions — . A weaker stratification allows to define a compositional
embedding of the Quasi-linear fragment QlSRN of Safe recursion on notation (SRN) into WALT. QlSRN is SRN,
which is a recursive-theoretical system characterizing FP, where only the composition scheme is restricted to linear
safe variables. So, the expressivity of WALT is stronger, as compared to the known Light Systems. In particular,
using the types, the embedding puts in evidence the stratification of normal and safe arguments hidden in QlSRN: the
less an argument is impredicative, the deeper, in a formal, proof-theoretical sense, gets its representation in WALT.
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1 Introduction
Implicit computational complexity (ICC) explores machine-independent characterizations of complexity classes with-
out any explicit reference to resource usage bounds, which, instead, result from restricting suitable computational struc-
tures. ICC systems originate from recursion theory [Cob65, BC92, LM94, Lei95, Lei99, LM], structural proof-theory
and linear logic [Gir98, Laf04], rewriting systems or functional programming [Hue80, Der82, Jon99, Lei93, Lei94],5
type systems [Hof97, Hof99a, Hof99b, Hof00, BNS00, BS01] . . . .
This work is mainly concerned with the theoretical aspects of ICC whose essential goal is to support the evidence
that the notions of the known complexity classes are natural concepts. Classically, a complexity class is defined in
terms of some specific computational model. ICC aims to show that such computational models have mathematical
counterparts, independent from them. Here, we approach ICC from a type-theoretical point of view.10
We start from generalizing the structural proof-theoretical design principles, used for Light linear logic (LLL)
[Gir98] and Light affine logic (LAL) [Asp98, Rov99, AR02]. The reason is that, so far, such principles look quite
restrictive. Indeed, we know that LAL is polynomially strongly normalizable: the normalization of every of its deriva-
tions is polynomial under every rewriting strategy [Ter01, Ter07]. This limits the intensional expressiveness of LAL,
hence of LLL, as witnessed by the difficulty to relate the computational behavior of LAL to the one of ICC systems15
based on principles other than structural proof-theory. In this direction, the only known relation is in [MO04]. There,
a compositional, and intuition preserving, embedding of a fragment of Safe recursion on notation (SRN) [BC92] into
LAL is given. The fragment can only use the safe arguments linearly, and is DSpace[ln]-complete [Nee04].
We introduce Weak Affine Light Typing (WALT) as a typing system for pure λ-terms. It generalizes a basic design
principle of LAL and gives an extension of the formulae of LAL as types to standard λ-terms that belong to a fragment20
of System F [GLT89]. The distinguishing feature of WALT, as compared to LAL, is its weaker, hence, more liberal
definition of the deductions that can be duplicated in the course of the normalization. Recall that any deduction Π of
LAL that, eventually, will be duplicated by a cut elimination step has a conclusion of type !A, and must be defined in
a way that it depends on at most a single assumption of type !B. WALT weakens this constraint. Any deduction Π
of WALT that, eventually, will be duplicated by a normalization step has conclusion of type !A, and it may depend on25
an arbitrary number of assumptions, one of which must be of type !B, while the others must have type $Ci — here
we adopt $ to name the “paragraph” modality of LAL — . Before Π gets duplicated, it must evaluate to a deduction
Π′ that depends on at most a single assumption of type !B. The correct duplication of the weaker form of duplicable
deductions is obtained by extending the language of formulae of LAL. In particular, WALT builds formulae with two
linear implications ⊸,−• , two modalities $, !, and a universal quantification. The new implication −• denotes the30
linear functions whose arguments are the assumptions, with type $Ci, of the deductions with conclusion of type !A.
Intuitively, if a term M has type $A −• B, then a necessary condition to fully evaluating M N is that N becomes a
closed term.
WALT is poly-time sound. Every λ-term typable by WALT can be evaluated with a polynomial cost under any
rewriting strategy of a rewriting relation →w: a mix of the standard call-by-name and call-by-value β-reduction. The35
bound can be read from the structure of any deduction of WALT, but →w evaluates any typable λ-term completely
ignoring the types. So, WALT is a framework where the program part, represented by a typable λ-term, and the
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complexity specification part, represented by the corresponding deduction, are completely separate, like in DLAL
[BT04] and [CDLRDR05].
WALT is more expressive than LAL. Let QlSRN be SRN, where the composition scheme uses safe variables40
linearly: the safe variables in two, or more, functions being composed, must be different. Then, there exists an
interpretation map J K from QlSRN to WALT, such that, for every f(n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl) ∈ QlSRN, with k normal
and l safe arguments, we can prove that: (i) if f(n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl) = n, then Jf(n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl)K reduces
to JnK, using →w, and (ii) Jf(n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl)K has type $mW, since JfK has type
k︷ ︸︸ ︷
$W−• . . .−• $W−•
l︷ ︸︸ ︷
$mW −• . . .−• $mW−• $mW, for some m ≥ 1, the typeW being the one for binary words in WALT.45
Point (i) is the obvious behavior we expect from the embedding and shows that WALT is strongly more expressive
that the known systems derived as restrictions of Linear logic to characterize FP. Point (ii) linksm to the complexity of
the definition of f , m depending on the number of nested linear safe compositions and of safe recursive schemes that
define f . Moreover, the types explicitly show the layered structure of the normal and safe arguments hidden in QlSRN.
The type of a safe argument is m $-modality occurrences deep because a safe argument can be used in the course of50
recursive unfolding to produce the result. Orthogonally, the depth of the type of every normal argument is limited to 1.
This allows to give to the normal arguments the necessary “replication power” required to duplicate syntactic structure
in the course of an unfolding. This underlines a radical difference between the approach to the implicit characterization
of FP, through Light linear logic-like systems, and the approach of the recursive ones. The formers say that the weaker
is the possibility of a word to replicate structure, behaving it as an iterator, the deeper is its type. The latter, are based55
exactly on the reversed idea, though this cannot be formally stated in terms of any typing information inside QlSRN.
WALT is poly-time complete. It can represent and simulate every poly-time Turing machine. The result must
be explicitly reproved. Indeed, we cannot take advantage of the existing proofs of poly-time completeness for LAL
[Rov99, AR02] because of the call-by-name/call-by-value rewriting notion that WALT induces on the λ-terms.
Outline. Section 2 formally introduces WALT, gives some intuitions, and proves its structural properties useful60
to get the subject reduction, given in Section 3 after the definition of the hybrid call-by-name/call-by-value rewriting
system. Section 4 is about the poly-time soundness of WALT. Section 5 formally defines QlSRN in the style of [BW96].
Section 6 develops the combinators, of WALT, required to embed QlSRN into WALT. In particular, Subsection 6.3,
details the intuition about how we implement the virtual machine that interprets the recursive scheme of QlSRN,
hence of SRN. Section 7 formally develops the embedding. Section 8 delineates some possible research directions.65
Appendix A is about the poly-time completeness, while Appendix B details some of the proofs.
Acknowledgements. My gratitude goes to Harry Mairson and Peter Møller Neergaard who deeply read and help-
fully commented [Rov02], the root of this work, and all those researchers that, in the last years, thanks to their results,
indirectly helped me to write this work in a more accessible way than [Rov02], hopefully. Also, I want to thank the
anonymous referees as well as Marco Gaboardi and Luca Vercelli that helped me to improve early versions of this70
work.
2 Weak Affine Light Typing (WALT)
WALT gives the formulae that belong to the language, generated by the following grammar:
A ::= L |!A | $A
L ::= α | A⊸ A | $A−• A | ∀α.L
as types to a subset of Λ, the set of λ-terms, generated by M ::= x | (\x.M) | (MM).
Notations and definitions. A is the start symbol. A modal formula has form !A or $A, and, in particular, !A
is !-modal, while $A is $-modal. L generates linear, or non modal, formulae. Notice that the linear formulae are
closed under the substitution of linear formulae for a universally quantified variable. Also, the universal quantification
cannot hide a modal formula by means of the quantifier. Generic formulae are ranged over by A,B,C. Linear
ones by L,L′. M{N1/x1 · · ·Nm/xm} denotes the usual capture free simultaneous substitution of every Ni for the
corresponding xi, with 1 ≤ i ≤ m. If N1, . . . , Nm are all equal, the substitution is denoted as M{N1/x1...xm}.
Parentheses are left-associative, so ((· · · ((MM)M) · · · )M) shortens to MMM · · ·M . A sequence of abstractions
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(\x1. . . . (\xm.M) . . .) is shortened by \x1 . . . xm.M , for any m. An abstraction \x.M binds every free occurrence
of x in M . Given a term M , the set of its free variables is FV(M). A closed term has no free variables. ΛV is the set
of the λ-terms which are values, generated by V ::= x | (\x.M), where M is in Λ. The cardinality of a free variable
in a term is no(x,M) and counts the number of free occurrences of x in M :
no(x, x) = 1 no(x, y) = 0 (x 6≡ y)
no(x, \x.M) = 0 no(x, \y.M) = no(x,M) (x 6≡ y)
no(x,MN) = no(x,M) + no(x,N)
The size of a term |M | gives the dimension of M as expected: |x| = 1, |\x.M | = |M |+ 1, |MN | = |M |+ |N |+ 1.
Γ, x :L; ∆; E ⊢ x :L
A
Γ;∆; E , (Θx; {x :A}), (Θy; {y :A}) ⊢M :B
Γ;∆; E ⊔ {(Θx,Θy; {z :A})} ⊢M{z/xz/y} :B
C
Γ, x :L; ∆; E ⊢M :B
Γ;∆; E ⊢ \x.M :L⊸ B
⊸ I
Γ;∆, x :A; E ⊢M :B
Γ;∆; E ⊢ \x.M :$A⊸ B
⊸ I$
ΓM ; ∆M ; EM ⊢M :A⊸ B ΓN ; ∆N ; EN ⊢ N :A A 6≡!C, for any C
ΓM ,ΓN ; ∆M ,∆N ; EM ⊔ EN ⊢MN :B
⊸ E
Γ;∆; E , (Θ; {x :A}) ⊢M :B
Γ;∆; E ⊔ {(Θ; ∅)} ⊢ \x.M : !A⊸ B
⊸ I!
ΓM ; ∆M ; EM ⊢M :!A⊸ B ΓN ; ∆N ; EN ⊢ N :!A EM ⊆ {(∅; Φ1), . . . , (∅; Φn)}
ΓM ,ΓN ; ∆M ,∆N ; EM ⊔ EN ⊢MN :B
⊸ E!
Γ;∆; E , (Θ, x :A; ∅) ⊢M :B
Γ;∆; E ⊔ {(Θ; ∅)} ⊢ \x.M :$A−• B
−• I
ΓM ; ∆; EM ⊢M :$A−• B ∅; ∅; EN ⊢ N :$A EN ⊆ {(Θ; ∅)}
ΓM ; ∆; EM ⊔ EN ⊢MN :B
−• E
Γ;∆′; {(Θ′; ∅)} ⊢M :B Γ ⊆ ∆ ∪
⋃m
i=1Θi ∪
⋃m
i=1Φi Θi 6= ∅ iff Φi = ∅
Γ′; $∆′,∆; {($Θ′; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ1; Φ1)} ⊔ . . . ⊔ {(Θm; Φm)} ⊢M :$B
$
Γ; ∅; {(Θ′; ∅)} ⊢M :B Γ ⊆ Θ ∪ Φ Θ 6= ∅ ⇒ Dom(Φ) ∩ FV(M) 6= ∅
Γ′; ∆; {($Θ′; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ;Φ)} ⊢M : !B
!
Γ;∆; E ⊢M :L α not free in Γ,∆ and E
Γ;∆; E ⊢M :∀α.L
∀I
Γ;∆; E ⊢M :∀α.L
Γ;∆; E ⊢M :L{L′/α}
∀E
Figure 1: Weak Affine Light Typing
The type assignment. Figure 1 defines Weak Affine Light Typing (WALT). WALT is a deductive system that75
deduces judgments Γ;∆; E ⊢ M : A, where M is a λ-term. If we call type assignment any pair x : A where x is a
variable and A a type, meaning that A is a type for x, then Γ and ∆ are sets of type assignment and E is a set of pairs
(Θ;Φ) such that both Θ and Φ are sets of type assignments as well. Namely, the judgments assign a type A to a λ-term
M from four sets of assumptions, in analogy to LLL [Gir98], LLC [Ter01, Ter07], and Dual Light Affine Logic (DLAL)
[BT04].80
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Notations and definitions. Given a set of type assignments {x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An}, Dom({x1 : A1, . . . , xn :
An}) = {x1, . . . , xn} denotes the domain of such a set. In general, Γ denotes a set of linear type assignments
x :L ∈ Γ, and we call x linear. ∆ denotes a set of linear partially discharged type assignments to variables that we
call linear partially discharged. E denotes a set of partially discharged contexts. E is either empty or it contains pairs
(Θ1; Φ1), . . . , (Θn; Φn) where, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the following four points hold: (i) Θi is a set of elementary85
partially discharged type assignments to variables that we simply call elementary; (ii) Φi is either empty or it is a
singleton x :A. We call x polynomially partially discharged, or simply polynomial; (iii) only one between Φ1, . . . ,Φn
can be ∅; (iv) the domains of any two Φi and Φj are distinct, with i 6= j.
For every E =
⋃n
i=1{(Θi; Φi)}, Dom(E) is (
⋃n
i=1Dom(Θi)) ∪ (
⋃n
i=1Dom(Φi)). In every of the rules of WALT
the domain of two sets of type assignments ΦM and ΦN may intersect when ΦM and ΦN are part of two partially
discharged contexts EM and EN that belong to two distinct premises of a rule. This observation justifies the definition
of EM ⊔ EN that merges EM and EN , preserving the structure of a partially discharged context:
EM ⊔ EN =
{(ΘM ,ΘN ; Φ) | (ΘM ; Φ) ∈ EM and (ΘN ; Φ) ∈ EN}∪
{(ΘM ; ΦM ) | (ΘM ; ΦM ) ∈ EM and there is no ΘN such that (ΘN ; ΦM ) in EN}∪
{(ΘN ; ΦN ) | (ΘN ; ΦN ) ∈ EN and there is no ΘM such that (ΘM ; ΦN ) in EM}
The sequence E , (Θ;Φ) denotes that (Θ;Φ) 6∈ E . Also, E ⊔ {(∅; ∅)} = E ⊔ ∅ = E . In every other cases, the domain of
two sets of type assignments that belong to two distinct premises of a rule of WALT must be disjoint. ΛT is the subset90
of typeable elements M of Λ, namely, those for which a deduction Π with conclusion Γ;∆; E ⊢M :A exists, denoted
by Π ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢ M : A. Finally, Π′  Π denotes that Π′ is a subdeduction of Π, while Π(R,Π1, . . . ,Πm), with
0 ≤ m ≤ 2, denotes a deduction Π✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢ M :A, whose conclusion is the rule R, and such that the premises of
R are the conclusions of Πi  Π, with 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The notation Π(R) highlights that R is the last rule of Π.
Intuition. WALT controls the number of normalization steps of its deductions by means of a weak stratification.
“Stratification” means that every deduction Π of WALT can be thought of as it was organized into levels, so that the
logical rules of Π may be at different depths. The normalization preserves the levels. Namely, if the instance of a rule
R in Π is at depth d, then it will keep to be at depth d after any number of normalization steps that, of course, do not
erase it. The only duplication allowed is of deductions Π that have undergone an instance R of the ! rule, namely the
conclusion of Π has a !-modal type, introduced by R. Ideally, the ! rule defines a, so called, !-box around the deduction
that proves its premise. The !-box may depend on more than one assumption, so generalizing the !-box of LAL, that, in
the context of WALT, takes form:
Φ; ∅; ∅ ⊢M :B Φ ⊆ {x :A}
∅; ∅; {(∅; Φ)} ⊢M :!B
A first immediate consequence of generalizing the !-boxes is that every elementary partially discharged assumption95
they may depend on can only be replaced, as effect of the normalization, by the conclusion of $-boxes of WALT which
exclusively depend on elementary partially discharged assumptions as well. Otherwise, we could build !-boxes with
an arbitrary number of !-modal assumptions, immediately getting deductions that normalize with an elementary cost.
This justifies the name elementary partially discharged type assignments. The correct substitution discipline for the
elementary partially discharged assumptions is obtained by introducing the linear arrow −• . The rule −• I fully100
discharges them, while −• E forces the application of a function with type $A −• B to arguments which, if they
normalize to a $-box, such a box can only depend on elementary partially discharged assumptions.
Of course, not every !-box of WALT, with conclusion of type !A, can be replaced for the argument of a function
with type !A⊸ B. Such a replacement can occur only if the !-box gets normalized to another !-box with at most one
!-modal assumption. Otherwise, we would again loose the main property of the duplicable objects inherited from LAL105
which ensures the polynomial bound on the normalization cost.
Summing up, WALT allows to type λ-terms more liberally than LAL, while keeping the same normalization prin-
ciples: the stratification is never canceled, and only deductions that, eventually, depend on at most one free variable
may be effectively duplicated as effect of the normalization. This is why WALT does not enjoy a full normalizing
procedure, the analogous of the cut elimination for a corresponding sequent calculus formulation. For example, the
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deduction Π(\x.yxx)(wz):
Π\x.yxx ✄ y :!A⊸!A⊸ A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \x.yxx :!A⊸ A
Πwz ✄ ∅; ∅; {(w :A⊸ A; z :A)} ⊢ wz :!A
w :A⊸ A, z :A; ∅; {(w :A⊸ A; z :A)} ⊢ (\x.yxx)(wz) :A
⊸ E!
where Π\x.yxx, and Πwz are, respectively, the two following deductions:
y :!A⊸!A⊸ A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ y :!A⊸!A⊸ A
A
x :A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ x :A
A
∅; ∅; {(∅;x :A)} ⊢ x :!A
!
y :!A⊸!A⊸ A; ∅; {(∅;x :A)} ⊢ yx :!A⊸ A
⊸ E!
x :A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ x :A
A
∅; ∅; {(∅;x :A)} ⊢ x :!A
!
y :!A⊸!A⊸ A; ∅; {(∅;x :A)} ⊢ yxx :A
⊸ E!
y :!A⊸!A⊸ A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \x.yxx :!A⊸ A
⊸ I!
w :A⊸ A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ w :A⊸ A
A
z :A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ z :A
A
w :A⊸ A, z :A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ wz :A
⊸ E
∅; ∅; {(w :A⊸ A; z :A)} ⊢ wz :!A
!
cannot normalize despite both the concluding⊸ E! in Π(\x.yxx)(wz), and the last instance of⊸ I! in Π\x.yxx seem
to form a “detour”. In fact, it is not a detour because replacing the conclusion of Πwz for the two occurrences of A
in Π\x.yxx would produce a deduction with a wrong instance of⊸ E. In analogy to [RR97], the rules that introduce
the linear implications⊸,−• may simultaneously introduce a modal connective. In this way we use the λ-abstraction110
to denote the occurrence of an assumption of a $, or of a !-box inside the λ-terms. As a conclusion of this informal
description of WALT, we observe the following:
Fact 1 (WALT types a subset of System F.) Let Π ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢ M : A be given. Call ΓF and AF the set of type
assumptions and the type that we can obtain from every x : B of Γ;∆; E , and from A by both: (i) replacing the
intuitionistic arrow =⇒ of System F for every occurrence of both⊸, and −• , and (ii) erasing every occurrence of !115
and $. Then, ΓF ⊢M :AF can be deduced in System F.
Measures and structural properties.
Level or depth of deductions and terms. The level or depth d(Π) of a deduction Π is the maximal depth of every of
its subdeductions:
d(Π(A)) = 0
d(Π(R,Π′)) = d(Π′) + 1 (R ∈ {!, $})
d(Π(R,Π′)) = d(Π′) (R with a single premise, R 6∈ {!, $})
d(Π(R,Π′,Π′′)) = max{d(Π′),d(Π′′)} (R with two premises)
If Π ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢ M :A, then M has depth d(Π), namely, a term inherits the depth of the considered deduction that
types it. For example, the deduction Πwy(\x.x):
w :!α⊸ $!ββ ⊸ γ; ∅; ∅ ⊢ w :!α⊸ $!ββ ⊸ γ
A
y :α; ∅; ∅ ⊢ y :α
A
∅; ∅; {(∅; {y :α})} ⊢ y :!α
!
w :!α⊸ $!ββ ⊸ γ; ∅; {(∅; {y :α})} ⊢ wy : $!ββ ⊸ γ
⊸ E!
x :β;∅; ∅ ⊢ x :β
A
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \x.x :ββ
⊸ I
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \x.x :!ββ
!
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \x.x : $!ββ
$
w :!α⊸ $!ββ ⊸ γ; ∅; {(∅; {y :α})} ⊢ wy(\x.x) :γ
⊸ E
where ββ abbreviates (β ⊸ β), has d(Πwy(\x.x)) = 2 because we cross one instance of ! and one instance of $, going
from the conclusion to the rightmost axiom.
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Partial size of a deduction at a given depth. sd(Π) is the partial size of a deduction Π, at depth d ≤ d(Π). sd(Π)
is defined by induction on the last rule of Π:
s0(Π(A)) = 1
sd(Π(A)) = 0 (d ≥ 1)
s0(Π(C,Π
′)) = s0(Π
′)
sd(Π(C,Π
′)) = sd(Π
′) + 1 (d ≥ 1)
sd(Π(R,Π
′)) = sd(Π
′) (R ∈ {∀I,∀E}, d ≥ 0)
s0(Π(R,Π
′)) = s0(Π
′) + 1 R ∈ {⊸ I,⊸ I!,⊸ I$,−• I}
sd(Π(R,Π
′)) = sd(Π
′) (R ∈ {⊸ I,⊸ I!,⊸ I$,−• I}, d ≥ 1)
sd(Π(R,Π
′,Π′′)) = sd(Π
′) + sd(Π
′′) + 1 (R ∈ {⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E}, d ≥ 0)
s0(Π(R)) = 0 (R ∈ {!, $})
sd(Π(R,Π
′)) = sd−1(Π
′) (R ∈ {!, $}, d ≥ 1)
The partial size at a depth outside the interval 0, . . . , d(Π) is taken equal to 0. The partial size over estimates the120
intuitive notion of partial size at a given level. In particular, sd(ΠM (R)) counts the instances of the rules A,⊸ I,⊸
I!,⊸ I$,−• I in ΠM (R), which do not contract any variables in M after d instances of !, and $ from R. On the
contrary, instances of ⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E and C, used to contract variables of M , are always counted. Also, we
observe that we do not count the contractions at level 0 because they cannot exist there. Reconsidering Πwy(\x.x)
above, we get: (i) s0(Πwy(\x.x)) = 3, (ii) s1(Πwy(\x.x)) = 3, and (iii) s2(Πwy(\x.x)) = 4. (i) holds because we count125
the occurrences of⊸ E,⊸ E!, and the single occurrence of A outside the scope of the instances of !, and $. (ii) holds
because we count the single axiom with conclusion y : α; ∅; ∅ ⊢ y : α, plus the occurrences of ⊸ E and⊸ E!. (iii)
holds because we count the axiom with conclusion x : β; ∅; ∅ ⊢ x : β, the rule ⊸ I below it, and the occurrences of
⊸ E and⊸ E!.
Width of a deduction at a given depth. wd(Π) is the width of a deduction Π at depth d ≤ d(Π). wd(Π) is defined
by induction on the last rule of Π:
w0(Π) = 0
wd(Π(A)) = 0 (d ≥ 1)
w1(Π(C,Π
′)) = w1(Π
′) + 1
wd(Π(C,Π
′)) = wd(Π
′) (d > 1)
wd(Π(R,Π
′)) = wd(Π
′) (R ∈ {∀I,∀E,⊸ I,⊸ I$,⊸ I!,−• I}, d ≥ 1)
w1(Π(R,Π
′,Π′′)) = w1(Π
′) + w1(Π
′′) + 1 (R ∈ {⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E})
wd(Π(R,Π
′,Π′′)) = wd(Π
′) + wd(Π
′′) (R ∈ {⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E}, d > 1)
wd(Π(R,Π
′)) = wd−1(Π
′) (R ∈ {$, !}, d ≥ 1)
The width at a depth outside the interval 0, . . . , d(Π) is taken equal to 0. We observe that the first clause states that no130
variable contraction, by means of instances ofC,⊸ E,⊸ E!, and−• E, can exist at level 0. So, we do not count those
rules as part of the width at that level. We are essentially interested to observe the width at level one, where, relatively
to the context, the substitutions — hence the possible duplications — may occur in the course of the normalization.
To preserve the overall complexity bounds on the normalization the number of these duplications, namely the width
that regulates them, cannot be too big. For example, let us assume Π(\x.x)(\fy.f(fy))✄ ⊢ (\x.x)(\fy.f(fy)) :N ⊸135
N, N being ∀α.!(α ⊸ α) ⊸ $(α ⊸ α). Then, w1(Π(\x.x)(\fy.f(fy))) = w1(Π\x.x) + w1(Π\fy.f(fy)) + 1 =
w1(Π\y.f(fy)) + 1 = w1(Π\y.f1(f2y)) + 2 = w0(Π\y.f1(f2y)) + 2 = 2, counting⊸ E, and C.
Lemma 1 (Width and size of deductions and terms.) For every deduction Π:
1. wd(Π) ≤ sd(Π), with 0 ≤ d ≤ d(Π).
2. If Π✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢M :A, then |M | ≤∑d(Π)d=0 sd(Π).140
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The two points hold by structural induction on Π. In particular the size of a term cannot be greater than the size of a
deduction that gives it a type because the instances of the C rule disappear in the λ-terms.
The structural properties, here below, are the preliminary steps to prove the substitution property (Lemma 3 of
Section 3), which, in turn, serves to show that WALT enjoys the subject reduction (Theorem 1 of Section 3) with respect
to a suitable notion of reduction, and with the wanted polynomial bound. Essentially, the structural properties here145
below say that the assumptions of a deduction can be weakened, or deleted, fix bounds on the number of occurrences
of a variable in a typeable term, and highlight the structure of the subdeductions that introduce a variable in the type
assignments and contexts of a judgment.
Lemma 2 (Structural properties.) Let Π(R)✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢M :B, and E = {(Θ0; ∅), (Θ1; Φ1), . . . , (Θm; Φm)}.
1. For every linear typeL, there exists Π′(R)✄Γ{L/α}; ∆{L/α}; E{L/α} ⊢M :B{L/α} such that d(Π) = d(Π′),150
sd(Π) = sd(Π
′) and wd(Π) = wd(Π′), for every d ≤ d(Π).
2. Then, no(x,M ) ≤ 1, for every variable x of Dom(Γ) ∪Dom(∆) ∪ (⋃mi=0Dom(Θi)).
3. For every d ≤ d(Π) and E ′, there is Π′ ✄ Γ′; ∆′; E ⊔ E ′ ⊢ M :A, such that Γ ⊆ Γ′, ∆ ⊆ ∆′, d(Π) = d(Π′),
wd(Π) = wd(Π
′), and sd(Π) = sd(Π′).
4. For every x ∈ Dom(Γ) ∪Dom(∆) ∪ (
⋃m
i=0Dom(Θi)) ∪ (
⋃m
i=1Dom(Φi)), if no(x,M) = 0, then there exists155
Π′ ✄ Γ′; ∆′; E ′ ⊢M :A such that x 6∈ Dom(Γ′) ∪Dom(∆′) ∪ E ′ with the same depth, width and size of Π.
5. For every linear partially discharged type assignment x :A ∈ ∆, there is Π′(R′)  Π introducing x :A such that
R′ ∈ {A, $} and Π′(R′)✄ Γ′; ∆′, x :A; E ′ ⊢ N :C, for some Γ′,∆′, E ′, and C. If R′ ≡ A, then no(x,M) = 0.
6. For every elementary partially discharged type assignment x :A ∈ Θi, there is Π′(R′)  Π introducing x :A
such that R′ ∈ {A, $, !} and Π′(R′) ✄ Γ′; ∆′; E ′, (Θ′, x :A; Φ′) ⊢ N :C, for some Γ′,∆′, E ′,Θ′,Φ′, and C. If160
R′ ≡ A, then no(x,M) = 0.
7. For every polynomial partially discharged assignment x :A ∈ Φ1∪. . .∪Φm, there are n ≥ 1 and q1, . . . , qn ≥ 0
such that w1(Π(R)) ≥ q1 + . . .+ qn and the following three points hold:
(a) there is M ′ such that M can be written as M ′{x/x11...x1q1 ......xn1 ...xnqn };
(b) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is Π′i(Ri) ✄ Γi; ∆i; Ei, (Θi1; {xi1 : A}), . . . , (Θiqi ; {xiqi : A}) ⊢ Pi : Ci,165
subdeduction of Π, with Ri ∈ {A, $, !}, that introduces xi1 :A, . . . , xiqi :A;
(c) q1 + . . .+ qn − 1 instances of C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E are required in the tree with the conclusion of Π as
root and the conclusions of all the deductions Π′1, . . . ,Π′n as leaves to contract x11 . . . x1q1 . . . . . . xn1 . . . xnqn
to x.
8. If M ∈ ΛV, and B is !A, for some A, then R ∈ {!} and FV(M) ⊆ Dom(E).170
9. If M ∈ ΛV, and B is $A, for some A, then R ∈ {$, C} and FV(M) ⊆ Dom(∆) ∪Dom(E).
Point 1 holds because the substitution of linear types for a variable of a typeA cannot change the nature ofA: it remains
linear if it was as such before the substitution, or, in the other case, modal. Point 2 holds because, by definition, the
domains of linear, linear partially discharged and elementary partially discharged type assignments that belong to
distinct premises must be disjoint. This implies that no(x,M) cannot be greater that 1. We also admit weakening175
on the type assignments of the rules A, !, and $. So, a variable name may also not be occurring in M . Point 3 holds
by using the weakening implicit in the rules A, !, $. Point 4 holds by omitting the use of weakening implicit in the
rules A, !, $. Points 5 and 6 hold by simply inspecting the rules and observing that the only rules that introduce linear
partially discharged and elementary partially discharged type assignments are A, !, and $. In particular, A can only
introduce them as fake assumptions. Points 7, 8 and 9, by structural induction on Π.180
Notation. The definition of partially discharged context justifies to shorten Π✄ Γ;∆; E ⊔ {(Θ; {x :A})} ⊢M :B,
or Π✄ Γ;∆; E , {(Θ; {x :A})} ⊢M :B by means of Π✄ Γ;∆; E ⊔ {(Θ;x :A)} ⊢M :B, or Π✄ Γ;∆; E , (Θ;x :A) ⊢
M :B.
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3 Dynamic properties
What we already know. [Asp98, AR02, BT04, CDLRDR05] remark the independence between the normalization
of the deductions of some deductive system, derived from Linear logic for characterizing some computational class,
and the standard β-reduction of usual λ-terms. Unsurprisingly, we have analogous phenomenon with WALT. We can
observe, indeed, that the deduction Π ✄ y :!A ⊸!A ⊸ A,w :A ⊸!A, z :A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ (\x.yxx)(wz) :A exists, but we
cannot build the one giving type to the β-reduct y(wz)(wz) of (\x.yxx)(wz). This because y :!A⊸!A⊸ A,w :A⊸
!A, z :A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ y(wz) :!A ⊸ A and w :A ⊸!A, z :A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ wz :!A would require an instance of ⊸ E! where the
domain of the linear type assignments in its two assumptions intersect. The problem persists even when the β-redex
contains only linear variables and no !-modal types at all. For example, consider the following deduction Π(\x.M)(wz),
where x ∈ FV(M):
∅;x :A; ∅ ⊢M : $B
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \x.M : $A⊸ $B
⊸ I$
w :C ⊸ $A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ w :C ⊸ $A
A
z :C; ∅; ∅ ⊢ z :C
A
w :C ⊸ $A, z :C; ∅; ∅ ⊢ wz : $A
⊸ E
w :C ⊸ $A, z :C; ∅; ∅ ⊢ (\x.M)(wz) :$B
⊸ E
The β-reduction (\x.M)(wz)→β M{wz/x} would correspond to eliminate the sequence of rules⊸ I$ and⊸ E in185
Π(\x.M)(wz). Such an elimination would leave us with the conclusion of Π′(⊸ E)✄w :C ⊸ $A, z :C; ∅; ∅ ⊢ wz :$A
that must be plugged into the partially discharged assumption x : A of ∅;x : A; ∅ ⊢ M : $B. But this is structurally
illegal, since the conclusion of Π′(⊸ E) and the partially discharged assumption x :A live at different depths.
The restriction on the contexts of −• E. In Section 2 we have intuitively described how −• forces the correct
substitution discipline, relatively to the elementary partially discharged assumptions. Let us assume, for a moment, to
relax −• E to −• E′1 as follows:
ΓM ; ∆; EM ⊢M :$A−• B ΓN ; ∅; EN ⊢ N :$A EN ⊆ {(Θ; ∅)}
ΓM ,ΓN ;∆; EM ⊔ EN ⊢MN :B
−• E′
with an arbitrary ΓN . Then, we could write the following deduction:
ΓM ; ∆M ; EM ⊢M : $A−•B
x :C⊸ $A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ x :C⊸ $A
A
ΠI ✄ ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ I :C
x :C⊸ $A; ∅; ∅ ⊢ xI : $A
⊸ E
ΓM , x :C⊸ $A; ∆M ; EM ⊢M(xI) :B
−• E′
ΓM ; ∆M ; EM ⊢ \x.M(xI) : (C⊸ $A)⊸ B
⊸ I
ΠN ✄ w :D; ∅; ∅ ⊢ N :A
z :C; ∅; {(∅;w :D)} ⊢ N : $A
$
∅; ∅; {(∅;w :D)} ⊢ \z.N :C ⊸ $A
⊸ I
ΓM ; ∆M ; EM ⊔ {(∅;W :D)} ⊢ (\x.M(xI))(\z.N) :B
⊸ E
whereC stands for α⊸ α, and I for \x.x. Indifferently using the β-reduction, or its call-by-value version, namely the
one where (\x.M)N →βv M{N/x} only if N is a variable or a λ-abstraction, we would rewrite (\x.M(xI))(\z.N)
to MN , typeable with:
ΓM ;∆M ; EM ⊢M :$A−• B
ΠN ✄ w :D; ∅; ∅ ⊢ N :A
∅; ∅; {(∅;w :D)} ⊢ N :$A
$
ΓM ;∆M ; EM ⊔ {(∅;w :D)} ⊢MN :B
−• E′
Namely, a relaxed set of assumptions in −• E′ would allow to generate a $-box that depends on a polynomial assump-
tion. That $-box could be used for building a !-box, here inside M , with more than one polynomial assumption.190
The side condition on the rule !. We focus on the condition Θ 6= ∅ ⇒ Dom(Φ) ∩ FV(M) 6= ∅ of the rule
!. It is justified by our goal to control the duplication at the level of the deductions directly inside the syntax of the
typeable λ-terms. Let us assume to have a typeable term (λx.M)N where no(x,M) > 1 and let N be a value such
that FV(N) ⊆ {y}, for some y. In principle we are in front of a redex. But this is true only if the type of y is !-modal.
A relaxed version of ! like:
Γ; ∅; {(Θ′; ∅)} ⊢M :B Γ ⊆ Θ ∪ Φ Θ 6= ∅ ⇒ Φ 6= ∅
Γ′;∆; {($Θ′; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ;Φ)} ⊢M :!B
!′
for example, would allow to derive:
x :A, y :C; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \w.M :B y 6∈ FV(M)
Γ′;∆; {({x :A}; y :C)} ⊢ \w.M :!B
!′
1This rule was used in an earlier version of this work and the associated counterexample was pointed out by an anonymous referee.
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where \w.M depends on an elementary partially discharged assumption that cannot be duplicated in case the whole
\w.M is. In a sense, the current precondition on the rule ! assures that it depends on elementary partially discharged
assumptions only when necessary.
There is also ⊸ E!. The rule ⊸ E! prevents the existence of exponential free variables in the term M . To see
why, let us assume to drop such a constraint and to consider the following derivation with a relaxed version⊸ E′! of
⊸ E!:
ΠM ✄ x :C, y :A; ∅; ∅ ⊢M :B x, y ∈ FV(M)
∅; ∅; {({x :C}; y :A)} ⊢M :!B
!
∅; ∅; {({x :C}; ∅)} ⊢ \y.M :!A⊸!B
⊸ I!
ΠI ✄ ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ I :A
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ I :!A
!
∅; ∅; {({x :C}; ∅)} ⊢ (\y.M)I :!B
⊸ E′!
where A ≡ α⊸ α and I ≡ \x.x. Reasonably, (\y.M)I could be reduced to M{I/y}, corresponding to:
ΠM{I/y} ✄ x :C; ∅; ∅ ⊢M{
I/y} :B x ∈ FV(M)
∅; ∅; {({x :C}; ∅)} ⊢M{I/y} :!B
!
with an illegal application of our current rule !.
The formal counterpart. All the above observations imply what follows.195
Lemma 3 (Substitution property.) Let N be a value of ΛV, and x, x1, . . . , xn belong to FV(M).
1. If ΠM ✄ ΓM , x : L; ∆M ; EM ⊢ M : B, and ΠN ✄ ΓN ; ∆N ; EN ⊢ N : L, then there exists ΠM{N /x} ✄
ΓM ,ΓN ; ∆M ,∆N ; EM ⊔ EN ⊢M{N/x} :B such that:
(a) d(ΠM{N/x}) = max{d(ΠM ), d(ΠN )};
(b) wd(ΠM{N/x}) = wd(ΠM ) + wd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 0;200
(c) s0(ΠM{N/x}) < s0(ΠM ) + s0(ΠN );
(d) sd(ΠM{N /x}) = sd(ΠM ) + sd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 1.
2. If ΠM ✄ ΓM ; ∆M , x : A; EM ⊢ M : B, and ΠN ✄ ΓN ; ∆N ; EN ⊢ N : $A, then there exists ΠM{N/x} ✄
ΓM ,ΓN ; ∆M ,∆N ; EM ⊔ EN ⊢M{N/x} :B such that:
(a) d(ΠM{N/x}) = max{d(ΠM ), d(ΠN )};205
(b) wd(ΠM{N/x}) = wd(ΠM ) + wd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 0;
(c) s0(ΠM{N/x}) = s0(ΠM );
(d) sd(ΠM{N /x}) ≤ sd(ΠM ) + sd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 1.
3. If ΠM ✄ ΓM ; ∆M ; EM , (ΘM , {x :A}; ∅) ⊢ M :B, and ΠN ✄ ∅; ∅; EN ⊢ N : $A, with EN ⊆ {(ΘN ; ∅)}, then
there exists ΓM ; ∆M ; EM , {(ΘM ; ∅)} ⊔ EN ⊢M{N/x} :B such that:210
(a) d(ΠM{N/x}) = max{d(ΠM ), d(ΠN )};
(b) wd(ΠM{N/x}) = wd(ΠM ) + wd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 0;
(c) s0(ΠM{N/x}) = s0(ΠM );
(d) sd(ΠM{N /x}) ≤ sd(ΠM ) + sd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 1.
4. Let ΠM ✄ ΓM ; ∆M ; EM , (∅;x : A) ⊢ M : B, no(x,M) = 1, and ΠN ✄ ΓN ; ∆N ; EN ⊢ N : !A, with EN ⊆215
{(ΘN ; y :C)}. Then, there exists ΓM ,ΓN ; ∆M ,∆N ; EM ⊔ EN ⊢M{N/x} :B such that:
(a) d(ΠM{N/x}) = max{d(ΠM ), d(ΠN )};
(b) wd(ΠM{N/x}) ≤ wd(ΠM ), for every 0 ≤ d ≤ 1;
(c) s0(ΠM{N/x}) = s0(ΠM );
(d) sd(ΠM{N /x}) ≤ sd(ΠM ) + sd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 1.220
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5. Let ΠM ✄ΓM ; ∆M ; EM , (∅;x :A) ⊢M :B, no(x,M) > 1, and ΠN ✄ΓN ; ∆N ; EN ⊢ N :!A, with EN ⊆ {(∅; y :
C)}. Then, there exists ΓM ,ΓN ; ∆M ,∆N ; EM ⊔ EN ⊢M{N/x} :B such that:
(a) d(ΠM{N/x}) = max{d(ΠM ), d(ΠN )};
(b) wd(ΠM{N/x}) ≤ wd(ΠM ) for 0 ≤ d ≤ 1;
(c) s0(ΠM{N/x}) = s0(ΠM );225
(d) sd(ΠM{N /x}) ≤ sd(ΠM ) + no(x,M) sd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 1.
The lemma above can be proved by induction on the derivation ΠM , using Lemma 2.
As a first observation, let us look at point 5 of Lemma 3 here above. It says that the width at level 0 and 1 cannot
increase. The reason are the requirements on N which must be a value with a !-modal type and with at most a single
free variable. This means that the deduction that gives the type to N can contain instances of the rules C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,230
and −• E — those which may increase the width — only at levels at least 2. On the other side, point 4 of Lemma 3
says that when a polynomial variable occurs free only once in M we can relax a little bit the conditions on N : it must
still be a value with a !-modal type, but it may depend on more than a single variable.
The subject reduction above suggests how to restrict the β-reduction on the λ-terms so that those ones which are
typeable by WALT enjoy the subject reduction.235
Definition 3.1 (Rewriting Λ.) • Generic rewriting relation. The relation →w⊆Λ2 is the contextual closure of
the rewriting relation ◮⊆Λ2, such that (\x.M)N ◮M{N/x} if, and only if:
either no(x,M) = 0 (1)
or no(x,M) = 1 and N ∈ ΛV (2)
or no(x,M) > 1 and N ∈ ΛV,FV(N) ⊆ {y}, for some y (3)
→+w is the transitive closure of→w, while→∗w is the reflexive and transitive closure of→w. M is in→w-normal
form, and we write nf(M), if →w cannot rewrite M anymore.
• Rewriting relation by depth. Assume Π✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢M :A. Let M →w N by means of the reduction of a redex
(\x.P )Q→w P{Q/x}. If (\x.P )Q is at depth d in Π, then we write M d−→w N . M is in →w-normal form at
depth d, and we write nfd(M), if d−→w cannot rewrite M anymore.240
Subject reduction. We prove the subject reduction (Theorem 1 below) in two steps. First we show that it holds at
depth 0. Then, we extend the result to any depth, observing that depth d > 0, of any deduction Π is, in fact, the depth
0 of every subdeduction of Π whose conclusion is at depth d.
Lemma 4 (Subject reduction at depth 0.) Let us assume (\x.M)N be at depth 0 inΠ(\x.M)N✄Γ;∆; E ⊢ (\x.M)N :
A. If (\x.M)N →w M{N/x}, then there exists ΠM{N/x} ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢M{N/x} :A such that:245
1. d(ΠM{N /x}) ≤ d(Π(\x.M)N );
2. wd(ΠM{N/x}) ≤ wd(Π(\x.M)N ), with d ≤ 1;
3. s0(ΠM{N /x}) < s0(Π(\x.M)N );
4. sd(ΠM{N/x}) ≤ sd(Π(\x.M)N ) + no(x,M ) sd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 1.
The lemma can be proved proceeding by cases on the definition of →w, using Lemma 3.250
Theorem 1 (Subject reduction.) Let us assume ΠM ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢M :A. Let us assume also M d−→w N by means of
the reduction of a redex (\x.P )Q→w P{Q/x} at depth d ≤ d(ΠM ) in ΠM . Then, there exists ΠN ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢ N :A
such that:
1. d(ΠN ) ≤ d(ΠM ), namely the reduction cannot increase the global depth.
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2. wi(ΠN ) ≤ wi(ΠM ), for every 0 ≤ i ≤ d + 1, namely the reduction cannot increase the width at depth255
0, 1, . . . , d+ 1.
3. si(ΠN ) = si(ΠM ), for every 0 ≤ i < d, namely the reduction cannot alter the size at depth 0, 1, . . . , d− 1.
4. sd(ΠN ) < sd(ΠM ), namely the reduction strictly consumes structure at the depth it occurs.
5. si(ΠN ) ≤ si(ΠM ) + no(x, P ) si(ΠQ), for every d < i ≤ d(ΠM ), namely the reduction may increase the
dimension at depth d+ 1, d+ 2, . . . , d(ΠM ) but not too much. The bound is given by the partial size of ΠQ and260
by the number of occurrences of x in P .
It can be proved proceeding by induction on ΠM , using Lemma 4.
4 Polytime soundness
We want to prove that WALT is poly-time strongly normalizing, mixing ideas, observations and terminology from
[Asp98, Ter01, AR02, MNM02, Ter07]. We first prove the poly-time weak normalization by showing the existence265
of a canonical strategy, composed by normalization rounds at a given depth, that normalizes every deduction ΠM in a
time which is bounded by a polynomial in the dimension of ΠM . Then, the poly-time strong normalization follows by
showing that the canonical strategy is the worst one.
4.1 Weak polytime soundness
Rounds at level d. Given a deduction ΠM ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢ M : A, a round at level d ≤ d(ΠM ) from M to Nn is a270
sequence M ≡ N0
d
−→w N1
d
−→w · · ·
d
−→w Nn−1
d
−→w Nn of reduction of redexes, for some n ≥ 0, abbreviated
as M
d
❀ Nn. A complete round from M is every round such that nfd(Nn). Notice that the rounds from M to Nn are
not unique since every Ni may have many redexes at level d that we can reduce in any order.
Corollary 1 (Behavior of every round.) Let ΠM ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢M :A be given.
1. There is at least one complete round M d❀ Nn from M .275
2. Every complete round M d❀ Nn from M is such that n ≤ sd(ΠM ). Namely, the complete rounds from M are
strongly normalizing in, at most, sd(ΠM ) steps.
3. For every complete round M d❀ Nn from M , the derivation ΠNn is identical to ΠM , at every level i ≤ d − 1.
Namely, nothing changes in ΠM in the course of the round at the levels 0, 1, . . . , d− 1.
Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 1 which proves that a normalization step at level d in ΠM , that corresponds to the280
reduction of a redex, strictly shrinks the dimension at that level, while preserving the structure at 0, 1, . . . , d− 1.
Canonical strategy. Given a deduction ΠM ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢ M :A, a canonical strategy from M to Nd is a sequence
M ≡ N0
0
❀ N1
1
❀ · · ·
d−2
❀ Nd−1
d−1
❀ Nd of complete rounds, abbreviated as M
0,d−1
=⇒ Nd. Notice that we say “a
canonical” instead of “the canonical” because the complete rounds that define any canonical strategy are not unique.
A complete canonical strategy from M is every canonical strategy such that nf(Nd). Beware that we do not require285
nfd(Nd) only, but the full nf(Nd).
Corollary 2 (Behavior of a canonical strategy.) Let ΠM ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢M :A be given.
1. In every canonical strategy M ≡ N0
0
❀ N1
1
❀ · · ·
d−2
❀ Nd−1
d−1
❀ Nd from M , for every 0 < i ≤ d, we have
nfj(Ni) with 0 ≤ j < i. Namely, every ΠNi , with 0 < i ≤ d, is normal at level 0, 1, . . . , i− 1.
2. There is at least one complete canonical strategy M 0,d−1=⇒ Nd from M .290
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3. Every complete canonical strategy M 0,d−1=⇒ Nd from M is such that d ≤ d(ΠM ) + 1. Namely, every complete
strategy from M is strongly normalizing in, at most, d(ΠM ) + 1 complete rounds.
Corollary 2 is a consequence of Corollary 1 which says that every complete round terminates, and of Theorem 1, which
assures that the maximal depth of ΠM cannot increase as the normalization proceeds.
How to get the polynomial bound. Let us assume both that ΠM ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢ M :A and that we shall be able to295
prove the following proposition:
Proposition 1 (Bounding the size of the result of every complete round.) Every complete round Ni−1 i−1❀ Ni from
Ni−1, with 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, implies |ΠNi | ≤ pi−1(|ΠNi−1 |), where pi−1 is a polynomial of maximal degree ∂(pi−1).
Theorem 2 (Bounding the result size of any complete canonical strategy.) Let M ≡ N0 0,d(M)=⇒ Nd(M)+1 be a
complete canonical strategy from M . Then |ΠNd(M)+1 | ≤ p(|ΠM |), such that ∂(p) =
∏d(ΠM )
i=0 ∂(pi).300
To prove it, we observe that, from Proposition1:
|ΠNd(M)+1 | ≤ pd(M)(|ΠNd(M) |), |ΠNd(M) | ≤ pd(M)−1(|ΠNd(M)−1 |), . . . , |ΠN2 | ≤ p1(|ΠN1 |), |ΠN1 | ≤ p0(|ΠN0 |)
which implies |ΠNd(M)+1 | ≤ pd(M)(pd(M)−1(. . . p1(p0(|ΠM |)) . . .)), where:
∂(pd(M)(pd(M)−1(. . . p1(p0(|ΠM |)) . . .))) =
d(ΠM )Y
i=0
∂(pi) .
Corollary 3 (The normalization of WALT is poly-step.) There is a k such that ΠM normalizes in a number of steps
which is O(|ΠM |k
d(ΠM )
).
To prove it, let k be the maximal of the values among ∂(p0), . . . , ∂(pd(ΠM )) of Theorem 2. Then, the number of
redexes we have to reduce in the course of the complete canonical strategy is bounded by:
d(ΠM )X
i=0
|ΠM |
ki ≤
kd(ΠM )X
i=0
|ΠM |
i =
|ΠM |
kd(ΠM )+1 − 1
|ΠM | − 1
∈ O(kd(ΠM )) , using
nX
i=0
xi =
xn+1 − 1
x− 1
.
Theorem 3 (Weak poly-time normalization.) Every ΠM normalizes in a time bounded by a polynomial in |ΠM |,305
whose degree depends on d(ΠM ).
To prove it, we use Corollary 3 and the known fact that a single β-reduction of standard λ-calculus, of which →w is a
special case, can be implemented by a Turing machine with a quadratic overhead in the dimension of the term being
reduced [Asp98, Ter01, Ter07].
4.1.1 Proving Proposition 1.310
Essentially we have to prove two facts. One is that every normalization step does not produce too many copies of the
deductions that need to be replicated. The other fact is that the deductions of WALT, forming them a subsystem of
System F, are essentially acyclic. We start focusing on the first property.
Corollary 4 (Subject reduction iterated by a round.) Let us assume ΠM✄Γ;∆; E ⊢M :A. Let us assume also that
in a given round M ≡ N0
d
−→w N1
d
−→w · · ·
d
−→w Nn−1
d
−→w Nn, for some n ≥ 0, every step Nj d−→w Nj+1,315
with 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, rewrites a redex (\x.Pj)Qj
d
−→w Pj{Qj/x}. Then, ΠNn ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢ Nn :A is such that:
1. d(ΠNn) ≤ d(ΠM ).
2. wi(ΠNn) ≤ wi(ΠM ), for every 0 ≤ i ≤ d+ 1.
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3. si(ΠNn) = si(ΠM ), for every 0 ≤ i < d.
4. sd(ΠNn) < sd(ΠM ).320
5. si(ΠNn) ≤ si(ΠM ) + wd+1(ΠM )(
∑n−1
j=0 si(ΠQj )), for every d < i ≤ d(ΠM ).
All its points follow by applying Theorem 1 on every step of the round. We develop some details of point 5. The-
orem 1, applied to every (\x.Pj)Qj
d
−→w Pj{Qj/x}, with 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, implies si(ΠNj+1 ) ≤ si(ΠNj ) +
no(x, Pj) si(ΠQj ) ≤ si(ΠNj ) + wd+1(ΠNj ) si(ΠQj ), for every d < i ≤ d(ΠM ), because, by definition, no(x, Pj) ≤
wd+1(ΠNj ). So, point 2 here above implies:
si(ΠNn) ≤ si(ΠN0) +
n−1X
j=0
wd+1(ΠNj ) si(ΠQj ) ≤ si(ΠN0) + wd+1(ΠN0)
n−1X
j=0
si(ΠQj ) .
Now, let us assume we shall be able to prove:
Proposition 2 (Bounding the size of the substituted arguments.) Let us suppose the assumptions of Corollary 4 hold.
Then,
∑n−1
j=0 si(ΠQj ) ≤ si(ΠM ), for every d < i ≤ d(ΠM ).
Proposition 1 is directly implied by Corollary 4 and Proposition 2 by assuming that M ≡ N0
d
❀ Nn is complete and
observing:
si(ΠNn) ≤ si(ΠN0) + wd+1(ΠN0) si(ΠN0) ≤ si(ΠN0) + si(ΠN0)
2 ≤ 2|ΠN0 |
2 ,
where the two terms M,Nn in the round M ≡ N0
d
❀ Nn here above coincide to Ni−1, Ni, respectively, of Proposi-325
tion 1. Consequently, we get Theorem 3 about the weak poly-time normalization of WALT.
4.1.2 Proving Proposition 2.
This amounts to check the absence of cycles. For doing this, we trace how the copies of the same deduction compose
in the course of a normalization. The main tool for tracing are the substitution traces, or simply, traces. They record
how we compose (sub-)deductions that conclude by a modal rule as the normalization proceeds. We are interested to330
them since they determine the size growth at the levels deeper than the one a normalization step takes place.
(Substitution) traces. Every (substitution) trace is a set of sequences of deductions of WALT, defined as fol-
lows. The empty set of sequences is a trace. For every ΠM (!) ✄ Γ,∆, E ⊢ M :!A the singleton {tΦ(ΠM (!))}
is a trace, Φ containing the single polynomial variable in Dom(E) ∩ FV(M), if any. Otherwise, Φ is ∅. For ev-
ery ΠM ($) ✄ Γ,∆, E ⊢ M : $A, the set
⊎
x∈F{t{x}(ΠM ($))}, is a trace, where F is the set of polynomial vari-
ables in Dom(E) ∩ FV(M), if any. Otherwise, the trace is a singleton {t∅(ΠM ($))}. Finally, for any F ′,F ′′, let
t1 =
⊎
x∈F ′∪F ′′{t{x}(ΠPx1 , . . . ,ΠPxmx )} and t2 = {tΦ(ΠQ1 , . . . ,ΠQn)} be traces. Then, we obtain a trace by plug-
ging t2 (on top of some of the sequences) in t1:
(
]
x∈F′
{tΦ(ΠPx1 , . . . ,ΠPxmx ,ΠQ1 , . . . ,ΠQn)}) ⊎ (
]
y∈F′′
{t{y}(ΠPy1 , . . . ,ΠP
y
my
)}) .
Intuition about traces and initial traces, introduced here below. Initial traces can be thought of as traces assigned
to a deduction we want to normalize. Those which are not initial can be thought of as built stepwise and associated to
the deductions as far as the normalization proceeds.
Assigning (initial) traces to a deduction. Let ΠM ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢ M :A. An assignment of traces to ΠM is a map335
ta(ΠM ) =
⋃
ΠP0ΠM
{ta(ΠP0)} such that, for every subdeduction ΠP0(R)✄Γ0; ∆0; E0 ⊢ P0 :B of ΠM , ta(ΠP0(R))
yields a trace, as follows:
1. ta(ΠP0(R)) = {tΦ(ΠP0 ,ΠP1 , . . . ,ΠPm)} for some m ≥ 0, if R ≡!, B ≡!A0, and
• for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, Pi is a value, and ΠPi(!)✄ Γi; ∆i; Ei, {(∅;xi :Ai)} ⊢ Pi : !Ai−1;
• ΠPm(!)✄ Γm; ∆m; Em ⊔ {(∅; Φm)} ⊢ Pm : !Am−1.340
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2. ta(ΠP0(R)) = (
⊎p
i=1{tΦmi (ΠP0 ,ΠPi1 , . . . ,ΠPimi )})⊎(
⊎q
j=1{tΦ′j (ΠP0)}), for some p, q ≥ 0, n1, . . . , np ≥ 1,
if R ≡ $, B ≡ $A0, and
• ΠP0($)✄ Γ0; ∆0; E0, (∅;x
0
11 :A1), . . . , (∅;x
0
1n1 :A1), . . . . . . (∅;x
0
p1 :Ap), . . . , (∅;x
0
pnp :Ap) ⊢ P0 :$A;
• for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p, and m1, . . . ,mp ≥ 1:
– all the variables xi1, . . . , xini are contracted to the same variable xi in ΠM ;345
– Pimi is a value, and ΠPimi (!)✄ Γimi ; ∆imi ; Eimi ⊔ {(∅; Φmi)} ⊢ Pimi : !Aimi−1;
– Ai ≡ Ai0;
– for every 1 ≤ j ≤ mi − 1, Pij is a value, and ΠPij (!)✄ Γij ; ∆ij ; Eij , {(∅; yij :Aij)} ⊢ Pij : !Aij−1;
• if we say that {z1, . . . , zq} is the set of all the polynomial variables in Dom(E0) ∩ FV(P0), namely the set
such that {z1, . . . , zq}∩{x011, . . . , x01n1 , . . . . . . x
0
p1, . . . , x
0
pnp} = ∅, then, for every 1 ≤ j ≤ q, Φ
′
j contains350
the single polynomial variable zj in Dom(E0) ∩ FV(P0), if any. Otherwise, there is a unique Φ′1 = ∅.
3. ta(ΠP0(R)) = ∅ if R 6∈ {$, !}.
The assignment ta(ΠM ) is initial, if m = 0 in clause 1, and p = 0 in clause 2. Namely, every initial assignment
assigns at least {t∅(ΠP0)} to ta(ΠP0 (R)), with R ∈ {$, !}. Moreover,ΠPi1 , . . . ,ΠPimi in the definition of ta(ΠP0($))
represent deductions whose subject is a value, with a modal type, replaced for xi1, . . . , xini .355
As consequence, the following lemma shows that we can transform a trace assignment by means of the normal-
ization steps. In particular, it says how a reduction step can modify the trace of a subdeduction that concludes by an
instance of the rule $, or !. The trace is modified by plugging the trace, associated to the deduction, which is argument
of the β-redex, on top of the modal rules occurring in the deduction which is the body of the function in the β-redex.
Lemma 5 (Stepwise transformation of trace assignments.) Let ΠM ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢ M : A, and ta(ΠM ) be an as-360
signment of traces to ΠM . Also, let us suppose that, for some 0 ≤ d ≤ d(ΠM ), M d−→w N by means of
(\x.P )Q
d
−→w P{Q/x}, where no(x, P ) ≥ 1, ΠQ ✄ ΓQ; ∆Q; EQ ⊢ Q :!A, and ta(ΠM ) is such that, for ΠQ  ΠM ,
we have ta(ΠQ) = {tΦQ(ΠQ1 , . . . ,ΠQm)}. The reduction step induces ta(ΠN ) from ta(ΠM ) as follows:
1. ta(ΠN ) contains ta(ΠP ′{Q{y/z}/y}) = {t{y}(ΠP1 , . . . ,ΠPn ,ΠQ1 . . . ,ΠQm{y/z})}, for every ΠP ′(!)  ΠM
such that: (i) ta(ΠM ) contains ta(Π′P (!)) = {t{y}(ΠP1 , . . . ,ΠPn)}, (ii) y is contracted to x in ΠP by occur-365
rences of the rules C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E, and (iii) ΦQ = {z}. Otherwise, if ΦQ = ∅, then ta(ΠP ′{Q/y}) =
{t∅(ΠP1 , . . . ,ΠPn ,ΠQ1 . . . ,ΠQm)}.
2. ta(ΠN ) contains ta(ΠP ′{Q{x1/z}/x1}...{Q{xm/z}/xm}) = S⊎(
⊎m
i=1{t{xi}(ΠP i1 , . . . ,ΠP ini
,ΠQ1 . . . ,ΠQm{xi/z})}),
for every ΠP ′($)  ΠM such that: (i) ta(ΠM ) contains ta(ΠP ′($)) = S ⊎ (
⊎m
i=1{t{xi}(ΠP i1 , . . . ,ΠP ini
)}), (ii)
the variables x1, . . . , xm are contracted to x in ΠM by occurrences of the rules C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E, and (iii)370
ΦQ = {z}, for somem ≥ 1 and n1, . . . , nm ≥ 1. Otherwise, if ΦQ = ∅, we have that ta(ΠP ′{Q/x1}...{Q/xm}) =
S ⊎ (
⊎m
i=1{t∅(ΠP i1 , . . . ,ΠP ini
,ΠQ1 . . . ,ΠQm)}).
ta(ΠN ) is identical to ta(ΠM ) everywhere else.
To prove Lemma 5 we start observing that Q must be a value. Lemma 2, point 8, implies that the last rule of ΠQ is
an instance of !. So, x is a polynomial variable in ΠP . In relation to x, Lemma 2, point 7, implies the existence of375
n ≥ 1 subdeductions of ΠP , namely of ΠM , such that, for some q1, . . . , qn ≥ 0, w1(ΠP ) ≥ q1+ . . .+ qn ≥ no(x, P ),
and, for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n, ΠP ′k(Rk) ✄ Γk; ∆k; Ek, (Θ
k
1 ;x
k
1 :A), . . . , (Θ
k
qk ;x
k
qk :A) ⊢ Pk :Ck, with Rk ∈ {A, $, !},
is a subdeduction ΠP . Namely, every ΠP ′
k
introduces xk1 , . . . , xkqk that will be contracted to x. Let K be the maximal
subset of {1, . . . , n} such that, for every k ∈ K, Rk ∈ {$, !}. The points 4 and 5 of Lemma 3 imply that we can build
the derivations Π
P ′k{
Q{
xk1 /z}/
xk
1
}...{Q{
xkqk /z}/
xkqk
}
(Rk) of ΠN . Now, if Rk ≡!, then qk = 1 and we define380
ta(Π
P ′k{
Q{
xk1 /z}/
xk
1
}
(!)) as in point 1 here above, by identifying y with xk1 . Otherwise, if Rk ≡ $, we define
ta(Π
P ′k{
Q{
xk1 /z}/
xk
1
}...{Q{
xkqk /z}/
xkqk
}
)($) as in point 2 by identifying every x1, . . . , xm with xk1 , . . . , xkqk .
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Theorem 4 (Nature of the elements of the sequences in a trace.) Let ΠM ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢ M :A with ta(ΠM ) initial.
Also, let M ≡ N0
d
−→w . . .
d
−→w Nm be a round, for some m ≥ 0. For every ΠP  ΠNm:
1. Every element of every sequence in ta(ΠP ) is a subdeduction of ΠN0 .385
2. Every pair of deductions ΠQ′ ,ΠQ′′ that occur in a given sequence of ta(ΠP ) are distinct subdeductions of ΠN0 .
To prove the first point here above we proceed by induction on m. If m = 0, the statement holds by definition of
(initial) trace. If m > 0, then the statement holds by Lemma 5 where the step Nm−1 0−→w Nm defines ta(ΠNm) using
the trace of ta(ΠNm−1) which, by induction, contains subdeductions of ΠN0 .
For the second point, let us suppose ta(ΠNm) contained a sequence of subdeductions of ΠN0 in which the two390
occurrences ΠQ′ ,ΠQ′′ are, in fact, the same occurrence ΠQ˜ such that ΠQ˜  ΠN0 . This means that, in the course
of the normalization, we have a sequence ΠQ˜ ≡ ΠQ0 ,ΠQ1 . . . ,ΠQm−1 ,ΠQm ≡ ΠQ˜, with m ≥ 0, such that the
conclusion of ΠQi is plugged into an assumption of ΠQi−1 , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m. This would mean to have a cycle in
the normalization procedure, contradicting Fact 1, saying that WALT is a subsystem of System F, which is strongly
normalizing.395
Proposition 2 as a corollary of Theorem 4 and Corollary 1. Let us assume that the hypothesis of Theorem 4
hold, M ≡ N0
d
❀ Nm being a complete round. For every ΠP such that both ΠP  ΠNm and ta(ΠP ) 6= ∅, we can
say that every sequence tΦ(ΠP1 , . . . ,ΠPn) that belongs to ta(ΠP ) only contains distinct instances of subdeductions of
ΠN0 , thanks to the two points of Theorem 4. Moreover, m ≤ sd(ΠN0) thanks to Corollary 1. This, by the definition
of partial size implies
∑m
j=1 si(ΠPj ) ≤ sd(ΠN0), for every d < i ≤ d(ΠN0), which is the statement of Proposition 2.400
So, Theorem 3 holds and WALT is weakly poly-time normalizable, at least.
4.2 Strong polytime soundness
Our goal is to see that every normalization strategy which is not canonical cannot be worst in terms of the number
of steps it can perform. We assume to have some ΠN0 , and we observe the differences between the complete round
N0
d
❀ Nm and any other reduction sequence defined as follows as a perturbation of the round:
N0
d
−→w N1
d
−→w . . .
d
−→w Ni
d
−→w Ni+1
d
−→w . . .
d
−→w Nm
↓d+1
N ′i
d
−→w N
′
i+1
d
−→w . . .
d
−→w N
′
m .
We call perturbation step at level d + 1 of the complete round N0 d❀ Nm the step ↓d+1; it stands for a single step
Ni
d+1
−→w N ′i that reduces a redex (\x.P )Q
d+1
−→w P{Q/x} which we may assume be in some ΠN ′′  ΠNi . Theorem 1
implies that the perturbation step at d + 1 does not modify the size at depth d. Both ΠNi and ΠN ′i coincide ad level405
d, and it is correct to keep reducing N ′i to N ′m in the same number of steps we need from Ni to Nm. However, the
perturbation produces sd+1(ΠN ′i ) < sd+1(ΠNi). The consequence is that, given the two complete roundsNm
d+1
❀ Nn1 ,
and N ′m
d+1
❀ N ′n2 , we have n1 ≥ n2. In particular, if none of the rewriting steps in Ni
d
❀ Nm, or in N ′i
d
❀ N ′m,
produces copies of ΠN ′′ , which would mean to replicate (\x.P )Q, then n1 = n2 + 1. Indeed, reducing (\x.P )Q as a
perturbation of N0
d
❀ Nm implies that we do not have to reduce it in the course of N ′m
d+1
❀ N ′n2 . Otherwise, if we do410
not perturbate N0
d
❀ Nn, we shall reduce (\x.P )Q in the course of Nm
d+1
❀ Nn1 , increasing n1 exactly by one step,
as compared to n2. If, on the contrary, at least one of the rewriting steps in Ni
d
❀ Nm replicates ΠN ′′ , so generating
many copies of (\x.P )Q, then n1 = n2 + k, with k > 1. It is enough to observe that Nm
d+1
❀ Nn1 will contain a step
for every copy of (\x.P )Q, while these steps will not belong to N ′m
d+1
❀ N ′n2 because it will already contain copies of
P{Q/x}.415
So every arbitrary sequence of perturbations, at any level, of any round in any canonical strategy reduces in
advance redexes that, instead, would be first replicated, and then reduced, by the canonical strategy itself. So the
canonical strategy is the worst one.
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5 Quasi-linear safe recursion on notation (QlSRN)
We define the fragment QlSRN of the Safe recursion on notation (SRN) that we shall be able to embed into WALT.420
Recall that QlSRN is SRN where the composition scheme is restricted to linear safe arguments only. To introduce
QlSRN, we follow [BW96].
The signature of QlSRN. Let ΣQlSRN = ∪k,l∈NΣk,lQlSRN be the signature of QlSRN. ΣQlSRN contains the basefunctions and it is closed under the schemes called linear safe composition and safe recursion. For every k, l ∈ N, the
base functions are the zero zk,l ∈ Σk,lQlSRN, the successors s0,10 , s0,11 , and the predecessor p0,1 ∈ Σ0,1QlSRN, the projection425
πk,li ∈ Σ
k,l
QlSRN, with 1 ≤ i ≤ k + l, and the branching c
0,3 ∈ Σ0,3QlSRN.
For every k, l, l′, l1, . . . , ll′ ∈ N, the linear safe composition is ◦k,
Pl′
i=1 li
k′,l′ [f, g1, . . . , gk′ , h1, . . . , hl′ ] ∈ Σ
k,
Pl′
i=1 li
QlSRN if
f ∈ Σk
′,l′
QlSRN, g1, . . . , gk′ ∈ Σ
k,0
QlSRN, and hi ∈ Σ
k,li
QlSRN, with i ∈ {1, . . . , l
′}, while the safe recursion is rk+1,l[g, h0, h1] ∈
Σk+1,lQlSRN if g ∈ QlSRN
k,l
, and h0, h1 ∈ Σk+1,l+1QlSRN .
Quasi-linear safe recursion on notation (QlSRN). Let VQlSRN be a denumerable set of names of variables,430
disjoint from ΣQlSRN. QlSRN is the set of Safe recursive functions on notation with quasi-linear safe arguments
with signature ΣQlSRN, or, simply Quasi-linear safe recursion. QlSRN is such that VQlSRN ⊂ QlSRN, and for every
k, l ∈ N, if f ∈ Σk,lQlSRN, and t1, . . . , tk, u1, . . . , ul ∈ QlSRN, then f(t1, . . . , tk, u1, . . . , ul) ∈ QlSRN. As usual, a
term is closed if it does not contain variables of VQlSRN.
Notations and terminology. x, y, z . . . denote elements of VQlSRN. t, u, v . . . denote elements of QlSRN. For435
every f ∈ Σk,lQlSRN, k and l are normal and safe arity of f , respectively. For every k, l ∈ N, such that l − k ≥ 1, ~t[k;l]
denotes a non empty sequence tk, . . . , tl of l− k + 1 terms in SRN. ~t[k;l](i), with k ≤ i ≤ l, denotes the element ti of
~t[k;l].
An equational theory on QlSRN. The definition of the equational theory exploits that every natural number n
can be written, uniquely, as
∑m
j=0 2
m−jνm−j . So, assuming to abbreviate the base functions s0,10 , s
0,1
1 as s0, s1,
respectively, we can follow [MO04] and say that 0 is equivalent to z0,0, and n ≥ 1 to sν0(. . . (sνm−1(s1 z0,0)) . . .).
Notice that we could have expressed n as
∑m
j=0 2
jνj , but our choice makes proofs simpler. Then, the equational theory
is as follows. Zero is constantly equal to 0: zk,l(~x[1;k], ~x[k+1;k+l]) = 0 for any k, l ∈ N. The predecessor erases the
most significant bit of any number greater than 0: for every i ∈ {0, 1}, p0,1(0) = 0, and p0,1(si(y)) = y. We shall
use p as an abbreviation of p0,1. The conditional has three arguments. If the first is zero, then the result is the second
argument. Otherwise, it is the third one: for every i ∈ {0, 1}, c0,3(0, y0, y1) = y0, and c0,3(si(y), y0, y1) = y1. The
projection chooses one argument, out of a given tuple, as a result: for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k+ l, πk,li (~x[1;k], ~x[k+1;k+l]) = xi.
The linear composition uses the safe arguments linearly. This means that it splits the sequence of safe arguments into
as many sub-sequences as required by the safe arity of every hi function, used to calculate the safe arguments of f :
◦
k,
Pl′
i=1 li
k′,l′ [f, g1, . . . , gk′ , h1, . . . , hl′ ] (~x[1;k], ~x[k+1;k+l1], ~x[k+1+l1;k+l1+l2], . . . , ~x[k+1+Pl′−1i=1 li;k+1+Pl′i=1 li])
= f (g1(~x[1;k]), . . . , gk′(~x[1;k]), h1(~x[1;k], ~x[k+1;k+l1]), . . . , hl′(~x[1;k], ~x[k+1+Pl′−1i=1 li;k+1+Pl′i=1 li])) .
The recursion iterates either the function h0, or h1, as many times as the length of its first argument. The choice
between h0, and h1 depends on the least significant digit of the first argument. The base of the iteration is a function g:
r
k+1,l[g, h0, h1](0, ~x[1;k], ~x[k+1;k+l]) = g(~x[1;k], ~x[k+1;k+l])
r
k+1,l[g, h0, h1](si(x), ~x[1;k], ~x[k+1;k+l]) = hi(x, ~x[1;k], ~x[k+1;k+l], r
k+1,l[g, h0, h1](x, ~x[1;k], ~x[k+1;k+l])) .
We notice once more that the recursion evaluates its safe arguments with no restrictions at all.
6 Programming combinators in WALT440
To embed QlSRN into WALT, inductively, we are going to program some combinators in WALT. They will represent
the base functions, and both the composition and recursive schemes of QlSRN. This requires to find the correct data-
types that allow to capture the call-by-value nature that QlSRN inherits from SRN, once SRN is taken as rewriting
system, and not “only” as equational theory [BW96]. In particular, the recursive scheme will be implemented by
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an iteration scheme in WALT, whose behavior will be intuitively illustrated before its formal definition is given in445
Subsection 6.3.
6.1 Basic data-types in WALT
We define a set of Data-types — (unary) strings, (binary) words, booleans, two kinds of tensors, and lists — whose
canonical constructors can be typed in WALT.
Notations and definitions. If X is any finite set, |X | is its cardinality. $nA denotes $ · · · $A with n ≥ 0 oc-450
currences of $. An analogous meaning holds for !nA. (⊸ni=1 Ai) abbreviates A1 ⊸ · · · ⊸ An, while (−•ni=1Ai)
abbreviates A1 −• · · · −• An. If useful, BA shortens A⊸ B, for any A,B. Finally, the λ-term identity \x.x is I .
(Unary) Strings. We call Unary string, or simply strings, the terms identified as Church numerals, the reason
being that the Church numerals are, generally, used to encode the integers N in unary notation. The typeN of strings
isN ≡ ∀α.!(α⊸ α)⊸ $(α⊸ α) whose constructors have the standard form:
0 ≡ \fy.y
m ≡ \fy.(f(· · · (f y) · · · )) (m ≥ 1 occurrences of f)
The successor on the strings is the usual term, up to a β-expansion:
Ss ≡ \nf.(\zx.f(z x))(n f) .
First, Ss develops the iteration of n applied to f , and, then, it applies the fully unfolded iteration to x. The presence of
a β-expansion when a string is used to iterate some step function seems a kind of constant design property that WALT
induces on the λ-terms it gives a type to.455
Proposition 3 (Typing the strings.) Rules derivable in WALT:
n ≥ 0
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ n :N ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ Ss :N⊸ N
Proposition 4 (Dynamics of the successor on strings.) For every n ∈ N, Ssn→+w n+ 1.
Tensors. We use the Tensors to represent tuples of λ-terms. The tensor type symbol
⊗
is used as follows⊗m
i=1Ai ≡ ∀α.((⊸
m
i=1 Ai) ⊸ α) ⊸ α, with m ≥ 1, and the type constructors coincide to the usual definition
of tuples in the λ-calculus:
〈M1 . . .Mm〉 = \z.z M1 . . . Mm (m ≥ 1)
\〈x1 . . . xm〉.M = \w.w(\x1 . . . xm.M) (m ≥ 1)
Proposition 5 (Typing the tensors.) Rules derivable in WALT:
Γ1;∆1; E1 ⊢M1 :A1 . . . Γm;∆m; Em ⊢Mm :Am
Γ1 . . .Γm; ∆1 . . .∆m; E1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Em ⊢ 〈M1, . . . ,Mm〉 :
Nm
i=1Ai
⊗I
Γ, x1 :A1, . . . , xm :Am; ∆; E ⊢M :B
Γ;∆; E ⊢ \〈x1 . . . xm〉.M : (
Nm
i=1Ai)⊸ B
⊸ I⊗
Proposition 6 (Dynamics of the tensors.) For every M1 . . . Mm (\〈x1 · · ·xm〉.M)〈M1, . . . ,Mm〉 →+w
(\x1 . . . xm.M)M1 . . .Mm.
Booleans. We call Booleans the terms that, applied to a tuple, project out one its components. The type Bm of a460
space of booleans with m elements is Bm ≡ ∀α.(
⊗m
i=1 α) ⊸ α, with m ≥ 1. The type constructor is a projection
πmi ≡ \〈x0 . . . xm−1〉.xi with m ≥ 1, and 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, defined on tensor tuples of terms.
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Proposition 7 (Typing the booleans.) Rules derivable in WALT:
n ≥ 1 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ πni :Bn
Proposition 8 (Dynamics of the booleans.) For every n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, πmi 〈M0, . . . ,Mm−1〉 →+w Mi.
(Binary) Words. We call Binary words, or simply words, the terms that allow to encode the integers N in binary
notation. The type of the words isW ≡ ∀α.!(α⊸ α)⊸!(α⊸ α)⊸ $(α⊸ α). The canonical constructors ofW
are:
0 = \01y.y
2m + 2m−1 · νm−1 + · · ·+ 20 · ν0 = \01y.ν0(· · · (νm−1(1 y) · · · ) (4)
where m ≥ 0 and ν0≤i≤m−1 ∈ {0, 1}. In particular, observe that, for any n ≥ 0, the least significant bit of 2n+ ν
coincides to ν, and that a word is a Church numeral built using the two successors names 0, and 1. Two combinators
Ws0, and Ws1 that yield the successors of any word exist:
Ws1 = \n01.(\zy.1(zy))(n01)
Ws0 = \n.MkC (\01.(\zy.0(zy))(n01))
MkC ≡ \n01.(\z.\y.(\〈x y〉.y)(z(BMkC y)))(n(SMkC0 0)(SMkC1 1))
BMkC ≡ \y.〈π20 , y〉
SMkC0 =≡ \x.\〈p r〉.(\〈p1 p2〉.〈p1, p2〈\x.x, x〉r〉)(p〈〈π
2
0, π
2
0〉, 〈π
2
1 , π
2
1〉〉)
SMkC1 ≡ \x.\〈p r〉.〈π
2
1 , xr〉
Ws1 has the form we expect, namely it generalizes the form of the successor on strings. Ws0 uses MkC to erase every
occurrence of the symbol 0 to the right hand side of the most significant bit of a word, as in [MO04]. This allows to
preserve the requirements on (4), where any n, with n 6= 0, must have 1 as its most significant bit. The words have a
single predecessor:
P ≡ \n.\01.(\zy.π21 (z (BaseP y)))(n (StepP 0)(StepP 1))
StepP ≡ \x.\〈u v〉.〈x, uv〉
BaseP ≡ \x.〈\x.x, x〉
which is completely linear [Rov99, AR02]: all variable names occur once. Finally, it is also useful to define a term that
discriminates words:
B ≡ \n.\ab.\01.(\w.\z1z2.w π
2
0 〈z1, z2〉)(n (\x.π
2
1) (\x.π
2
1))(a 0 1)(b 0 1)
that, applied to three words, if the first one is 0, it gives the second one. Otherwise it yields the third word.
Proposition 9 (Typing the words.) Rules derivable in WALT:
n ≥ 0
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ n :W
M ∈ {Ws0, Ws1}
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢M :W⊸W
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ MkC :W⊸W ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ BMkC :α⊸ (B2 ⊗ α)
M ∈ {SMkC0, SMkC1}
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢M :!(α⊸ α)⊸!((B2 ⊗ α)⊸ (B2 ⊗ α))
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ P :W⊸W ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ BaseP :α⊸ ((α⊸ α) ⊗ α)
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ StepP : (α⊸ α)⊸ ((α⊸ α)⊗ α)⊸ ((α⊸ α) ⊗ α) ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ B :W⊸W⊸W⊸W
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Proposition 10 (Dynamics of combinators relative to the words.) For every n, a, b ∈ N:
Ws1n→+w 2n+ 1 (5)
Ws0 0→+w 0 (6)
Ws0n→+w 2n (n > 0)
P 2n→+w n (7)
P 2n+ 1→+w n
B 0 a b→+w a (8)
B 2n+ i a b→+w b (n ≥ 0 and if n = 0 then i = 1)
(5) shifts (to the right) its argument and adds 1 as a new least significant digit. (6) right-shifts its argument, but the465
added digit is 0. (7) calculates the predecessor on a word, that amounts to erase the least significant bit. (8) chooses
between two words, depending on the value of its first argument.
Elementary tensors. We use the Elementary tensors to represent tuples of λ-terms. The relative type is
⊙m
i=1 Ai ≡
∀α.(−• mi=1Ai −• α) ⊸ α, with m ≥ 1, and the type constructors coincide to the usual definition of tuples in the
λ-calculus:
〈{M1 . . .Mm}〉 ≡ \z.z M1 . . . Mm (m ≥ 1) (9)
\〈{x1 . . . xm}〉.M ≡ \w.w(\x1 . . . xm.M) (m ≥ 1) .
Intuitively, the type of the variable z in (9) requires that every component Mi only depends on elementary discharged
free names.
Proposition 11 (Typing the elementary tensor.) Rules derivable in WALT:
∅; ∅; {(Θ1; ∅)} ⊢M1 :A1 . . . ∅; ∅; {(Θm; ∅)} ⊢Mm :Am
∅; ∅; {(Θ1, . . . ,Θm; ∅)} ⊢ 〈{M1, . . . ,Mm}〉 :
Jm
i=1 Ai
⊙I
Γ;∆; E , (Θ, x1 :A1, . . . , xm :Am; ∅) ⊢M :B
Γ;∆; E , {(Θ; ∅)} ⊢ \〈{x1, . . . , xm}〉.M : (
Jm
i=1 $Ai)⊸ B
⊸ I⊙
Proposition 12 (Dynamics for the elementary tensor.) For every M1, . . . ,Mm,470
(\〈{x1 · · ·xm}〉.M)〈{M1, . . . ,Mm}〉 →
+
w (\x1 . . . xm.M)M1 . . .Mm.
Lists. We useL $A as the type of a list of elements of type $A, which isL $A ≡ ∀α.!($A−• α⊸ α)⊸ $(α⊸ α).
Observe that the type is derived from the one ∀α.!(A⊸ α⊸ α)⊸ $(α⊸ α) we could expect. Our choice induces
list constructors fruitfully usable in a call-by-value context, like WALT is. Also, we remark that $A is an argument of
the arrow −• as consequence of the way the combinator L2C uses every element of a list. We shall see later on how
L2C maps a list of elements to an (initial) configuration, to define an iterator in WALT. The canonical constructors of
the lists are:
nil ≡ \cx.x
[M1, . . . ,Mm] ≡ \cx.cM1(. . . (cMm x) . . .) (m ≥ 1) .
Proposition 13 (Typing the lists.) Rules derivable in WALT:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ nil :L $A
∅; ∅; Ei ⊢Mi :$A Ei ⊆ {(Θi; ∅)} i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
∅; ∅; E1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ Em ⊢ [M1, . . . ,Mm] :L $A
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6.2 Core combinators
The core combinators constitute an intermediate step that simplifies the definition of an iterator and of a composition
in WALT. We start showing how we can embed the arguments and the result of terms into a suitable number of boxes.475
Since we have two kinds of implications, and we can transform the standard linear implication into an eager one, we
have three kinds of embedding functors.
Basic embedding. For every n ≥ 1 the basic embedding is Ebn[M ] ≡ \x.Mx. Its purpose is to take a term M ,
representing a function with a single linear argument, and to transform it into a term that represents a function with a
single eager argument.480
Linear embedding. For every n, p ≥ 0, the linear embedding is Elnp [M ] ≡ \x1 . . . xp.M x1 . . . xp.
Eager embedding. For every n, p, q ≥ 0, the eager embedding is:
Ee
n
p;q[M ] ≡ \w1 . . . wpz1 . . . zq.
(\w1 . . . wp.Mw1 . . . wpz1 . . . zq)(Eb
1[Coercen]w1) . . . (Eb
1[Coercen]wp) .
Proposition 14 (Typing the embeddings.) Rules derivable in WALT:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢M :L⊸ $mA m ≥ 0 n ≥ 1
Γ;∆; E ⊢ Ebn[M ] :$nL−• $m+nA
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢M : (⊸pi=1 Li)⊸ $
mA m,n, p ≥ 0
Γ;∆; E ⊢ Elnp [M ] : (⊸
p
i=1 $
nLi)⊸ $
m+nA
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢M : (−• pi=1$W) −• (−•
q
j=1$
mLj)−• $
mA m ≥ 1 n, p, q ≥ 0
Γ;∆; E ⊢ Eenp;q[M ] : (−•
p
i=1$
n
W) −• (−• qj=1$
m+nLj)−• $
m+nA
We observe that Γ,∆, and E in the rules that give type to both Elnp [M ], and Eenp;q[M ] can be not empty only if n ≥ 1.
Proposition 15 (Dynamics of the embeddings.) For every n, p, q ≥ 0, and values M1, . . . ,Mp,M ′1, . . . ,M ′q:
Eb[M ]M1 →
∗
w MM1
El
n
p [M ]M1 . . . Mp →
∗
w MM1 . . . Mp
Ee
n
p;q[M ]M1 . . . MpM
′
1 . . . M
′
q →
∗
w MM1 . . . MpM
′
1 . . . M
′
q .
Coercion. The coerce function takes an instance of a binary word and reconstructs it inside a box. It is Coerce ≡
\n.(\z.z 0)(n Ws0 Ws1). To our purposes, Coerce must be iterated to reconstruct the given word into some given
number of boxes:
Coerce
0 ≡ \x.x
Coerce
1 ≡ Coerce
Coerce
m+1 ≡ \x.El11[Coerce
m](Coerce1 x) (m ≥ 1)
Proposition 16 (Typing the coercions.) Rule derivable in WALT:
m ≥ 0
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ Coercem :W⊸ $mW
Proposition 17 (Dynamics of the coercion.) For every m ≥ 0, Coercem n→+w n.485
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So, Coercem is the identity on the given argument, but the type of the result changes, getting a modal type.
Diagonals. Every diagonal replicates a word instance inside some boxes. The (standard) diagonal puts together
the copies of the given input by means of a tensor. Every copy is generated from scratch, by iterating the successors on
words. The parameter n indicates the number of copies to generate. For every n ≥ 1, the result is one box deep:
∇n ≡ \w. (\z.z
nz }| {
〈0, . . . , 0〉)(w (\〈x1 . . . xn〉.〈Ws0 x1, . . . , Ws0xn〉)
(\〈x1 . . . xn〉.〈Ws1 x1, . . . , Ws1xn〉)) .
We have a second version of diagonal, the elementary diagonal, that puts together the copies of the given input by
means of an elementary tensor constructor. Every copy is generated from scratch, by iterating the successors on words.
The parameter n indicates the number of copies to generate. For every m,n ≥ 1, the result is contained into a single
box, but every component of the elementary tensor, in the result, is m boxes deep:
∇mn ≡ \w. (\z.z
nz }| {
〈{0, . . . , 0}〉)(w (\〈{x1 . . . xn}〉.〈{Eb
m[Ws0]x1, . . . , Eb
m[Ws0]xn}〉)
(\〈{x1 . . . xn}〉.〈{Eb
m[Ws1]x1, . . . , Eb
m[Ws1]xn}〉)) .
Proposition 18 (Typing the diagonals.) Rules derivable in WALT:
n ≥ 1
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ ∇n :W⊸ $(
Nn
i=1W)
m ≥ 1 n ≥ 1
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ ∇mn :W⊸ $(
Jn
i=1 $
m
W)
Proposition 19 (Dynamics of the diagonals.) For everym,n ≥ 1, both∇n a→+w
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
〈a, . . . , a〉, and∇mn a→+w
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
〈{a, . . . , a}〉.
Recasting combinators. We define a term that maps any word into a string as long as the word:
W2S ≡ \nf.(\zy.z y)(n f f) .
Another useful term maps a string to a list with as many copies of a given closed term as the string’s length. The closed
term is the first argument, while the string is its second one:
S2L ≡ \knc.(\zx.z (\f.x) I)(n(\lf.c k (l I))) .
Proposition 20 (Typing the recasting combinators.) Rules derivable in WALT:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ W2S :W⊸ N ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ S2L :$2A−•N⊸ L $A
The will to type a term like S2L required to generalize the rule ! of LAL as in WALT.490
Proposition 21 (Dynamics of the recasting combinators.) For every m ≥ 0 and every closed value M :
W2S 0→+w 0 (10)
W2S 2m + 2m−1 · νm−1 + · · ·+ 20 · ν0 →
+
w m+ 1 (νi ∈ {0, . . . , m− 1})
S2LMm→+w [M, . . . ,M ]| {z }
m
(11)
(10) transforms a word with m digits into a string of the same length. (11) builds a list as much long as the value of the
second argument. The list contains copies of the first argument, which must be a closed term.
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6.3 Iterators
We shall define combinators to build an iterator scheme in WALT, the goal being the simulation of the recursive scheme
in QlSRN. We want to give some intuitions about how the iterator works. So, we assume to have a recursively defined
function f(0, a) = g(a), and f(n, a) = h(n − 1, a, f(n − 1, a)), with n ≥ 1. Then, we show how simulating its
top-down recursive unfolding:
f(n, a) = h(n− 1, a, f(n− 1, a)) = . . . = h(n− 1, a, h(n− 2, a, . . . h(0, a, g(a)) . . .))
by a bottom-up reconstruction that iterates some transition functions on suitable configurations and pre-configurations.
The reconstruction requires to assume H,G be the interpretations of h, g, respectively, in WALT. Moreover, for sim-
plicity, we assume the unary strings n, a represent n, a in WALT. What we are going to say, though, keeps holding with
f of arbitrary arity and with words as its arguments, instead of strings. The main problem to reconstruct the unfolding
above is the need to replicate a. To see how overcoming that problem, we start by assuming that, in WALT, we can
develop sequences of computations like the following one:
〈〈Ga, [0, . . . , 0| {z }
n+1
], [a, . . . , a| {z }
n+1
]〉〉 →∗w (12)
〈〈Ga, 〈0, [1, . . . , 1]| {z }
n
〉, 〈a, [a, . . . , a]| {z }
n
〉〉〉 →∗w〈〈H 0 a (Ga), [1, . . . , 1]| {z }
n
, [a, . . . , a]| {z }
n
〉〉 →∗w (13)
〈〈H 0 a (Ga), 〈1, [2, . . . , 2]| {z }
n−1
〉, 〈a, [a, . . . , a]| {z }
n−1
〉〉〉 →∗w〈〈H 1 a (H 0 a (Ga)), [1, . . . , 1]| {z }
n−1
, [a, . . . , a]| {z }
n−1
〉〉 →∗w . . . (14)
The right hand column contains configurations, the topmost being the initial one. The left hand column contains
pre-configurations. Every pre-configuration comes from its preceding configuration by (i) separating head and tail of495
every list, and storing them as the two components of a same pair, (ii) only on the leftmost list, simultaneously to the
separation, the successor is mapped on the tail.
Every configuration, other than the initial one, is obtained from its preceding pre-configuration by the application
of an instance of H to the first element of every pair, and to the first element of the whole pre-configuration, which
accumulates the partial result of the bottom-up reconstruction.500
Everything works correctly if the formula $N−• $mN−• $mN, for somem, becomes the type of the term of WALT
that represents f . Such a type says that f becomes a term of WALT that eagerly evaluates its two arguments. $N is the
type of n, here representing a normal argument. $mN is the type of both a, here representing a safe argument, and of
the result. It is crucial that these two types coincide, otherwise we could not interpret any recursive scheme. We could
obtain such a coincidence only by generating [a, . . . , a], in the initial configuration, using S2L above. The peculiarity505
of S2L is that, having $2N −• N⊸ L $N, as its type, we can look at S2L as it was a kind of dereliction: one of the
$-modalities in the type of its first argument is absorbed by the $ rule hidden in the structure of the resulting list. This
behavior is obtained by making an essential use of the rule ! where a is an exponential assumption, namely a value that,
eventually, the context will supply. The “disappearing” $ modality allows to implement the bottom-up reconstruction
through a combinator c2c that takes a configuration at a given level and yields another one at the same level.510
Now, we move to the technical parts, where we set the relevant data-types.
Configurations. For every k ≥ 1, the type of the configurations is:
C[$A1 . . . $Ak; $B] ≡ ∀α1 . . . αk.(⊸
k
i=1!($Ai −• αi ⊸ αi))⊸
$((⊸ki=1 αi)⊸ ∀γ.(($B −• (⊸
k
i=1 αi)⊸ γ)⊸ γ))
such that {α1, . . . , αk, γ}∩FV(B) = ∅. We shall use the following canonical instance of the type of the configurations:
C[1 + n; s;m] ≡ C[
n+1z }| {
$W . . . $W
sz }| {
$mW . . . $mW; $mW]
for some given n, s ≥ 0 and m ≥ 1, whose canonical realizers are given by the following scheme:
〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉 ≡
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.
\x.x r (d0 a1(· · · (d0 ar w0) · · · ))
(d1 n11(· · · (d1n1r w1) · · · )) . . . (dn nn1(· · · (dn nnr wn) · · · ))
(e1s11(· · · (e1s1rz1) · · · )) . . . (esss1(· · · (esssr zs) · · · ))
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Essentially, the scheme is a tuple whose first element is a word, and all the remaining elements are lists of words, all
with the same length.
Proposition 22 (Typing the configurations) Let n, s, r ≥ 0, and m ≥ 1. A rule derivable in WALT:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ ai :$W i ∈ {1, . . . , r}
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ r :$mW
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ nij :$W i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ sij :$
m
W i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ 〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar]
, [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr]
, [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉 :C[1 + n; s;m]
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Final configurations. For every k ≥ 1, the type of the final configurations is:
FC[$A1 . . . $Ak; $B] ≡ ∀α1 . . . αkγ.(⊸
k
i=1!($Ai −• αi ⊸ αi))⊸
$((⊸ki=1 αi)⊸ ($B −• (⊸
k
i=1 αi)⊸ γ)⊸ γ)
such that {α1, . . . , αk, γ} ∩ FV(B) = ∅. The difference with the type of the configurations is the extrusion of the
universal quantifier on γ. We shall use the following canonical instance of the type of the final configurations, for some
given n, s ≥ 0, and m ≥ 1:
FC[1 + n; s;m] ≡ C[
n+1z }| {
$W . . . $W
sz }| {
$mW . . . $mW; $mW]
The canonical realizer of a final configuration has the same form as a canonical realizer of the configurations. The
final configurations are introduced as a necessary step to extract, with the correct typing, the first component r of a
configuration, that will represent the result of an iteration.
pre-Configurations. For every k ≥ 1, the type of the pre-configurations is:
SC[α1 . . . αk, δ; $A1 . . . $Ak; $B] ≡ ∀γ.(($B −• (⊸
k
i=1 T[αi, δ; $Ai])⊸ γ)⊸ γ)
where:
U[α, δ; $A] ≡ ($A⊸ α⊸ α)⊸ ($A⊸ $A)⊸ $A−• ((δ⊸ δ)⊸ α)
T[α, δ; $A] ≡ ∀β.((U[α, δ; $A]⊸ β)⊸ β)
such that {α1, . . . , αk, δ, γ} ∩ FV(B) = ∅. We shall use the following canonical instance of the type of the pre-
configurations:
SC[α0 . . . αn+s, δ;m] ≡ SC[α0 . . . αn+s, δ;
1+nz }| {
$W . . . $W,
sz }| {
$mW . . . $mW; $mW]
for some n, s ≥ 0 and m ≥ 1, Given r ≥ 0, the realizers of the canoncal pre-configurations are given by the following
scheme:
〈〈 r, 〈a1, [a2, . . . , ar]〉,
〈n11, [n12, . . . , n1r]〉, . . . , 〈nn1, [nn2, . . . , nnr]〉,
〈s11, [s12, . . . , s1r]〉, . . . , 〈ss1, [ss2, . . . , ssr]〉 〉〉 c1 . . . cr
d11 . . . d1r · · · · · · dn1 . . . dnr
e11 . . . e1r · · · · · · es1 . . . esr
w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs
≡
\x.x r(\t.t c1M0 a1 (\f.c2a2(. . . (crarw0) . . .)))
(\t.t d11M1 n11 (\f.d12n12(. . . (d1rn1rw1) . . .))) · · · (\t.t dn1Mn nn1 (\f.dn2nn2(. . . (dnrnnrwn) . . .)))
(\t.t e11N1 s11 (\f.e12s12(. . . (e1rs1rz1) . . .))) · · · (\t.t es1Ns ss1 (\f.es2ss2(. . . (esrssrzs) . . .)))
up to any choices of the closed values Mi, with i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, and Ni, with j ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Essentially, every realizer
of a canonical pre-configuration is a tuple. The first element is a word, and all the others are pairs. Every pair contains520
a word and a list of words. All the lists in the same pre-configuration have the same length.
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Proposition 23 (Typing the pre-configurations) Let n, s, r ≥ 0, and m ≥ 1. A rule derivable in WALT:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ ai :$W i ∈ {1, . . . , r}
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ r :$mW
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ nij :$W i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ sij :$
m
W i ∈ {1, . . . , s}, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}
c1, . . . , cr :$W⊸ α0 ⊸ α0,
d11, . . . , d1r :$W⊸ α1 ⊸ α1,
· · · · · · , dn1, . . . , dnr :$W⊸ αn ⊸ αn,
e11, . . . , e1r :$
m
W⊸ α1+n ⊸ α1+n,
· · · · · · , es1, . . . , esr :$
m
W⊸ αs+n ⊸ αs+n,
w0 :α0, w1 :α1, . . . , wn :αn, z1 :α1+n, . . . , zs :αs+n; ∅; ∅
⊢ 〈〈r, 〈a1, [a2, . . . , ar]〉,
〈n11, [n12, . . . , n1r], 〉 . . . , 〈nn1, [nn2, . . . , nnr]〉,
〈s11, [s12, . . . , s1r]〉, . . . , 〈ss1, [ss2, . . . , ssr]〉 〉〉 c1 . . . cr
d11 . . . d1r · · · dn1 . . . dnr
e11 . . . e1r · · · es1 . . . esr
w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs
:SC[α0 . . . αn+s, δ;m]
Transition function. C2C1+n;s[F ] is a transition function that maps configurations to configurations. It composes the
two combinators C2PC1+n;s[F ] and PC2C1+n;s[F ′]. The first produces a pre-configuration, from a given configuration,
while the second goes in the opposite direction. F and F ′ are parameters that will be instantiated by combinators. 1+n
and s represent the normal and the safe arities, so pointing to the future use we shall make of the transition function
to represent QlSRN functions with normal and safe arguments. The definitions are here below, where BaC2PC and
StC2PC, are a base and a step function, respectively, used to extract pairs on lists:
C2C1+n;s[F, F
′] ≡\x.\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.
(\b.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.PC2C1+n;s[F
′](bw0 w1 . . . wn z1 . . . zs))
(C2PC1+n;s[F ]x d0 d1 . . . dn e1 . . . es)
StC2PC
m[G] ≡ \catx.x c Elm1 [G] a (\f.t (\cgal.c(g a)(l I)))
BaC2PC
m ≡ \yx.x (\xy.y) Elm1 [I ] 0 (\f.y)
C2PC1+n;s[G] ≡\x.\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.
(\b.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.b (BaC2PC
1 w0)
(BaC2PC1 w1) . . . (BaC2PC
1 wn)
(BaC2PC1 z1) . . . (BaC2PC
1 zs)
)(x (StC2PC1[G] d0)(StC2PC
1[I ] d1) . . . (StC2PC
1[I ] dn)
(StC2PCm[I ] e1) . . . (StC2PC
m[I ] es))
PC2C1+n;s[F
′] ≡ \x.x(\rt0t1 . . . tnt
′
1 . . . t
′
s.t
′
s(. . . (t
′
1(tn(. . . (t1(t0H)) . . .))) . . .))
where H = \d0f0n0nt0.
\d1f1n1n
t
1. . . . \dnfnnnn
t
n.
\e1g1e1s
t
1. . . . \esgssss
t
s .
\x.x (F ′ n0 n1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss r) (n
t
0 I) (n
t
1 I) . . . (n
t
n I)
(st1 I) . . . (s
t
s I) .
C2PC uses lists as they were stacks: it pops the head of the stack, keeping head and tail in a pair.
Proposition 24 (Typing the transition function) Let n, s ≥ 0, and m ≥ 1. Rules derivable in WALT:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ BaC2PCm :α⊸ T[α, δ; $mW]
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ G :W⊸W
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ StC2PCm[G] : ($mW⊸ α⊸ α)⊸ $mW−• T[α, δ; $mW]⊸ T[α, δ; $mW]
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∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ G :W ⊸ W
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ C2PC1+n;s[G] : C[1 + n; s;m]⊸ (⊸
n
i=0!($W⊸ αi ⊸ αi))
⊸ (⊸n+sj=n+1!($
m
W⊸ αj ⊸ αj))
⊸ $((⊸ni=0 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ SC[α0 . . . αn+s, δ;m])
∅; ∅; ∅;⊢ F ′ :$W −• (−• ni=1$W) −• (−•
s
i=1$
m
W)−• $mW −• $mW
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ PC2C1+n;s[F
′] : SC[α0 . . . αn+s, δ;m]⊸
($mW−• (⊸ni=0 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ γ)⊸ γ
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ F :W⊸W
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ F ′ :$W −• (−• ni=1$W) −• (−•
s
i=1$
m
W) −• $mW −• $mW
∅; ∅; ∅;⊢ C2C1+n;s[F, F
′] :C[1 + n; s;m]⊸ C[1 + n; s;m]
Proposition 25 (Dynamics of the transition function) Let n, s ≥ 0, and m ≥ 1. For every r,
[a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr], if F ai →+w a′i, when i ∈ {2, . . . , r},for some a′i, we have:
C2PC1+n;s[F ] 〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr]
, [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉 →
+
w
(15)
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.
( 〈〈r, 〈a1, [a′2, . . . , a
′
r]〉
, 〈n11, [n12, . . . , n1r]〉, . . . , 〈nn1, [nn2, . . . , nnr]〉
, 〈s11, [s12, . . . , s1r]〉, . . . , 〈ss1, [ss2, . . . , ssr]〉〉〉 c1 . . . cr
d11 . . . d1r · · · · · · dn1 . . . dnr
e11 . . . e1r · · · · · · es1 . . . esr
w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs
){ d0/c1 . . .
d0/cr
d1/d11 . . .
d1/d1r · · ·
dn/dn1 . . .
dn/dnr
e1/e11 . . .
e1/e1r · · ·
es/es1 . . .
es/esr
w0/w0 . . .
wn /wn
z1/z1 . . .
zs /zs}
Moreover, if we assume F ′ be such that F ′ a1 n11 . . . nn1 s11 . . . ss1 r →+w r′, for some r′, then, we also have the twofollowing reduction sequences:
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs. (16)
(PC2C1+n;s[F
′] 〈〈r, 〈a1, [a2, . . . , ar]〉
, 〈n11, [n12, . . . , n1r]〉, . . . , 〈nn1, [nn2, . . . , nnr]〉
, 〈s11, [s12, . . . , s1r]〉, . . . , 〈ss1, [ss2, . . . , ssr]〉〉〉 c1 . . . cr
d11 . . . d1r · · · · · · dn1 . . . dnr
e11 . . . e1r · · · · · · es1 . . . esr
w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs
){ d0/c1 . . .
d0/cr
d1/d11 . . .
d1/d1r · · ·
dn/dn1 . . .
dn/dnr
e1/e11 . . .
e1/e1r · · ·
es/es1 . . .
es/esr
w0/w0 . . .
wn /wn
z1/z1 . . .
zs /zs} →
+
w
〈〈r′, [a2, . . . , ar], [n12, . . . , n1r], . . . [nn2, . . . , nnr], [s12, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss2, . . . , ssr]〉〉
C2C1+n;s[F, F
′] 〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr]
, [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉 →
+
w
(17)
〈〈r′, [a′2, . . . , a
′
r], [n12, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn2, . . . , nnr], [s12, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss2, . . . , ssr]〉〉
Iterator. It1+n,s[F0, F1, G] realizes a virtual machine that iterates two instances of the transition function starting
from an initial configuration. One instance of the transition function depends on the term F0, the other on F1. The
initial configuration is built using the term G. The choice about which transition function using depends on a copy of
the first argument of the iterator, which is a word. A second copy is used by the iterator, through W2C1+n;s, to generate
the initial configuration. In particular, W2C1+n;s exploits the term S2L that requires two assumptions: one of them is an
elementary partially discharged one, namely it must be $-modal, and will correspond to one of the constant arguments
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of the safe recursion scheme we shall simulate. Once the iteration stops, FC2W1+n;s reads the word, representing the
result of the iteration, out of a final configuration.
It1+n,s[F0, F1, G] ≡\n.\n1 . . . nn.
Ee
1
0;1+n+s[H ] (El
1
1[∇2]n) (El
1
1[Coerce
4]n1) . . . (El
1
1[Coerce
4]nn)
H being \tn1 . . . nns1 . . . ss.
t (\ab.(\zy.FC2W1+n;s (C2FC1+n;s (z (C2C1+n;s[I,G] y)))
)(a C2C1+n;s[Ws0, F0] C2C1+n;s[Ws1, F1])
(W2C1+n;s n1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss b))
W2C1+n;s ≡\n1 . . . nns1 . . . ssw.
(\t.t(\k0 k1 . . . kn h1 . . . hs.
L2C1+n;s (S2L 0 (Ss (W2S k0)))
(S2Ln1 (Ss (W2S k1))) . . . (S2Lnn (Ss (W2S kn)))
(S2L s1 (Ss (W2S h1))) . . . (S2L ss (Ss (W2Shs))))
)(∇1+n+s w)
L2C1+n;s ≡\ l0l1 . . . lnln+1 . . . ln+s.\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.
(\b0b1 . . . bnc1 . . . cs.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.
\x.x 0 (b0 w0)(b1 w1) . . . (bn wn) (c1 z1) . . . (cs zs)
) (l0 d0)(l1 d1) . . . (ln dn)(ln+1 e1) . . . (ln+s es)
C2FC1+n;s ≡\c.\d0 . . . dne1 . . . es.
(\bw0 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.b w0 . . . wn z1 . . . zs)(c d0 . . . dn e1 . . . es)
FC2W1+n;s ≡\c.(\b.b 0 · · · 0| {z }
1+n+s
(\rx0 . . . xn+s.r))(c \xy.x · · · \xy.x| {z }
1+n+s
)
Proposition 26 (Typing the iterator) Let n, s ≥ 0, and m ≥ 1. Rules derivable in WALT:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ L2Cn;s : (⊸
n
i=0 L$W)⊸ (⊸
s
j=1 L$
m
W)⊸ C[1 + n; s;m]
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ W2Cn;s : (−•
n
i=1$
3
W)−• (−• sj=1$
m+2
W) −•W⊸ $C[1 + n; s;m]
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ C2FC1+n;s :C[1 + n; s;m]⊸ FC[1 + n; s;m]
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ FC2W1+n;s :FC[1 + n; s;m]⊸ $
m+1
W
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ Gk :$W −• (−•
n
i=1$W) −• (−•
s
j=1$
m
W)−• $mW−• $mW k ∈ {0, 1, 2}
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ It1+n,s[G0, G1, G2] :$W −• (−•
n
i=1$W)−• (−•
s
i=1$
m+4
W) −• $m+4W
Proposition 27 (Dynamics of the combinators for the iterator.) Let n, s, r, and m ≥ 0.
For every r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr] we have:
L2C1+n;s [a1, . . . , ar] [n11, . . . , n1r] . . . [nn1, . . . , nnr] (18)
[s11, . . . , s1r] . . . [ss1, . . . , ssr]→
+
w
〈〈0, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉
For every n1, . . . , nn, . . . , s1, . . . , ss we have:
W2C1+n;s n1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss n→
+
w (19)
〈〈0, [0, . . . , 0], [n1, . . . , n1], . . . , [nn, . . . , nn], [s1, . . . , s1], . . . , [ss, . . . , ss]〉〉
where every list of the result has m+ 2 elements whenever n can be written as 2mνm + . . .+ 20ν0.
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For every r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr] we have:
C2FC1+n;s 〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr] (20)
, [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉
→+w 〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉
For every r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr] we have:
FC2W1+n;s 〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], (21)
[s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉 →
+
w r
Proposition 28 (Dynamics of the iterator.) Let n, s ≥ 0, a, n, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss be some words, G0, G1, G2 be525
three closed typable terms, {ν0, ν1, . . .} be a denumerable set of metavariables to range over {0, 1}, [x]i be a notation
for a list with l copies of the word x, for any x and i.
Let G2 0n1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss 0 rewrite to a word a, and let G1 0n1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss a rewrite to a word
r[0, a, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss], and, for every m, i, such that m ≥ 0,m− 1 ≥ i ≥ 0:
Gνi
0
@m−(i+1)X
j=0
2m−(i+1)−jνm−j
1
An1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss r[m− (i+ 1), a, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss]
rewrite to a word r[m− i, a, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss]. Then:
1. For every m, k, i, such that m ≥ 0, k ≥ m + 1,m ≥ i ≥ 0, the following iterated application of the transition
function:
C2C1+n;s[Wsνi, Gνi ]
(C2C1+n;s[Wsνi+1, Gνi+1 ](. . .
(C2C1+n;s[Wsνm, Gνm ]〈〈a, [0]
k, [n1]
k, . . . , [nn]
k, [s1]
k, . . . , [ss]
k〉〉) . . .))
rewrites to the configuration:
〈〈r[m− i, a, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss],
2
4m−iX
j=0
2m−i−jνm−j
3
5
k−(m−i)−1
, [n1]
k−(m−i)−1, . . . , [nn]
k−(m−i)−1,
[s1]
k−(m−i)−1, . . . , [ss]
k−(m−i)−1〉〉 ,
where Wsνi is Ws0 when νi ≡ 0, and Wsνi is Ws1 when νi ≡ 1.
2. The iterator behaves as follows:
It1+n,s[G0, G1, G2] 0n1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss →
+
w a
It1+n,s[G0, G1, G2]
 
mX
j=0
2jνj
!
n1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss →
+
w r[m,a, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss]
0
@ mX
j=0
2jνj 6= 0
1
A
Point 1 of the proposition here above holds by induction on m − i. Point 2 holds proceeding by cases on the first530
argument of the iterator, applying its definition. If it is 0, then use the assumption on the behavior of G2. Otherwise, it
is enough to use the definition of the iterator, and Point 1 just proved.
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6.4 Composition
We shall define combinators that compose terms of WALT, the goal being the simulation of the composition of QlSRN.
Intuitively, the composition •n,
P
s
′
i=1 si
n′,s′ [F,G1, . . . , Gn′ , H1, . . . , Hs′ ] applies the term F to the results of the applications
of G1, . . . , Gn′ , H1, . . . , Hs′ to their arguments. All the terms H1, . . . , Hs′ , that we call safe, can be thought of as
functions with a coincident normal arity n, and with a safe arity si. Analogously, all the terms H1, . . . , Hs′ , that we
call normal, can be thought of as functions only with normal arity n. The composition is meaningful since F is like
a function with normal arity n′, that equals the number of normal terms, and safe arity s′, equal to the number of safe
terms. Here it is the definition:
•
n,
P
s
′
i=1 si
n′ ,s′ [F,G1, . . . , Gn′ , H1, . . . ,Hs′ ] ≡
\n1 . . . nn.Ee
2
0;n+
P
s′
i=1 si
[G](El11[∇
1
n′+s′ ]n1) . . . (El
1
1[∇
1
n′+s′ ]nn)
G ≡\〈{x11 . . . xn′1y11 . . . ys′1}〉 . . . \〈{x1n . . . xn′ny1n . . . ys′n}〉.\w11 . . . w1s1 . . . . . . ws′1 . . . ws′ss′ .
Ee
m−1
0;n′+s′ [F ] (G1 x11 . . . x1n) . . . (Gn′ xn′1 . . . xn′n)
(Eem−10;n+s1 [H1] (El
1
1[Coerce
m−1] y11) . . . (El
1
1[Coerce
m−1] y1n)w11 . . . w1s1)
. . . (Eem−10;n+s
s′
[Hs′ ] (El
1
1[Coerce
m−1] ys′1) . . . (El
1
1[Coerce
m−1] ys′n)ws′1 . . . ws′s
s′
)
Proposition 29 (Typing the composition) Let n, s′, s1, . . . , ss′ ≥ 0, and m ≥ 1. A rule derivable in WALT:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ F : (−• n
′
i=1$W) −• (−•
s
′
j=1$
m
W)−• $mW
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ Gi : (−•
n
i=1$W) −• $
m
W i ∈ {1, . . . , n′}
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ Hj : (−•
n
i=1$W) −• (−•
sj
k=1$
m
W)−• $mW j ∈ {1, . . . , s′}
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ •
n,
P
s
′
i=1 si
n′,s′ [F,G1, . . . , Gn′ ,H1, . . . ,Hs′ ]
: (−• ni=1$W) −• (−•
P
s
′
i=1 si
i=1 $
2m+1
W)−• $2m+1W
Proposition 30 (Dynamics of the composition) Let n, s′, s1, . . . , ss′ ≥ 0, and n1, . . . , nn, s11, . . . , s1s1 . . .
. . . ss′1, . . . , ss′s
s′
, g1, . . . , gn′ , h1, . . . , hs′ , f be some words. Let us assume:
Gi n1 . . . nn →
+
w gi (1 ≤ i ≤ n
′)
Hj n1 . . . nn sj1 . . . sjsj →
+
w hj (1 ≤ j ≤ s
′) .
If F g1 . . . gn′h1 . . . hs′ →+w f , then •n,
P
s
′
i=1 si
n′,s′ [F,G1, . . . , Gn′ , H1, . . . , Hs′ ]n1 . . . nn, s11 . . . s1s1 . . .
. . . ss′1 . . . ss′s
s′
→+w f .535
To prove it, we just apply the definitions.
7 From QlSRN to WALT
Functions of QlSRN into WALT. First, we define a map [ ]◦ from the signature ΣQlSRN to Λ:
1. [z0,0]◦ ≡ El10[0], while [zk,l]◦ ≡ \n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl.[z0,0]◦, for every k, l such that k + l ≥ 1.
2. [s0,10 ]◦ ≡ Eb1[Ws0].540
3. [s0,11 ]◦ ≡ Eb1[Ws1].
4. [p0,1]◦ ≡ Eb1[P].
5. [πk,li ]◦ ≡ \x1 . . . xk+l.xi, with 1 ≤ i ≤ k + l.
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6. [c0,3]◦ ≡ \xyz.B x y z.
7. Let ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ [f ]◦ : (−• k′i=1$W) −• (−• l
′
i=1$
m
W) −• $mW, and ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ [gi]◦ : (−• ki=1$W) −• $miW,
with i ∈ {1, . . . , k′}, and ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ [hj]◦ : (−• ki=1$W) −• (−•
lj
i=1$
njW) −• $njW, with j ∈ {1, . . . , l′}. If
p = max{m,m1, . . . ,mk′ , n1, . . . , nl′}, then
[◦
k,
Pl′
i=1 li
k′,l′ [f, g1, . . . , gk′ , h1, . . . , hl′ ]]
◦ ≡
•
k,
Pl′
i=1 li
k′,l′ [\x1 . . . xk′ .Ee
p−m
k′;l′ [[f ]
◦](El11[Coerce
p−m−1] x1) . . . (El
1
1[Coerce
p−m−1] xk′)
, \x1 . . . xk.Ee
p−m1
k;0 [[g1]
◦](El11[Coerce
p−m1−1]x1) . . . (El
1
1[Coerce
p−m1−1]xk)
, . . . , \x1 . . . xk.Ee
p−mk′
k;0 [[gk′ ]
◦](El11[Coerce
p−mk′−1]x1) . . . (El
1
1[Coerce
p−mk′−1]xk)
, \x1 . . . xk.Ee
p−n1
k;l1
[[h1]
◦](El11[Coerce
p−n1−1]x1) . . . (El
1
1[Coerce
p−n1−1] xk)
, . . . , \x1 . . . xk.Ee
p−nl′
k;ll′
[[hl′ ]
◦](El11[Coerce
p−nl′−1]x1) . . . (El
1
1[Coerce
p−nl′−1] xk)] .
8. If ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ [fi]◦ : $W −• (−• ki=1$W) −• (−• li=1$miW) −• $miW −• $miW, with i ∈ {0, 1}, and
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ [g]◦ : (−• ki=1$W)−• (−•
l
i=1$
m
W)−• $mW, then:
[rk+1,l[g, f0, f1]]
◦ ≡ It1+k,l[F0, F1, G] ,
whereG ≡ Eep−mk+1;l+1[\n0 n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl r.[g]◦ n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl], Fi ≡ Ee
p−mi
k+1;l+1[[fi]
◦], with p = max{m0,545
m1,m}, and i ∈ {0, 1}.
Interpreting QlSRN to WALT. Let R be the set of environments, such that, every ρ ∈ R is a map from VQlSRN to N.
Then, J K is a map from a pair in (QlSRN ∪ΣQlSRN)×R, to Λ, inductively defined on its first argument:
JxKρ = Jρ(x)Kρ (x ∈ VQlSRN)
J0Kρ = [0]
◦
JfKρ = [f ]
◦ (f ∈ ΣQlSRN)
Jf(t1, . . . , tk, u1, . . . , ul)Kρ =
Ee
v−u+1−m
0;l [Ee
u−1
0;k+l[JfKρ](El
u−p1
0 [Jt1Kρ]) . . . (El
u−pk
0 [JtkKρ])]
(Elv−q10 [Ju1Kρ]) . . . (El
v−ql
0 [JulKρ]) (f ∈ Σ
k,l
QlSRN)
when u = max{m, p1, . . . , pk}, v = max{u− 1 +m, q1 . . . , ql}, and:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ JfKρ : (−•
k
i=1$W) −• (−•
l
j=1$
m
W)−• $mW
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ JtiKρ :$
piW i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ JujKρ :$
qjW j ∈ {1, . . . , l} .
Otherwise, J K is undefined.
Weight of a term in QlSRN. For proving the statement that formalizes how we can embed QlSRN into WALT
(Theorem 5 below) we need a notion of weight of a closed term in QlSRN, which, essentially, gives a measure of its
impredicativity. For every closed term t ∈ QlSRN ∪ ΣQlSRN, wg(t) is the weight of t, defined by induction on t. If t
is one among zero, predecessor, successor, projection, and branching, then wg(t) = 0. Otherwise:
wg(◦
k,
Pl′
i=1 li
k′,l′ [f, g1, . . . , gk′ , h1, . . . , hl′ ]) = 3max{wg(f),wg(g1), . . . ,wg(gk),wg(h1), . . . ,wg(hl),
1
3
}
wg(rk+1,l[g, h0, h1]) = 2max{wg(g),wg(h0),wg(h1),
1
2
}
wg(f(t1, . . . , tk, u1, . . . , ul)) = 2max{wg(f),wg(t1), . . . ,wg(tk),wg(u1), . . . ,wg(ul),
1
2
}
Theorem 5 (QlSRN is a subsystem of WALT.) Let k, l ∈ N, f ∈ Σk,lQlSRN, and t, t1, . . . , tk, u1, . . . , ul be terms of
QlSRN.550
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1. There is an m ≥ 1 such that ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ [f ]◦ : (−• ki=1$W)−• (−• lj=1$mW)−• $mW.
2. Jf(t1, . . . , tk, u1, . . . , ul)Kρ is defined, for every ρ.
3. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ JtK :$mW with m ≤ wg(t).
4. JnK →+w n, for every n ≥ 0.
5. If f(n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl) = n, then Jf(n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl)K →∗w n, for every n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl ∈ N.555
Point 1 is a direct consequence of the typing of the combinators of WALT that we use in the definition of [f ]◦. Point 2
follows from point 1 here above and from the definition of J K. Point 3 holds by induction on t. Point 4 holds by
induction on n. Point 5 holds by induction on f . Finally, by structural induction on t, we have:
Corollary 5 (The embedding of QlSRN into WALT is sound.) Let t ∈ QlSRN, and n ∈ N. If t = n, then JtKρ →+w
n, for every environment ρ.560
8 Conclusions and further work
WALT is a type assignment for pure λ-terms, typable in System F, that characterizes the class of poly-time computable
functions. Its design principles relax the stratification of deductions of LLL, LAL, DLAL. The subject reduction holds
for a suitable restriction of both call-by-name and call-by-value β-reduction coherently with the idea that we can
simulate a call-by-value poly-time sound rewriting system, like SRN is. A call-by-value behavior implies that WALT565
presents the typical aspects of the standard call-by-value λ-calculus, that we can outline by a simple example. Let us
assume to use the call-by-value rewriting step →v on System F — recall that (\x.M)N →v M{N/x} if N is either a
variable or a λ-abstraction —. Then, we can write ⊢System F \fx.(\w.f w)(fx) :∀α.(α → α)→ α→ α. Namely, we
can give the type of the Church numerals to →v-normal forms not having the canonical form \fx.f(. . . (fx) . . .). But
this is an intrinsic aspect of the call-by-value and WALT cannot escape it. The call-by-value nature of WALT is a further570
example that the call-by-value operational semantics has a role in the domain of Linear logic [PRR99, CDLRDR05].
Finally, future work might address, at least, the following subjects.
Completeness of WALT with respect to SRN, or other systems like the tiered ones. The conjecture is that
WALT is, in fact, SRN complete. We know from [DLMR04] how using an iterator to supply the same value to two
distinct arguments of a given function. So, composing enough iterators in WALT to duplicate a safe argument, and575
“dispatching” the copies as needed, using a linear exchange combinator, looks a promising strategy to prove the SRN
completeness of WALT.
Generalizing the design principles of WALT. WALT is a generalization of some basic structural proof-theoretical
principles. It is natural to ask if it is the larger system that extends such principles. In fact, preliminary investigations,
say that there is room for further poly-time sound generalizations of WALT.580
Polynomial λ-calculi. We think that the rewriting relation→w that WALT induces on the λ-terms deserves further
study. The emphasis should be put on the λ-terms M , typable in System F, that can be reduced to their normal form
M ′ by some poly-time sound normalization strategy, based on the call-by-value, or call-by-name, β-reduction. If M ′′
is the normal form that we can get from M by using →∗w, how much does it cost to rewrite M ′′ to M ′, by iterating the
the call-by-name, or call-by-value, β-reduction?585
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A Completeness660
We explicitly show that the poly-time completeness of WALT holds. Notice that this property must be explicitly
proved because WALT does not exactly contain LAL as its subsystem. We shall represent and simulate poly-time
Turing machines inside WALT: the depth of the derivation encoding the given machine will be constant, independently
of the length of the representation of the tapes. We borrow and integrate ideas in [Rov99, AR02, MNM02] showing:
Theorem 6 (Poly-time completeness.) For every poly-time Turing machineM with a set of states S, a tape alphabet665
Σ, a transition function δ, and a polynomial pk(x) of degree k, we can write a closed λ-term M with type LΣ ⊸
$4e+1C such thatM takes a list of type LΣ, that represents the input tape, and evaluates it to a configuration of type
$4e+1C.
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The configuration contains the encoding of the output tape, and e is the least value such that k ≤ 2e. M is the
composition of two parts. The quantitative one is a term that represents pk(x). It calculates how long the simulation670
ofM lasts. The qualitative part implements the transition function δ ofM as an iterable λ-term. The quantitative and
qualitative parts are put together so that the Church numeral, result of the quantitative part, iterates the qualitative one,
starting from an initial configuration, that contains the representation of the input tape. Before proceeding, without
loss of generality, we fix some simplifying assumption and convention on the poly-time Turing machines we shall
represent. S contains the initial and the accepting states s0, and sa, respectively. Σ contains at least the symbols false,675
true, and blank, identified as σ1, σ2, σ3, respectively. For any given M, δ cannot leave sa, once entered it. Namely,
pk(x) may overestimate the time required to yield the result. So, δ, besides the leftward move ⇐ and the rightward
move ⇒, can issue the stay-there “move” ⇓ to the read head. Finally, we assume thatM enters sa with its head on the
leftmost symbol of the output portion of the tape, where, by “output portion”, we mean the symbol under the head and
all the symbols to its right hand side, up to the first blank.680
A.1 Preliminaries
Notations and definitions. If X is any finite set, |X | is its cardinality. $nA denotes $ · · · $A with n ≥ 0 occurrences
of $. An analogous meaning holds for !nA. (⊸ni=1 Ai) abbreviates A1 ⊸ · · ·⊸ An, while (−•ni=1Ai) abbreviates
A1 −• · · · −• An. If useful, BA shortens A⊸ B, for any A,B. Finally, the λ-term identity \x.x is I .
Table 1 introduces and redefines some basic data-types we shall use to define the encoding of a given M. We
Type name Type definition and canonical terms
List of type A
L A ≡ ∀αβ.!(A⊸ (β⊸ α)⊸ α)⊸ $(α⊸ β⊸ α)
nil ≡ \c.\x.\y.x
[M1, . . . ,Mm] ≡ \c.\x.\y.cM1(· · · (\y.cMm(\y.x)) · · · ) m ≥ 1
Alphabet
Σ ≡ B|Σ|+1
σi ≡ π
|Σ|+1
i 1 ≤ i ≤ |Σ|
⊥ ≡ π|Σ|+10
⊤ ≡ π|Σ|+1
|Σ|+1
State
S ≡ B|S|
si ≡ π
|S|
i 0 ≤ i ≤ |S| − 1
Table 1: Basic data-types
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redefine the structure of the lists to simplify their inductive manipulation in a call-by-value setting. The alphabet
representation has the term σi for every symbol σi ∈ Σ, plus ⊥, that marks the left hand border of the represented
tape, and ⊤ which marks the right hand border. This allows us to give a finite representation of the tape, and to extend
it on-demand to the left, or to the right, when the read head reaches one of the two borders. Namely, our choice is
different from [MNM02], where no border is explicitly used in the representation of the tape. There, the side effect is690
that every application of the representation of δ to the representation of the tape extends this latter by one symbol per
part.
Lemma 6 (Typing Alphabet and State.) Recall that, for every 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ πmi :Bm. The type of σi and
si are obvious, once instantiated m with |Σ| and |S|, respectively.
Lemma 7 (Dynamics of Alphabet and State.) Recall that πmi 〈M0, . . . ,Mm−1〉 →+w Mi. An analogous behavior695
exists for σi and si, once replaced m by |Σ|+ 1 and |S|, respectively.
Table 2 introduces the Basic combinators useful to build the more complex terms of the qualitative and quantitative
parts of M. Some of them have already been defined in previous sections. Any explicit reintroduction is justified by
the attempt to improve the readability by means of a uniform naming of the combinators with similar behavior. Every
successor takes an instance of some Basic data-types and yields its successor, whatever this means. Every coerce takes700
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Class Definition
Successor
NSucc ≡ \mf.(\zx.f(z x))(mf)
NSucc⊙ ≡ \〈{x y}〉.〈{Eb
1[NSucc]x, Eb1[NSucc] y}〉
LSucc[M ] ≡ \xy.LPush[M ] x (y I)
where LPush[M ] ≡ \xl.\c.(\yzw.c z(y w))(l c)(M x)
LSucc⊙[M,N ] ≡ \xy.LPush⊙[M ](N x)((\〈{z1 z2}〉.〈{\y.z1, \y.z2}〉)(y I))
where LPush⊙[M ] ≡ \〈{x1 x2}〉.\〈{y1 y2}〉.
〈{El12[LSucc[M ]] x1 y1, El
1
2[LSucc[M ]] x2 y2}〉
Coerce
ΣCoerce ≡ \x.x 〈σ0, . . . , σ|Σ|+1〉
NCoerce ≡ \m.(\z.z 0)(m(\y.NSucc y))
LCoerce[M ] ≡ \l.(\z.z nil I)(lLSucc[M ])
ItLCoerce
1[M ] ≡ LCoerce[M ]
ItLCoerce
n[M ] ≡ \x.El11[ItLCoerce
n−1[M ]](LCoerce[M ] x) n > 1
Diagonal
Σ∇ ≡ \x.x 〈〈σ0, σ0〉, . . . , 〈σ|Σ|+1, σ|Σ|+1〉〉
Σ∇⊙ ≡ \x.x 〈〈{σ0, σ0}〉, . . . , 〈{σ|Σ|+1, σ|Σ|+1}〉〉
N∇⊙ ≡ \m.(\z.z 〈{0, 0}〉)(mNSucc⊙)
L∇⊙ ≡ \l.(\z.z 〈{nil,nil}〉 I)(lLSucc⊙[M,N ])
Table 2: Basic combinators
an instance of some Basic data-types and gives back the same instance inside some boxes. Every diagonal replicates
the instance of some Basic data-types inside some boxes.
Lemma 8 (Typing the Basic combinators.) Successor. 1. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢NSucc :N⊸ N.
2. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ NSucc⊙ : ($N⊙ $N)⊸ ($N⊙ $N).
3. Let ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ M :A ⊸ $A. Then, both ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ LPush[M ] :A⊸ LA⊸ LA, and ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ LSucc[M ] :705
A⊸ (γγ ⊸ LA)⊸ LA.
4. Let ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ M : A ⊸ $A and ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ N : A ⊸ ($A ⊙ $A). Then, both ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ LPush⊙[M,N ] :
($A ⊙ $A) ⊸ ($(γγ ⊸ LA) ⊙ $(γγ ⊸ LA)) ⊸ ($LA ⊙ $LA), and ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ LSucc⊙[M ] : A ⊸
(γγ ⊸ ($LA⊙ $LA))⊸ ($LA⊙ $LA).
Coerce. 1. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ ΣCoerce :Σ⊸ $Σ.710
2. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ NCoerce:N⊸ $N.
3. Let ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢M :A⊸ $A. Then ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ LCoerce[M ] :LA⊸ $LA.
4. Let ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢M :A⊸ $A. Then ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ ItLCoercen[M ] :LA⊸ $nLA, for every n ≥ 1.
Diagonal. 1. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ Σ∇ :Σ⊸ (Σ⊗Σ).
2. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ Σ∇⊙ :Σ⊸ ($Σ⊙ $Σ).715
3. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ N∇⊙ :N⊸ $($N⊙ $N).
4. Let ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ M : A ⊸ $A and ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ N : A ⊸ ($A ⊙ $A). Then ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ L∇⊙[M,N ] : LA ⊸
$($LA⊙ $LA).
Lemma 9 (Dynamics of the Basic combinators.) Successor. 1. NSuccn→+w n+ 1.
2. NSucc⊙ 〈{m,n}〉 →+w 〈{m+ 1, n+ 1}〉.720
3. For every n ≥ 0, let M P , LPush[M ]P [M1, . . . ,Mn], and LSucc[M ]P (\y.[M1, . . . ,Mn]) be typeable.
For every y 6∈
⋃n
i=1 FV(Mi), M P →
+
w P implies LPush[M ]P [M1, . . . ,Mn]→+w [P,M1, . . . ,Mn] and
LSucc[M ]P (\y.[M1, . . . ,Mn])→+w [P,M1, . . . ,Mn].
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4. For every m,n ≥ 0, and i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, let us assume that M Pi, N Pi,
LPush⊙[M ] 〈{P1, P2}〉 〈{\y.[M1, . . . ,Mm], \y.[N1, . . . , Nn]}〉 , and
LSucc⊙[M,N ]P0 〈{[M1, . . . ,Mm], [N1, . . . , Nn]}〉
be typeable. For every y 6∈ (
⋃m
i=1 FV(Mi)) ∪ (
⋃n
i=1 FV(Ni)), if M Pi →+w Pi and N Pi →+w 〈{Pi, Pi}〉,
then:
LPush⊙[M ] 〈{P1, P2}〉 〈{\y.[M1, . . . ,Mm], \y.[N1, . . . , Nn]}〉 →
+
w
〈{[P1,M1, . . . ,Mm], [P2, N1, . . . , Nn]}〉
LSucc⊙[M,N ]P0 \y.〈{[M1, . . . ,Mm], [N1, . . . , Nn]}〉 →
+
w
〈{[P0,M1, . . . ,Mm], [P0, N1, . . . , Nn]}〉
Coerce. 1. ΣCoerceM →+w M , for every M ∈ {⊥, σ1, . . . , σ|Σ|,⊤}.
2. NCoercem→+w m, for every m ≥ 0.725
3. For every m ≥ 0, let LCoerce[M ] [M1, . . . ,Mm] be typeable. If MMi →+w Mi, for every 0 ≤ i ≤ m,
then LCoerce[M ] [M1, . . . ,Mm]→+w [M1, . . . ,Mm].
4. For every m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, let ItLCoercen[M ] [M1, . . . ,Mm] be typeable. If MMi →+w Mi, for every
0 ≤ i ≤ m, then ItLCoercen[M ] [M1, . . . ,Mm]→+w [M1, . . . ,Mm].
Diagonal. 1. Σ∇M →+w 〈M,M〉, for every M ∈ {⊥, σ1, . . . , σ|Σ|,⊤}.730
2. Σ∇⊙M →+w 〈{M,M}〉, for every M ∈ {⊥, σ1, . . . , σ|Σ|,⊤}.
3. N∇⊙m→+w 〈{m,m}〉, for every m ≥ 0.
4. For every 0 ≤ i ≤ m, let us assume M,Mi, N,Mi, and L∇⊙[M,N ] [M1, . . . ,Mm] be typeable. If
MMi →
+
w Mi, and N Mi →+w 〈{Mi,Mi}〉, then L∇⊙[M,N ] [M1, . . . ,Mm]→+w 〈{[M1, . . . ,Mm],
[M1, . . . ,Mm]}〉.735
For proving the statement, we need to consider four cases for the class Successor. With NSucc proceed by induction
on n. WithNSucc⊙ prove that Eb1[NSucc]n→+w n+ 1 by induction on n. With LPush[M ], andLSucc[M ] proceed
by induction on n. With LPush⊙[M ], and LSucc⊙[M,N ] apply the definition and use the result on the dynamics of
LSucc[M ].
For the class Coerce we have four cases. WithΣCoerce just apply the definition. WithNCoerce andLCoerce[M ]740
proceed by induction on m. With LCoercen[M ] proceed by induction on n, using the previous case.
For the class Diagonal we have three cases. With Σ∇ just apply the definition. With N∇⊙ proceed by induction
on m. With L∇⊙[M,N ] proceed by induction on m, using the previous points.
A.2 Quantitative part
The quantitative part requires to represent polynomials. Recall that, by assumption, if our poly-time Turing machine745
enters the accepting state σa, it never leaves it, even if the clock, bounded by a polynomial pk(x) =
∑k
i=0 kix
i
, of
degree k, keeps ticking. This observation, together with the assumptions x, k > 0, allows to simplify the form of the
polynomials to represent. First, we observe that
∑k
i=0 kix
i ≤ xk
∑k
i=0 ki ≤ Kx
k ≤ Kx2
e
, for the least e > 0 such
that k ≤ 2e, and for every big enough K . Second, we write a closed term p[e,K], with type $N−• $4eN, that applied
to n, yields Kn2e . So, the result of p[e,K]n will be the clock in the representation of the given Turing machine.750
Table 3 introduces p[e,K].
Lemma 10 (Typing and dynamics.) 1. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ +:N⊸ N⊸ N and +mn→+w m+ n.
2. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ × :N⊸ $N−• $N and ×mn→+w mn.
3. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ ×⊙ : ($N⊙ $2N)⊸ $2N and ×⊙mn→+w mn.
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p[e,K] and the combinators that define it
+ ≡ \mnf.(\wzx.w(z x))(mf)(n f)
× ≡ \mn.(\z.z 0)(m(\y.+ n y)))
×⊙ ≡ \〈{mn}〉.(\z.z 0)(m(\y.+ n y))
Sq0 ≡ \n.El11[×⊙](El
1
1[\〈{y z}〉.〈{y, Eb
1[NCoerce] z}〉](N∇⊙ n))
Sq
1 ≡ Eb1[Sq0]
Sq
e ≡ \x.Eb4[Sqe−1](Eb1[Coerce4]x) (e > 1)
p[e,K] ≡ \x.(\xy.× x y)K (Sqe x) (e ≥ 1)
Table 3: Representing a polynomial with exponential exponent
4. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ Sq0 :N⊸ $3N and Sq0m→+w m2.755
5. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ Sqe :$N−• $4eN and Sqem→+w m2
e
, for every e ≥ 1.
6. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ p[e,K] :$N−• $4eN and p[e,K]m→+w Km2
e
, for every e ≥ 1.
To prove it we apply the definitions in Table 3, and use Lemma 6, 7, 8, and 9. In particular, for typing Sqe, we
inductively assume ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ Sqe−1 :$N−• $4(e−1)N. Finally, it is necessary to show ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \xy.× x y :$4e−1N⊸
$4eN−• $4eN.760
A.3 Qualitative part
Notations. ~M[m;n] denotes a sequence Mm, . . . ,Mn of terms. If m > n, then ~M[m;n] is empty, and we denote it by .
The element of position m ≤ i ≤ n in ~M[m;n] is ~M(i). The quasi-Tapes are almost lists and are used as a convenient
shortening of both the configurations and the quasi-configurations of Table 4. The definition of quasi-Tapes is:
T[ ; ;x] ≡ x
T[~c[1;m]; ~M[1;m];x] ≡ ~c(1) ~M(1)(\y.T[~c[2;m]; ~M[2;m];x]) (m ≥ 1)
Configurations and quasi-Configurations of Table 4 are the data-types that we use to define δ, our encoding of δ.
Every instance of Configuration represents the left hand side of the tape, the current state, and the right hand side of the
tape, under the conventions in Table 1 on the representations of the states of S, by the terms of type S, and the symbols
of Σ, by the terms of typeΣ. For example, an initial configuration is:
C[[⊥]; s0; [~R[1;m],⊤]] (22)
where ~R(i) = σk, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ |Σ|, and m ≥ 0. The left hand side of the tape is empty, so it
contains only the symbol⊥ that marks its border. The right hand side, besides its right border⊤, is assumed to contain
~R[1;m] the input tape of M. Observe that, if m = 0, then the represented tape is empty. In a few, we shall see that
the condition “~R(i) different from⊥ and⊤” has consequences in the definition of the look-up function that determines
the moves and the tape symbols, written by the head in a configuration and which must determine when the left or the
right hand side of the tapes in a configuration must be extended. Every instance of pre-Configuration is an intermediate
step between two consecutive configurations, the second being obtained by applying the transition function to the first
one. For example, let us assume that ~R(1) = σ′ and that we need to simulate δ(σ′, s0) = (⇒, s, σ). We must move
rightward in the state s, writing σ, once read ~R(1) in (22). The resulting configuration would be:
C[[σ,⊥]; s; [~R[2;m],⊤]] (23)
Then, the quasi-configuration generated between (22) and (23) is
P[〈⊥, 〉; s0; 〈~R(1), [~R[2;m],⊤]〉] (24)
Namely, a quasi-configuration, besides the state, makes available the symbol under the head and the symbol to its
immediate left. These two symbols and the state find in a look-up table the next move, state and symbol to be written.
The definition of the look-up table must also define what to do when the read symbol, or the one immediately to its left
are ⊤ or ⊥, respectively.765
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Type name Type definition and canonical terms
Configuration
C ≡ ∀αβ.!(Σ⊸ (ββ ⊸ α)⊸ α)⊸
$(α⊸ α⊸ ((ββ ⊸ α)⊗ S⊗ (ββ ⊸ α)))
C[[~L[1;m],⊥]; s; [~R[1;n],⊤]] ≡ \c.\lr.〈\y.T[~c[1;m+1]; ~L[1;m],⊥; l], s,
\y.T[~c[1;n+1]; ~R[1;n],⊤; r]〉
m,n ≥ 0 and ~c(i) = c for every 1 ≤ i ≤ max{m,n}+ 1
quasi-Configuration
U
α
β ≡ (Σ⊸ β
β
⊸ α)⊸ Σ⊸ α⊸ α
V
α
β ≡ Σ⊗U
α
β ⊗ α
P ≡ ∀αβ.!(Σ⊸ (ββ ⊸ α)⊸ α)⊸
$(α⊸ α⊸ ((ββ ⊸ Vαβ )⊗ S⊗ (β
β
⊸ V
α
β )))
P[〈L, [~L[1;m]]〉; s; 〈R, [~R[1;n]]〉] ≡ \c.\lr.
〈\y.〈L,F, T[~c[1;m]; ~L[1;m]; l]〉
, s
, \y.〈R,F, T[~L[1;n]; ~R[1;n]; r]〉〉
m,n ≥ 0, F ∈ {\cht.t, \cht.cht}
and ~c(i) = c for every 1 ≤ i ≤ max{m,n}
Table 4: Configurations and quasi-Configurations
A.3.1 The look-up table
The look-up table ∆~c, where ~c is the sequence of the free variables of the look-up table itself, must allow to define the
transition function δ as a coherent extension of δ on⊤,⊥. We have to think of using ∆~c by applying to it, at time t, the
symbol σth under the head, the state st, and the symbol σtl to the immediate left of the head. Namely, σtl (st(σth∆~c))
will occur in the definition of δ. The types of σth, st, σtl (Table 1) suggest that ∆~c be a tuple with |Σ| + 2 tuples, each770
containing |S| tuples with |Σ|+ 2 triples ∆σth,st,σtl . Table 5 defines a ∆σth,st,σtl , for every combination of σth, st, and
σtl , depending on the value of δ(σth, st), which yields the move direction, the new character σt+1 and the new state
st+1. The first three rows of Table 5 define the triples on the tape symbols of Σ. The last row covers the case where
the head of M, we are going to define, has passed the right hand border of the represented tape. This is meaningless
from the point of view of both δ, which is undefined, and of the definition of the triples. So, we yield the conventional775
dummy value 〈I, sa, I〉. The three remaining clauses manage the situations where the head of M reaches one of the
borders of the tape. These cases must be treated coherently with the definition of δ, suitably extending with the correct
symbols the content of the represented tape. Given the triples, we can define ∆~c as in Table 6, whose proviso (*) reads
σtl σ
t
h δ ∆
σt
h
,st,σt
l
6= ⊥ 6= ⊤ δ(σth, s
t 6= sa) ≡ (⇐, σ
t+1, st+1) 〈I, st+1, \ty.c σtl (\y.c
′ σt+1 t)〉
6= ⊥ 6= ⊤ δ(σth, s
t 6= sa) ≡ (⇒, σ
t+1, st+1) 〈\ty.c σt+1(\y.c′ σtl t), s
t+1, I〉
any any δ(σth, sa) ≡ (⇓, σth, sa) 〈\ty.c σtl t, sa, \ty.c
′ σth t〉
⊥ any δ(σth, st 6= sa) ≡ (⇐, σt+1, st+1)
〈\ty.c⊥ t, st+1, \ty.c′ σ3(\y.c
′′ σt+1 t)〉
where σ3 is the separator blank
any ⊤ δ(σth, st 6= sa) ≡ (⇒, σt+1, st+1) 〈\ty.c σt+1(\y.c′ σtl t), st+1, \ty.c
′′⊤ t〉
any ⊤ δ(σth, st 6= sa) ≡ (⇐, σt+1, st+1) 〈I, st+1, \ty.c σth(\y.c
′ σt+1(\y.c′′⊤ t))〉
⊤ any undefined 〈I, sa, I〉
Table 5: The triples elements of the look-up table
as follows: ~c is the sequence containing the free variables of every ∆σ,s,σ′ , for every combination of σ, s, and σ′, given
that, no(c,∆σ,s,σ′) = 1, for every c ∈ FV(∆σ,s,σ′), and given that the set of the free variables of any two triples be780
disjoint. The idea is that σth∆~c extracts a “row” ∆σ
t
h , from which st∆σth gives a “column” ∆σth,st . Finally, σtl ∆σ
t
h
,st
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yields the triple ∆σth,st,σtl .
∆~c and the combinators that define it
∆σ,s ≡ 〈∆σ,s,⊥,∆σ,s,σ0 , . . . ,∆σ,s,σ|Σ|∆σ,s,⊤〉 with σ ∈ {⊥, σ1, . . . , σ|Σ|,⊤}
and s ∈ {s0, . . . , s|S|}
∆σ ≡ 〈∆σ,s0 , . . . ,∆σ,s|S|〉 with σ ∈ {⊥, σ1, . . . , σ|Σ|,⊤}
∆~c ≡ 〈∆
⊥,∆σ0 , . . . ,∆σ|Σ| ,∆⊤〉 with the proviso (*)
Table 6: Representing the look-up table
A.3.2 The transition map
Table 7 defines the transition map as the composition of two terms C2P and P2C. The former maps a configuration, at
time t, to a quasi-configuration. The latter goes in the opposite direction, yielding a new configuration, at time t + 1,785
starting from the quasi-configuration. C2P iterates the step function SC2P[c] on the two sides of the represented tape,
starting from the base function BC2P[M, c]. Finally, ∆~x{c/~x} means that, in C2P, ∆~x is used substituting c for every of
the free variables in ~x.
δ and the combinators that define it
BC2P[M,x] ≡ 〈M, \cht.t, x〉
SC2P[c] ≡ \eg.(\〈h f t〉.〈e, \cht.cht, f c h t〉)(g I)
C2P ≡ \nc.(\zlr.z BC2P[⊥, l] BC2P[⊤, r])(n SC2P[c])
P2C ≡ \nc.
(\zlr.
(\〈x s y〉.
(\〈el f l tl〉.\〈er fr tr〉.
(\〈hl s hr〉.〈hl(\y.tl), s, hr(\y.tr)〉)(el(s(eh∆~x{c/~x})))
)(x I)(y I)
)(z l r)
)(nc)
δ ≡ \c.P2C(C2P c)
Table 7: Representing the transition map
Lemma 11 (Typing and dynamics.) 1. w :Σ, x :α; ∅; ∅ ⊢ BC2P[w, x] :Vαβ .
2. c :Σ⊸ (ββ ⊸ α)⊸ α; ∅; ∅ ⊢ SC2P[c] :Σ⊸ (ββ ⊸ Vαβ )⊸ Vαβ .790
3. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ C2P : C ⊸ P, and C2P C[[~L[1;m]]; s; [~R[1;n]]] →+w P[〈~L(1), [~L[2;m]]〉; s; 〈~R(1), [~R[2;n]]〉], for every
m,n ≥ 1.
4. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ P2C :P⊸ C, and P2CP[〈L, [~L[1;m]]〉; s; 〈R, [~R[1;n]]〉]→+w
C[[ ~L′[1;m′], ~L[2;m]]; s′; [ ~R′[1;n′], ~R[2;n]]], for every m,n ≥ 1, some m′, n′ ≥ 0 and s′.
5. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ δ :C ⊸ C, and δ C[[~L[1;m],⊥]; s; [~R[1;n],⊤]] →+w C[[ ~L′[1;m′], ~L[2;m]]; s′; [ ~R′[1;n′], ~R[2;n]]], for every795
m,n ≥ 1, some m′, n′ ≥ 0 and s′.
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Proof. The typing of BC2P[w, x] is simple. The key judgments to type SC2P[c] are:
g :ββ ⊸ Vαβ ; ∅; ∅ ⊢ g I :V
α
β
c :Σ⊸ (ββ ⊸ α)⊸ α, e :Σ; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \〈h f t〉.〈e, \cht.cht, fcht〉 :Vαβ ⊸ V
α
β
f :Uαβ , c :Σ⊸ (β
β
⊸ α)⊸ α, h :Σ, t :α; ∅; ∅ ⊢ fcht :α
The key judgments to type C2P are:
n :C; ∅; {(∅; c :Σ⊸ (ββ ⊸ α)⊸ α)} ⊢ n SC2P[c] :$(Vαβ ⊸ V
α
β ⊸ ((β
β
⊸ V
α
β )⊗ S⊗ (β
β
⊸ V
α
β )))
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \zlr.z BC2P[⊥, l] BC2P[⊤, r] : $(Vαβ ⊸ V
α
β ⊸ ((β
β
⊸ V
α
β )⊗ S⊗ (β
β
⊸ V
α
β )))⊸
$(α⊸ α⊸ ((ββ ⊸ Vαβ )⊗ S⊗ (β
β
⊸ V
α
β )))
For the dynamics, just apply the definitions.
The key judgments to type P2C are:
Γ, el :Σ, s :S, eh :Σ; ∅; ∅ ⊢ el(s(eh∆~x)) : ((β
β
⊸ α)⊸ ββ ⊸ α)⊗ S⊗ ((ββ ⊸ α)⊸ ββ ⊸ α)
tl :α, th :α; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \〈hl s hr〉.〈hl(\y.tl), s, hr(\y.tr)〉 :
(((ββ ⊸ α)⊸ ββ ⊸ α)⊗ S⊗ ((ββ ⊸ α)⊸ ββ ⊸ α))⊸
((ββ ⊸ α) ⊗ S⊗ (ββ ⊸ α))
n :P; ∅; {(∅; c :Σ⊸ (ββ ⊸ α)⊸ α)} ⊢ n c :$(α⊸ α⊸ ((ββ ⊸ Vαβ )⊗ S⊗ (β
β
⊸ V
α
β )))
z :α⊸ α⊸ ((ββ ⊸ Vαβ )⊗ S⊗ (β
β
⊸ V
α
β )), l :α, r :α; ∅; ∅ ⊢ z l r : (β
β
⊸ V
α
β )⊗ S⊗ (β
β
⊸ V
α
β )
where xi :Σ ⊸ (ββ ⊸ α) ⊸ α ∈ Γ, for every xi ∈ FV(∆~x). For the dynamics just apply the definitions, and
observe that m′, n′ may vary, depending on the direction move of the head. Finally, the typing of δ. It is a trivial
composition of the typing above, and for its dynamics just apply the definitions. 800
A.4 Encoding of a poly-time Turing machine
Table 8 defines the termM that represents the poly-time Turing machineM. M requires to duplicate its input x, that
M and the combinators that define it
L2C ≡ \lc.(\zlr.〈\y.c⊥(\y.l), s0, z(c⊤(\y.r))〉)(l c)
L2N ≡ \lf.(\zx.z x I)(l(\et.f(t I)))
M ≡ \x.El11[\〈{zp, zc}〉.Mzp,zc ](L∇⊙[ΣCoerce,Σ∇⊙]x)
Mzp,zc ≡ (\xy.(\i l.(\z.z (L2C l))(i δ))x y)(p[e,K](Eb
1[L2N] zp))(Eb
1[1]ItLCoerce4e[ΣCoerce] zc)
Table 8: Representing the Turing machine
represents a given input tape of M. L∇⊙[ΣCoerce,Σ∇⊙] duplicates the instance of x. p[e,K](Eb1[1]L2N zp) is
in charge of using the copy zp of x to obtain the length of the computation, represented as a Church numeral n, for
some n. The second copy zc of x, once embedded into a suitable number of $-boxes, is transformed into an initial805
configuration, by L2C. Finally, n iterates the transition function δ, and the result is applied to the initial configuration.
Lemma 12 (Typing and Dynamics.) 1. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ L2C :LΣ⊸ C and L2C [~σ[1;n]]→+w
C[[⊥]; s0; [~σ[1;n],⊤]], for every n ≥ 0.
2. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ L2N :LΣ⊸ N and L2N [~σ[1;n]]→+w n, for every n ≥ 0.
3. ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ M : LΣ ⊸ $4e+1C and M [~σ[1;n]] →+w C[[
~
σl[1;p],⊥]; sa; [
~σr [1;q],⊤]], for every n ≥ 0, and some810
sequences ~σl[1;p], ~σr [1;q], with p, q ≥ 0.
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For the proof, the key judgments to type L2C are:
∅; ∅; {(∅; {cl :Σ⊸ (β
β
⊸ α)⊸ α, cr :Σ⊸ (β
β
⊸ α)⊸ α})} ⊢
\zlr.〈\y.cl ⊥(\y.l), s0, z(cr ⊤(\y.r))〉 :
$(α⊸ ββ ⊸ α)⊸ $(α⊸ α⊸ ((ββ ⊸ α)⊗ S⊗ (ββ ⊸ α)))
l :LΣ; ∅; {(∅; c′ :Σ⊸ (ββ ⊸ α)⊸ α)} ⊢ l c′ :$(α⊸ ββ ⊸ α)
The key judgments to type L2N are:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \zx.z x I :$(α⊸ ββ ⊸ α)⊸ $(α⊸ α)
l :LΣ; ∅; {(∅; f :α⊸ α)} ⊢ l(\et.f(t I)) :$(α⊸ ββ ⊸ α)
The key judgments to typeM are:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \xy.(\i l.(\z.z (L2C l))(i δ)) x y :$4eN−• $4e+1LΣ⊸ $4e+1C
∅; ∅; {(zc :LΣ; ∅)} ⊢ Eb
1[ItLCoerce4e[ΣCoerce]] zc :$
4e+1
LΣ
∅; ∅; {(zp :LΣ; ∅)} ⊢ p[e,K](Eb
1[L2N] zp) :$
4e
N
x :LΣ; ∅; ∅ ⊢ L∇⊙[ΣCoerce,Σ∇⊙] x :$($LΣ⊙ $LΣ)
For the dynamics, just apply the definitions.
So, using the initial assumptions on the poly-time Turing machines we want to simulate, and consistently extending
δ to both ⊥, and ⊤ by δ, and applying Lemma 12, we can state:
IfM, applied to the input tape ~σ[1;n], for some n ≥ 0, produces the output portion ~σ′[1;p] of the tape, then815
M [~σ[1;n]] simulates it. Namely, M [~σ[1;n]] evaluates to C[[
~
σl[1;m],⊥]; sa; [
~σ′[1;p],
~σr [1;q],⊤]], for some
sequences ~σl[1;m], ~σr [1;q], with m, p, q ≥ 0.
which implies Theorem 6.
B Details about the proofs
Proof of Lemma 2 (Structural properties)820
Point 7 of Lemma 2. We proceed by structural induction on Π, which can be written as ΠM (R). The base cases
occur with R ∈ {A, $, !}, n = 1, and q1 = 0. We focus on the inductive steps, starting with ΠM being
ΠM{x/z x/y}(C,Π
′
M )✄ Γ;∆; E ⊔ {(Θz,Θy;x :A)} ⊢M{
x/z
x/y} :B.
1. Let us call Ey the set E ⊔ {(Θy; y : A)}. By induction on Π′M ✄ Γ;∆; Ey, (Θz; z : A) ⊢ M : B, there
are n ≥ 1 and q1, . . . , qn ≥ 0 such that w1(Π′M ) ≥ q1 + . . . + qn and: (i) M can be written as825
M ′{z/z11...z1q1 ......z
n
1 ...z
n
qn
} for some M ′; (ii) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is Πzi (Ri)✄ Γzi ; ∆zi ; Ezi , {(Θi1; zi1 :
A)}, . . . , {(Θiqi ; z
i
qi : A)} ⊢ P
z
i : C
z
i , subdeduction of Π′M , with Ri ∈ {A, $, !}, that introduce zi1 :
A, . . . , ziqi :A; (iii) q1 + . . .+ qn − 1 instances of C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E in the tree with the conclusion of
Π′M as root and the conclusions of every Πzi as leaves, are required to contract z11 . . . z1q1 . . . . . . z
n
1 . . . z
n
qn
to z.830
2. Now, let us call Ez the set E ⊔ {(Θz; z : A)}, and, proceed again by induction on Π′M that we see as
Π′M ′{z/
z1
1
...z1q1
......zn
1
...znqn
} ✄ Γ;∆; Ez, (Θy; y :A) ⊢ M
′{z/z11...z1q1 ......z
n
1 ...z
n
qn
} :B. There are m ≥ 1, and
p1, . . . , pm ≥ 0 such that w1(ΠM ′{z/z1...zqz }) ≥ p1 + . . . + pm and: (i) M ′{z/z11...z1q1 ......zn1 ...znqn } can
be written as M ′′{z/z11...z1q1 ......zn1 ...znqn }{
y/y11...y1p1 ......y
m
1 ...y
m
pm
}, for some M ′′; (ii) for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
there is Πyj (Rj) ✄ Γ
y
j ; ∆
y
j ; E
y
j , {(Ξ
j
1; y
j
1 :A)}, . . . , {(Ξ
j
pj ; y
j
pj :A)} ⊢ P
y
j :C
y
j , subdeduction of ΠM , with835
Rj ∈ {A, $, !}, that introduce yj1 :A, . . . , yjpj :A; (iii) p1+ . . .+pm− 1 instances of C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E
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in the tree with the conclusion of Π′M ′{z/
z11...z
1
q1
......zn1 ...z
n
qn
} as root and the conclusions of every Π
y
j as
leaves, are required to contract y11 . . . y1p1 . . . . . . y
m
1 . . . y
m
pm to y.
So, we have n+m subdeductions ofΠM{x/z x/y} in which we can count q1+. . .+qn−1+p1+. . .+pm−1+1 =
q1 + . . .+ qn + p1 + . . .+ pm − 1 instances of C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E in the tree, say τ , with the conclusion of840
ΠM{x/z x/y}(C) as root and the conclusions of allΠzj s, andΠ
y
j s as leaves that contract z11 . . . z1q1 . . . . . . z
n
1 . . . z
n
qn
to z, y11 . . . y
1
p1 . . . . . . y
m
1 . . . y
m
pm to y, and z, y to x. The reason why q1 + . . . + qn + p1 + . . . + pm ≤
w1(ΠM ) follows from the definition of width at depth 1 that, applied to ΠM counts at least the occurrences of
C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E in τ here above. The resulting value cannot exceed the total number of instances of
C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E at depth 1.845
With ΠPQ(⊸ E) and ΠPQ(⊸ E!) we can proceed analogously. All the other cases, ΠPQ(−• E) included,
routinely apply the induction.
Point 8 of Lemma 2. As a first case, let M be x. Assuming that R ∈ {⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E,⊸ I,⊸ I$,⊸ I!,−• I},
contradicts the hypothesis that the subject of the conclusion of Π be x. Assuming that R ∈ {∀I, $} contradicts
the hypothesis that the type of x be !A. So, R can be A. However, it cannot be of the form Γ, x :!A; ∆; E ⊢ x :!A
because, by definition, illegal. So, R can only be one among !, C, and ∀E. If R is !, then Π(!) is:
Γ, x :A; ∅; {(Θ′; ∅)} ⊢ x :A
{x :A} ∪ Γ ⊆ Θ ∪ Φ
Θ 6= ∅ ⇒ Dom(Φ) ∩ FV(x) = {x}
Γ′;∆; {($Θ′; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ;x :A)} ⊢ x :!A
!
Namely, x forcefully belongs to Dom(Φ). It follows that the presence of a single polynomial assumption ex-
cludes that we can apply C below the given instance of the rule !
Only the case R ≡ ∀E, is left, but we shall see that this is impossible. Indeed, by definition, the modality in
front of A could not be introduced by the rule ∀E and it had to be present before the substitution on types takes
place. Namely, we should be starting with:
x :∀α.!B,Γ;∆; E ⊢ x :∀α.!B
A
which is an illegal instance of the axiom.850
As a second case, let M be \x.N . We observe that R ∈ {A,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E} contradicts the hypothesis
that the subject of the conclusion of Π be \x.N . Moreover, assuming that R ∈ {⊸ I,⊸ I$,⊸ I!,−• I, ∀I, $}
contradicts the hypothesis that the type of \x.N be !A. So, R can only be one between !, C, and ∀E. If R is !,
then Π(!) is:
Γ′; ∅; {(Θ′; ∅)} ⊢ \x.N :A Γ′ ⊆ Θ ∪ Φ Θ 6= ∅ ⇒ Dom(Φ) ∩ FV(M) 6= ∅
Γ;∆; {($Θ′; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ; Φ)} ⊢ \x.N :!A
!
with FV(\x.N) ⊆ Dom(Γ′) ⊆ Dom(Θ) ∪Dom(Φ).
In the case R be equal to C, since the subject is a λ-abstraction with type !A, the modality in front of A must be
introduced by an instance of the rule ! that, given our assumptions, cannot be followed by any rule but a sequence
of instances of the rule C. The situation can be summarized as follows:
Γ′; ∅; {(Θ′; ∅)} ⊢ \x.N :A Γ′ ⊆ Θ ∪ Φ Θ 6= ∅ ⇒ Dom(Φ) ∩ FV(M) 6= ∅
Γ;∆; {($Θ′; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ; Φ)} ⊢ \x.N :!A
!
.
.
.
C
Γ;∆; E ⊢ \x.N :!A
C
But Φ is either empty or a singleton, hence, the sequences of instances of C is empty.
Only the case R ≡ ∀E, is left, but we shall see that this is impossible. Indeed, by definition, the modality in
front of A could not be introduced by the rule ∀E and it had to be present before the substitution on types takes
place. Namely, the type of \x.N prior to the substitution would have form ∀α.!B, for some B. But this would855
contradict the definition of the rule ∀E.
To sum up, we can conclude that the only admissible conclusion is the rule !.
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Point 9 of Lemma 2. Proceed in analogy to the proof of point 8 here above.
Proof of Lemma 3 (Substitution property)
Point 1 of Lemma 3. Notice that the hypothesis x ∈ FV(M) excludes ΠM (R), with R ∈ {!, $}, since, in those cases,860
x 6∈ FV(M). We detail out a couple of points, proceeding by induction on ΠM .
As a first case, let ΠM be such that ΠM (A) ✄ Γx, x : L; ∆x; Ex ⊢ x : L. Then, Πx{N/x} coincides to Π′N ✄
Γx,ΓN ; ∆x,∆N ; Ex ⊔ EN ⊢ N :L, which is obtained from ΠN , by Lemma 2, point 3. The same point of the
same lemma implies the following statements.
Subpoint 1a of Point 1 is d(Πx{N/x}) = d(Π′N ) = max{0, d(ΠN )} =865
max{d(Πx), d(ΠN )}.
Subpoint 1b of Point 1 is wd(Πx{N/x}) = wd(Π′N ) = wd(ΠN ) = 0 + wd(ΠN )
= wd(Πx) + wd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 0.
Subpoint 1c of Point 1 is s0(Πx{N/x}) = s0(Π′N ) < 1 + s0(ΠN ) = s0(Πx) + s0(ΠN ).
Subpoint 1d of Point 1 is sd(Πx{N/x}) = sd(Π′N ) = 0 + sd(ΠN ) = sd(Πx) + sd(ΠN ), for every 1 ≤ d.870
As a second case let ΠM be such that ΠM (⊸ E,ΠP ,ΠQ) ✄ ΓP , x : L,ΓQ; ∆P , ∆Q; EP ⊔ EQ ⊢ PQ :
B. Either x ∈ FV(Q), or x ∈ FV(P ). Let us assume x ∈ FV(P ), the other case being symmetric. By
induction, there exists ΠP{N/x} ✄ ΓP ,ΓN ; ∆P ,∆N ; EP ⊔ EN ⊢ P{N/x} : C ⊸ B, that we can use as a
principal premise of an instance of ⊸ E, whose secondary premise be ΠQ ✄ ΓQ; ∆Q; EQ ⊢ Q : C. So,
Π(PQ){N/x} ✄ ΓP ,ΓN ,ΓQ; ∆P ,∆N ,∆Q; EP ⊔ EN ⊔ EQ ⊢ (PQ){
N/x} :B.875
Subpoint 1a of Point 1 is d(Π(PQ){N/x}) = max{d(ΠP{N/x}),w(ΠQ)} = max{d(ΠP ), d(ΠN ), d(ΠQ)} =
max{d(ΠPQ), d(ΠN )}, using the inductive hypothesis.
Subpoint 1b of Point 1 requires two cases. The statement holds for
w0(Π(PQ){N /x}) because w0(Π) = 0, for every Π. It also holds with d = 1, since w1(Π(PQ){N/x}) =
w1(ΠP{N /x})+w1(ΠQ)+1 = w1(ΠP )+w1(ΠQ)+w1(ΠN )+1 = w1(ΠPQ)+w1(ΠN ), using the inductive880
hypothesis. For every d > 1, it holds not counting the application.
Subpoint 1c of Point 1 is s0(Π(PQ){N/x}) = s0(ΠP{N/x})+ s0(ΠQ)+ 1 < s0(ΠP )+ s0(ΠN )+ s0(ΠQ)+ 1 =
s0(ΠPQ) + s0(ΠN ), using the inductive hypothesis.
Subpoint 1d of Point 1 is sd(Π(PQ){N/x}) = sd(ΠP{N/x})+ sd(ΠQ)+1 = sd(ΠP )+ sd(ΠN )+ sd(ΠQ)+1 =
sd(ΠPQ) + sd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 1, using the inductive hypothesis. It is enough to proceed analogously in885
the cases ΠM (⊸ E!),ΠM (−• E), where, in particular, x can be free only in its principal premise; the proof is
simpler with ΠM (R) whose R has a single premise.
Point 2 of Lemma 3. Notice that the hypothesis x ∈ FV(M) excludes ΠM (R), with R ∈ {A, !}, since, in those
cases, x 6∈ FV(M). Then we proceed by structural induction on ΠM .
The first case is with ΠM ($) concluding by:
Π′M ✄ ΓM , x :L;∆
′
M ; {(Θ
′
M ; ∅)} ⊢M :B
ΓM , x :L ⊆ ∆M ∪ {x :L} ∪
Sm
i=1Θi ∪
Sm
i=1Φi
Θi 6= ∅ ⇔ Φi = ∅
Γ′; $∆′M ,∆M , x :L; {($Θ
′
M ; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ1; Φ1)} ⊔ . . . ⊔ {(Θm; Φm)} ⊢M :$B
$
Point 9 of Lemma 2, applied to ΠN ✄ ΓN ; ∆N ; EN ⊢ N :$L, requires to focus on two cases:890
• Let ΠN ($) be:
Π′N ✄ ΓN ; ∆
′
N ; {(Θ
′
N ; ∅)} ⊢ N :L
ΓN ⊆ ∆N ∪
Sn
i=1Θ
′
i ∪
Sn
i=1 Φ
′
i
Θ′i 6= ∅ ⇔ Φ
′
i = ∅
Γ′N ; $∆
′
N ,∆N ; {($Θ
′
N ; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ
′
1; Φ
′
1)} ⊔ . . . ⊔ {(Θ
′
n; Φ
′
n)} ⊢ N :$L
$
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Using point 1 of Lemma 3 on Π′M , and Π′N , we get Π′M{N/x} ✄ ΓM ,ΓN ; ∆
′
M ,
∆′N ; {(Θ
′
M ; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ
′
N ; ∅)} ⊢ M{
N/x} : B, that allows to conclude by an instance of $, yielding
Π¯M{N/x} with the right conclusion.
• Let ΠN (C) ✄ Γ′′N ; ∆′′N ; E ′′N ⊢ N : $L. Iteratively applying Lemma 2, point 9, we eventually prove the
existence of Π′′N ($) ✄ Γ′N ; $∆′N ,∆N ; {($Θ′N ; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ′1; Φ′1)} ⊔ . . . ⊔ {(Θ′n; Φ′n)} ⊢ N : $L, which, as895
in the previous case, we assume to have a premise derived from Π′N . So, we use point 1 of Lemma 3 on
on Π′M and Π′N as before. After an instance of the rule $ we still get Π¯M{N/x} with the right conclusion.
Now, we proceed by the application of as many instances of C as those we can count in ΠN below Π′′N ($).
Let us say they be r and let us call Π¯M{N/x}(C) the final deduction.
Subpoint 2a of Point 2 has two cases. The first case is:
d(Π¯M{N/x}($,Π
′
M{N/x}
)) = d(Π′M{N/x}) + 1
= max{d(Π′M ),d(Π
′
N )}+ 1 (by induction)
= max{d(Π′M ) + 1, d(Π
′
N) + 1}
= max{d(ΠM ($,Π
′
M )),d(ΠN($,Π
′
N))} (25)
Step (25) holds because both Π′M and Π′N are followed by the rule $. The second case is based on the first here900
above, observing that d(Π(C,Π′)) = d(Π′), for every deduction Π.
Subpoint 2b of Point 2 has two cases. The first case hasΠN ($). If d = 0, the statement holds becausew0(Π) = 0
for any Π. If d ≥ 1:
wd(Π¯M{N/x}($,Π
′
M{N/x}
)) = wd−1(Π
′
M{N/x}
)
= wd−1(Π
′
M ) + wd−1(Π
′
N) (by induction)
= wd(ΠM ($,Π
′
M )) + wd(ΠN ($,Π
′
N)) (26)
The second case is with ΠN (C). If d = 0, we have w0(Π) = 0 for any Π. With d ≥ 1 we can still write:
wd(Π¯M{N/x}($,Π
′
M{N/x}
)) = wd−1(Π
′
M{N/x}
)
≤ wd−1(Π
′
M ) + wd−1(Π
′
N) (by induction)
= wd(ΠM ($,Π
′
M )) + wd(Π
′′
N ($,Π
′
N))
where Π′′N ($) replaces ΠN ($) of (26). We can conclude by observing the two following facts:
• if d = 1, then we count r instances of C belowwd(Π¯M{N/x}($)) to obtainwd(Π¯M{N/x}(C)), and r below
wd(Π
′′
N ($)) to obtain wd(ΠN (C)), so getting:
wd(Π¯M{N/x}(C)) ≤ wd(ΠM ($)) + wd(ΠN(C)) .
• if d > 1, by definition of width, we do not count any instance of C neither below wd(Π¯M{N/x}($)) nor
below wd(Π′′N ($)), even if they exist. So, we get again:
wd(Π¯M{N/x}(C)) ≤ wd(ΠM ($)) + wd(ΠN(C)) .
Subpoint 2c of Point 2 requires to observe that we can only have ΠM ($),
ΠN (R), Π¯M{N/x}($), Π¯M{N/x}(R) with R ∈ {C, $}. By definition, the partial size at level 0 is 0 on any
deduction terminating by the rules $, and C. So, the point trivially holds.905
Subpoint 2d of Point 2 has d ≥ 1. The union of the subpoints 1c and 1d of the lemma we are proving,
applied to Π′M , and Π′N , imply sd−1(Π′M{N/x}) ≤ sd−1(Π
′
M ) + sd−1(Π
′
N ) since x is linear in Π′M . So we get
sd(Π¯M{N/x}($)) ≤ sd(ΠM ($)) + sd(ΠN ($)), or sd(Π¯M{N/x}(C)) ≤ sd(ΠM ($)) + sd(ΠN (C)), depending on
the last rule of ΠN .
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The second case is with ΠM ($) concluding by:
Π′M ✄ ΓM ;∆
′
M , x :A;{(Θ
′
M ; ∅)} ⊢M :B
ΓM ⊆ ∆M ∪
Sm
i=1Θi ∪
Sm
i=1Φi Θi 6= ∅ ⇔ Φi = ∅
Γ′; $∆′M , x :$A,∆M ; {($Θ
′
M ; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ1; Φ1)} ⊔ . . . ⊔ {(Θm; Φm)} ⊢M :$B
$
To match the above assumption about ΠM ($) we must assume ΠN (R)✄ Γ′′N ;910
∆′′N ; E
′′
N ⊢ N :$
2A. Point 9 of Lemma 2, applied to ΠN (R)✄ Γ′′N ; ∆′′N ; E ′′N ⊢ N :$2A, requires to focus on two
cases:
• Let ΠN ($) be:
Π′N ✄ ΓN ;∆
′
N ; {(Θ
′
N ; ∅)} ⊢ N :$A
ΓN ⊆ ∆N ∪
Sn
i=1Θ
′
i ∪
Sn
i=1 Φ
′
i Θ
′
i 6= ∅ ⇔ Φ
′
i = ∅
Γ′N ; $∆
′
N ,∆N ; {($Θ
′
N ; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ
′
1; Φ
′
1)} ⊔ . . . ⊔ {(Θ
′
n; Φ
′
n)} ⊢ N :$
2A
$
So, applying the inductive hypothesis onΠ′M , andΠ′N we get Π′M{N/x}✄ΓM ,ΓN ; ∆
′
M ,∆
′
N ; {(Θ
′
M ; ∅)}⊔
{(Θ′N ; ∅)} ⊢M{
N/x} :B that allows to conclude by an application of $.
• Let ΠN (C) ✄ Γ′′N ; ∆′′N ; E ′′N ⊢ N : $2A. Iteratively applying Lemma 2, point 9, we eventually prove the915
existence of Π′′N ($)✄ Γ′N ; $∆′N ,∆N ; {($Θ′N ; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ′1; Φ′1)} ⊔ . . . ⊔ {(Θ′n; Φ′n)} ⊢ N : $2A which, as
in the previous case, we assume to have a premise derived from Π′N . So, we can proceed on Π′M , and Π′N
as before, to conclude by a applying the same number of instances of C, that we can count in ΠN , below
Π′′N ($).
To prove Subpoints 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d of Point 2 proceed in analogy to what we did above. All the other cases920
of ΠM (R) routinely apply the inductive hypothesis.
Point 3 of Lemma 3. Notice that the hypothesis x ∈ FV(M) excludes ΠM (A), otherwise x 6∈ FV(M). Then we
proceed by structural induction on ΠM , by detailing out four base cases.
The first case has ΠM ($) that concludes by:
Π′M ✄ ΓM ;∆
′
M ; {(Θ
′
M , x :A; ∅)} ⊢M :B
ΓM ⊆ ∆M ∪
Sm
i=1Θi ∪
Sm
i=1Φi Θi 6= ∅ ⇔ Φi = ∅
Γ′; $∆′M ,∆M ; {($Θ
′
M , x :$A; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ1; Φ1)} ⊔ . . . ⊔ {(Θm; Φm)} ⊢M :$B
$
To match the above assumption about ΠM ($) we must assume ΠN (R) ✄ ∅; ∅; EN ⊢ N : $2A, with EN ⊆
{(ΘN ; ∅)}, in accordance with the statement we have to prove. Then, point 9 of Lemma 2, applied to ΠN (R),
requires to focus on the following single case, since ΠN (C)✄ ∅; ∅; EN ⊢ N :$2A is excluded by the assumption
on E ⊆ {(ΘN ; ∅)}. Let ΠN ($) be:
Π′N ✄ ΓN ; ∅; {(Θ
′
N ; ∅)} ⊢ N :$A ΓN ⊆ Θ
′
∅; ∅; {($Θ′N ,Θ
′; ∅)} ⊢ N :$2A
$
Point 9 of Lemma 2 applied to ΓN ; ∅; {(Θ′N ; ∅)} ⊢ N :$A implies that FV(N) ⊆ Dom(Θ′N). Namely, ΓN = ∅.
So, we can apply the inductive hypothesis on bothΠ′M andΠ′N . We getΠ′M{N /x}✄ΓM ; ∆
′
M ; {(Θ
′
M ,Θ
′
N ; ∅)} ⊢925
M{N/x} :B that allows to conclude by an application of $.
The second case has ΠM (!) that concludes by:
ΓM ; ∅; {(Θ
′
M , x :A; ∅)} ⊢M :B
ΓM ⊆ ΘM ∪ ΦM Θ 6= ∅ ⇒ Dom(Φ) ∩ FV(M) 6= ∅
Γ′;∆; {($Θ′M , x :$A; ∅)} ⊔ {(ΘM ; ΦM )} ⊢M :!B
!
We can proceed with the same assumptions and arguments used in the proof of the first case here above. Ap-
plying point 9 of Lemma 2 to Π′N , and the inductive hypothesis to both Π′M , and Π′N , we get Π′M{N/x} ✄
ΓM ; ∅; {(Θ
′
M ,Θ
′
N ; ∅)} ⊢M{
N/x} :B, which allows to conclude by using the rule !.
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The third case has ΠM ($) that concludes by:
ΓM , x :L;∆
′
M ; {(Θ
′
M ; ∅)} ⊢M :B
ΓM , x :L ⊆ ∆M ∪ {x :L} ∪
Sm
i=1Θi ∪
Sm
i=1Φi Θi 6= ∅ ⇔ Φi = ∅
Γ′; $∆′M ,∆M ; {($Θ
′
M ; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θj , x :L; Φj)} ⊔
Fm
i=1,i6=j{(Θi; Φi)} ⊢M :$B
$
The above assumption aboutΠM ($) is matched by assumingΠN (R)✄∅; ∅; EN ⊢ N :$L, with EN ⊆ {(ΘN ; ∅)}.
Then, Point 9 of Lemma 2, applied to ΠN (R), requires to focus on the following single case, since the case with
ΠN (C) ✄ ∅; ∅; EN ⊢ N :$L is excluded by the assumption on EN ⊆ {(ΘN ; ∅)}. Let ΠN ($) be:
Π′N ✄ ΓN ; ∅; {(Θ
′
N ; ∅)} ⊢ N :L ΓN ⊆ Θ
′
∅; ∅; {($Θ′N ,Θ
′; ∅)} ⊢ N :$L
$
So, using point 1 of Lemma 3 on both Π′M , and Π′N we get Π′M{N/x} ✄ ΓM ,ΓN ;930
∆′M ; {(Θ
′
M ; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ
′
N ; ∅)} ⊢M{
N/x} :B that allows to conclude by an application of $.
The fourth case has ΠM (!) that concludes by:
Π′M ✄ ΓM , x :L; ∅; {(Θ
′
M ; ∅)} ⊢M :B
ΓM , x :L ⊆ ΘM ∪ {x :L} ∪ ΦM Θ 6= ∅ ⇒ Dom(Φ) ∩ FV(M) 6= ∅
Γ′;∆; {($Θ′M ; ∅)} ⊔ {(ΘM , x :L; ΦM )} ⊢M :!B
!
We can proceed with the same assumptions and arguments used in the proof of the third case here above. Ap-
plying point 1 of Lemma 3 to both Π′M , and Π′N we get Π′M{N /x} ✄ ΓM ,ΓN ; ∅; {(Θ
′
M ; ∅)} ⊔ {(Θ
′
N ; ∅)} ⊢
M{N/x} :B, which allows to conclude by using rule !.
The remaining cases of ΠM (R) routinely apply the inductive hypothesis.935
To prove the subpoints 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d of point 3 we can proceed as we did for the subpoints 2a, 2b, 2c,
and 2d above.
Point 4 of Lemma 3. Notice that x ∈ FV(M) excludes ΠM (A). Otherwise x 6∈ FV(M). We proceed by induction
on ΠM .
Lemma 2, point 7, applied to ΠM ✄ ΓM ; ∆M ; EM , (∅;x : A) ⊢ M : B implies the existence of n ≥ 1 and940
q1, . . . , qn ≥ 0 such that w1(ΠM ) ≥ q1 + . . .+ qn and:
• M can be written as M ′{x/x11...x1q1 ......xn1 ...xnqn }, for some M
′;
• there are n subdeductions Π′Pi(Ri) ✄ Γi; ∆i; Ei, (Θ
i
1;x
i
1 : A), . . . , (Θ
i
qi ;x
i
qi : A) ⊢ Pi : Ci, with Ri ∈
{A, $, !}, that introduce xi1 :A, . . . , xiqi :A;
• q1 + . . .+ qn − 1 instances of C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E are required in the tree with the conclusion of ΠM945
as root and the conclusions of Π′Pis as leaves to contract x
1
1, . . . , x
1
q1 , . . . . . . , x
n
1 , . . . , x
n
qn to x.
Using the assumption on EN we focus on the case EN = {(ΘN ; y :C)}, the other being simpler.
Lemma 2, point 8 can be applied to ΠN implying that its conclusion be:
Π′N ✄ y :C,Γ
′
N ; ∅; ∅ ⊢ N :A {y :C} ∪ Γ
′
N ⊆ ΘN ∪ {y :C}
ΓN ;∆N ; {(ΘN ; y :C)} ⊢ N :!A
!
where C is linear. Now we can split the set of all Π′Pis into two complementary sets. The first set G contains
all the deductions Π′Pi(Ri) such that both Ri ∈ {$, !} and at least one among x
i
1 :A, . . . , x
i
qi :A is a linear type
assignment in the premise of Ri. The other set B is equal to {Π′Pi(Ri) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} \ G, namely the set of all950
Π′Pi(Ri) whose conclusion is either an axiom, or a modal rule that introduces every of x
i
1 :A, . . . , x
i
qi :A as a
fake polynomially partially discharged assumption in the conclusion of Ri. The assumption no(x,M) = 1 says
that G contains a single Π′Pi in which only one among x
i
1 :A, . . . , x
i
qi :A is a linear type assignment. We can
assume it be xi1 :A with i = 1.
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We can apply Lemma 3, point 1, to the premise Π′
N{w
1
1/y}
✄ w11 :C,Γ
′
N ; ∅; ∅ ⊢ N{
w11/y} :A of ΠN , and to the
premise of Π′P1 in G that, by definition, has form:
Π′′P1 ✄ Γ
′′
1 , x
1
1 :A;∆
′′
1 ; E
′′
1 ⊢ P1 :C
′
1
Γ1;∆1; E1, (Θ
1
1;x
1
1 :A), . . . , (Θ
1
q1 ;x
1
q1 :A) ⊢ P1 :R1C
′
1
R1
We can get a set G′ with a single deduction Π′
P1{
N{
w1
1/y}/
x11
}
with form:
Π′′
P1{
N{
w1
1/y}/
x11
}
✄ Γ′′1 , w
1
1 :C,Γ
′
N ; ∆
′′
1 ; E
′′
1 ⊢ P1{
N{
w11/y}/
x1
1
} :C′1
Γ1; ∆1; E1 ⊔ {(ΘN ;w
1
1 :C), (Θ
1
2;w
1
2 :C), . . . , (Θ
1
q1
;w1q1 :C)} ⊢ P1{
N{
w11/y}/
x1
1
} :R1C
′
1
R1
Moreover, we can build a set B′, from B, so that every deduction of B′ is identical to one of B up to the
introduction of the fake assumptions wj1 :C, . . . , wjqj :C in place of x
j
1 :A, . . . , x
j
qj :A, for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n and
j 6= i, using the rules A, $, !. Finally, we choose, arbitrarily in G′ ∪ B′ a deduction to introduce ΓN and ∆N as
fake assumptions in its conclusion. We observe that the set of assumptions of the deductions in G′ ∪B′ are those
of G ∪ B up to the changes due to the substitution of N{w11/y} for x11 in P1. So, we can apply to G′ ∪ B′, and to
the subdeductions of ΠM not in G ∪ B, required to build ΠM , the same sequence of rules that, from G ∪ B, lead
to ΠM itself. This implies to apply at least the q1+ . . .+ qn− 1 instances of C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E that contract
w11 , . . . , w
1
q1 , . . . . . . , w
n
1 , . . . , w
n
qn to y. We end up with a deduction with conclusion:
ΠM ✄ ΓM ,ΓN ;∆M ,∆N ; EM ⊔ {(ΘN ; y :C)} ⊢M :B
where EM ⊔ {(ΘN ; y :C)} is exactly EM ⊔ EN and:
M = (M ′[P1{
N{w
1
1 /y}/x11} . . . {
N{
w1q1 /y}/x1q1
} . . .
. . . Pn{
N{w
n
1 /y}/xn1 } . . . {
N{
wnqn /y}/xnqn }]){
y/w11 ...w1q1 ......w
n
1 ...w
n
qn
}
= (M ′[P1{
N{w
1
1 /y}/x11
}P2 . . . Pn]){
y/w11
}
= (M ′[P1 . . . Pn]{
N{w
1
1 /y}/x11}){
y/w11}
= (M ′[P1 . . . Pn]){
N/x11} = ((M
′[P1 . . . Pn]){
x/x11}){
N/x} =M{
N/x} .
M [M1 . . .Mn] highlights that the terms M1, . . . ,Mn occur in M .955
Subpoint 4a holds because we have not introduced any new instance of modal rules in the course of the recon-
struction of ΠM .
Subpoint 4b holds for d = 0 by definition of width. If d = 1, then w1(ΠM{N/x})
= q1+. . .+qn−1+k, where q1+. . .+qn−1 counts the number of rules required to contractw11 , . . . , w1q1 , . . . . . . ,
wn1 , . . . , w
n
qn to y, and k counts the contribution to the width of ΠM{N/x} by the instances of⊸ E,⊸ E!,−•960
E,C that do not contract the polynomial assumptions of the deductions in G∪B, but which may exist to produce
the whole ΠM . However, all the q1+ . . .+ qn− 1+ k rules exist in ΠM{N/x} exactly because they exist in ΠM .
So, wd(ΠM{N/x}) = wd(ΠM ), for 0 ≤ d ≤ 1. Notice that E = ∅ may imply that we can avoid the use of some
of the instances of⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E,C to build ΠM{N/x}. So, wd(ΠM{N/x}) < wd(ΠM ), for 0 ≤ d ≤ 1.
Point 4c holds because all the substitutions in M occur at level 1, and we do not change the structure at level 0965
thanks to the way we build G′,B′, and ΠM¯ .
Point 4d holds because:
sd(ΠM{N/x}) = (q1 + . . .+ qn − 1) + sd(Π
′
P1{
N{
w11/y}/
x1
1
}
) +
nX
i=2
sd(Π
′
Pi) + k
≤ (q1 + . . .+ qn − 1) + sd(Π
′
P1) +
nX
i=2
sd(Π
′
Pi) + k + sd(ΠN ) (27)
= sd(ΠM ) + sd(ΠN)
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where step (27) holds by induction on Π′
P1{
N{
w1
1/y}/
x11
}
, which has the same structure as Π′P1{N/x1
1
}, and k takes
into account the contribution to the width of ΠM{N/x} by the instances of⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E, and C that do not
contract the polynomial assumptions of the deductions in G ∪B, but which may exist to produce the whole ΠM .
Point 5 of Lemma 3. Notice that x ∈ FV(M) excludes ΠM (A). Otherwise x 6∈ FV(M). We proceed by induction970
on ΠM .
Lemma 2, point 7, applied to ΠM ✄ ΓM ; ∆M ; EM , (∅;x : A) ⊢ M : B implies the existence of n ≥ 1 and
q1, . . . , qn ≥ 0 such that w1(ΠM ) ≥ q1 + . . .+ qn and:
• M can be written as M ′{x/x11...x1q1 ......xn1 ...xnqn }, for some M
′;
• there are n subdeductionsΠ′Pi(Ri)✄Γi; ∆i; Ei, (Θ
i
1;x
i
1 :A), . . . , (Θ
i
qi ;x
i
qi :A) ⊢ Pi :Ci that introduce the975
polynomially partially discharged assumptions xi1 :A, . . . , xiqi :A, and such that Ri ∈ {A, $, !};
• q1 + . . .+ qn − 1 instances of C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E are required in the tree with the conclusion of ΠM
as root and the conclusions of Π′Pis as leaves to contract x
1
1 . . . x
1
q1 . . . . . . x
n
1 . . . x
n
qn to x.
We observe that every Θi1, . . . ,Θiqi , with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, must be equal to ∅. If not, the only way to get rid of them,
to obtain the pair (∅;x :A) in the conclusion of ΠM , would be the use of the rule−• I in some positions between980
the conclusion of Π′Pi(Ri) and ΓM ; ∆M ; EM , (∅;x :A) ⊢M :B. However,−• I can only be applied in absence
of the assumptions x11 : A, . . . , x1q1 : A, . . . . . . , x
n
1 : A, . . . , x
n
qn : A, some of which, instead, we know to exist,
thanks to no(x,M) > 1. We focus on the case EN = {(∅; y :C)}, the other being simpler.
Lemma 2, point 8, applied to ΠN , implies that its conclusion be:
Π′N ✄ y :C; ∅; ∅ ⊢ N :A
ΓN ;∆N ; {(∅; y :C)} ⊢ N :!A
!
where C is linear. Now we can split the set of all Π′Pis into two complementary sets.
The first set G contains all the deductions Π′Pi(Ri) such that both Ri ∈ {$, !} and at least one among x
i
1 :985
A, . . . , xiqi :A is a linear type assignment in the premise of Ri.
The other set B is equal to {Π′Pi(Ri) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} \ G, namely the set of all Π
′
Pi
(Ri) whose conclusion is either
an axiom, or a modal rule that introduces every xi1 :A, . . . , xiqi :A as a fake polynomially partially discharged
assumption in the conclusion of Ri.
We can apply Lemma 3, point 1, to the premise Π′
N{
wi
j /y}
✄ wij : C; ∅; ∅ ⊢ N{
wij/y} : A of ΠN , for every
1 ≤ j ≤ pi, and to the premise of every Π′Pi of G that, by definition, has form:
Π′′Pi ✄ Γ
′′
i , z
i
1 :A, . . . , z
i
pi :A;∆
′′
i ; E
′′
i ⊢ Pi :C
′
i
Γi;∆i; Ei, (∅; {x
i
1 :A, . . . , x
i
qi :A}) ⊢ Pi :RiC
′
i
Ri
with pi ≤ qi, and {zi1, . . . , zipi} ⊆ {x
i
1, . . . , x
i
pi}. We get a set G
′ of deductions Π′
P¯i
with form:
Π′′P¯i ✄ Γ
′′
i , w¯
i
1 :C, . . . , w¯
i
pi :C;∆
′′
i ; E
′′
i ⊢ P¯i :C
′
i
Γi; ∆i; Ei, (∅;w
i
1 :C, . . . , w
i
qi :C) ⊢ P¯i :RiC
′
i
Ri
where P¯i is Pi{N{
w¯i1/y}/zi1 . . .
N{
w¯ipi /y} /zipi
}, and {w¯i1, . . . , w¯ipi} ⊆ {w¯
i
1, . . . , w¯
i
qi}.990
Moreover, we can build a set B′, from B, so that every deduction of B′ is identical to one of B up to the
introduction of the fake assumptions wi1 : C, . . . , wiqi : C in place of x
i
1 : A, . . . , x
i
qi : A, by using the rules
A, $, !. Finally, we choose, arbitrarily in G′ ∪ B′ a deduction to introduce ΓN and ∆N as fake assumptions in
its conclusion. We observe that the set of assumptions of the deductions in G′ ∪ B′ are those of G ∪ B up to
the changes due to the substitutions of the terms N{w¯
i
j/y}s for zij which is one among xi1, . . . , xiqi . So, we can
apply to G′ ∪ B′ the same sequence of rules that, from G ∪ B, lead to ΠM (R). This implies to apply at least the
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q1+ . . .+ qn− 1 instances of C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E that contract w11 , . . . , w1q1 , . . . . . . , w
n
1 . . . w
n
qn to y. We end
up with a deduction whose conclusion is: ΠM ✄ΓM ,ΓN ; ∆M ,∆N ; EM , (∅; y :C) ⊢M :B, where EM , (∅; y :C)
is EM ⊔ EN and:
M = M ′[P1{
N{
w¯11/y}/
x11
. . .N{
w¯1p1 /y}/x1p1
} . . .
. . . Pn{
N{
w¯n1 /y}/xn
1
. . .N{
w¯npn /y}/xnpn
}]{y/
w¯1
1
...w¯1p1
......w¯n
1
...w¯npn
}
= M ′[P1{
N{
w11/y}/
x11
. . .N{
w1q1 /y}/x1p1
} . . .
. . . Pn{
N{
wn1 /y}/xn
1
. . .N{
wnqn /y}/xnpn
}]{y/
w1
1
...w1q1
......wn
1
...wnqn
}
= (M ′[P1 . . . Pn]){
N/
x1
1
...x1q1
......xn
1
...xnqn
}
= ((M ′[P1 . . . Pn]){
x/
x1
1
...x1q1
......xn
1
...xnqn
}){N/x} =M{
N/x} .
M [M1 . . .Mn] highlights that M1 . . .Mn are subterms of M .
Subpoints 5a, 5b, and 5c of point 5 holds for reasons analogous to the ones that justify the subpoints 4a, 4b,
and 4c above, respectively.
Subpoint 5d of point 5 holds because:
sd(ΠM{N/x}) = (q1 + . . . + qn − 1) +
nX
i=1
sd(Π
′
P¯i
) + k
= (q1 + . . . + qn − 1) +
nX
i=1
sd−1(Π
′′
P¯i
) + k
≤ (q1 + . . . + qn − 1) +
nX
i=1
(sd−1(Π
′
Pi
) + sd−1(Π
′
N{
wi
1/y}
) + . . . + sd−1(Π
′
N{
wipi /y}
)) + k (28)
= (q1 + . . . + qn − 1) +
nX
i=1
(sd−1(Π
′
Pi
) + pi sd−1(Π
′
N )) + k
= (q1 + . . . + qn − 1) +
nX
i=1
sd−1(Π
′
Pi
) + k + sd−1(Π
′
N )
nX
i=1
pi
= (q1 + . . . + qn − 1) +
nX
i=1
sd(ΠPi ) + k + sd(ΠN )
nX
i=1
pi = sd(ΠM ) + no(x,M) sd(ΠN ) .
Step (28) holds by iteratively applying the points 1c, and 1c of Lemma 3, and using the observation that every
p1, . . . , pn is the effective number of linear type assignments in Π′Pi which are replaced by the linear type995
assignment of ΠN , if any, up to a renaming of, at most, the single free variable of N . k counts the contribution
to the width of ΠM{N/x} by the instances of ⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E, and C that do not contract the polynomial
assumptions of the deductions in G ∪ B, but which may exist to produce the whole ΠM .
Proof of Lemma 4 (Subject reduction at depth 0.) As a first step, we inspect the structure of Π(\x.M)N ✄Γ;∆; E ⊢
(\x.M)N :B. In general, it contains an instance of one of the arrow eliminations that assume the generic form:
Π\x.M ✄ ΓM ;∆M ; EM ⊢ \x.M :A ⊃ C
ΠN ✄ ΓN ; ∆N ; EN ⊢ N :A ⊃∈ {⊸,−• }
ΓM ,ΓN ;∆M ,∆N ; EM ⊔ EN ⊢ (\x.M)N :C
RE
(29)
followed by a, possibly empty, sequence σ of instances of the rulesC, ∀I , and ∀E, with r ≥ 0 instances of C. No other
rules can belong to σ, since we are at depth 0. Moreover, Π\x.M ✄ ΓM ; ∆M ; EM ⊢ \x.M :A ⊃ C must be obtained
by an instance of:
ΠM ✄ Γ
′
M ;∆
′
M ; E
′′
M ⊢M :C
ΓM ;∆M ; E
′
M ⊢ \x.M :A ⊃ C
RI (30)
where RI is some arrow introduction, followed by a, possibly empty, sequence ρ of instances of the rule C, ∀E, ∀I ,
with s ≥ 0 instances of C, and x ∈ Dom(Γ′M ) ∪ Dom(∆′M ) ∪ Dom(E ′′M ). The possible combinations of pairs1000
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(RI , RE) are: (⊸ I,⊸ E), (⊸ I$,⊸ E), (⊸ I!,⊸ E!), (−• I,−• E). If some instances of the rules ∀E, ∀I
exist in ρ, the types of the whole deduction can be rearranged to eliminate them, using Lemma 2, point 1. So, we can
assume that ρ contains only s occurrences of C.
First case. We assume no(x,M) = 0 and N ∈ ΛT.
As first hypothesis we let (30) be:
ΠM ✄ ΓM ;∆M ; E
′′′
M , (ΘM ;x :A) ⊢M :C
ΓM ; ∆M ; E
′′′
M ⊔ {(ΘM ; ∅)} ⊢ \x.M :!A⊸ C
⊸ I! (31)
Lemma 2, point 7, implies the existence of n ≥ 1 and q1, . . . , qn ≥ 0 such that w1(ΠM ) ≥ q1 + . . .+ qn, and: (i) M
can be written as M ′{x/x11...x1q1 ......xn1 ...xnqn }, for some M
′; (ii) there are n deductions Π′i(Ri) ✄ Γi; ∆i; Ei, (Θi1;xi1 :
A), . . . , (Θi1;x
i
qi : A) ⊢ Pi : Ci such that Π
′
i  ΠM and Ri ∈ {A, $, !}; (iii) q1 + . . . + qn − 1 instances of
C,⊸ E,⊸ E!,−• E, in the tree with the conclusion of ΠM as root and the conclusions of Π′is as leaves, are
required to contract x11, . . . , x1q1 , . . . . . . , x
n
1 , . . . , x
n
qn to x. Call τ such a tree. We observe that M is M
′ since none
of the xijs occurs in the corresponding Pi, otherwise we could not have no(x,M ) = 0. However, this does not
prevent to have instances of C in τ (uselessly) contracting some xi. Lemma 2, point 4, implies the existence of
Π′′i (Ri)✄ Γi; ∆i; Ei ⊔ {(Θi; ∅)} ⊢ Pi :Ci, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, to which we can apply the instances of the rules in the tree
τ , but the contractions C occurring in it, obtaining:
ΠM ✄ ΓM ;∆M ; E
′′′
M ⊔ {(ΘM ; ∅)} ⊢M :C . (32)
(32) can be followed by the sequence ρ, which yields:
ΓM ; ∆M ; EM ⊢M :C . (33)
Lemma 2, point 3, applied to (33), implies the existence of ΓM ,ΓN ; ∆M ,∆N ; EM1005
⊔EN ⊢M :C, which, followed by σ, becomes Γ;∆; E ⊢M :C.
As a second hypothesis we let (30) be:
ΠM ✄ ΓM ; ∆M ; E
′′′
M , (ΘM , x :A; ∅) ⊢M :C
ΓM ;∆M ; E
′′′
M ⊔ {(ΘM ; ∅)} ⊢ \x.M :$A−• C
−• I (34)
Lemma 2, point 6 implies Π′(R) ✄ Γ′; ∆′; E ′, (Θ′, x :A; ∅) ⊢ P :C, that introduces x :A, and such that Π′  ΠM ,
R ∈ {A, $, !}, for some E ′′,Γ′,∆′, E ′,Θ′. Since no(x,M) = 0 implies no(x, P ) = 0, we have that Lemma 2, point 4,
allows to deduce:
Π′′(R)✄ Γ′;∆′; E ′, {(Θ′; ∅)} ⊢ P :C (35)
that can be used to yield:
ΠM ✄ ΓM ;∆M ; E
′′′
M ⊔ {(ΘM ; ∅)} ⊢ P :C (36)
exactly like ΠM✄ΓM ; ∆M ; E ′′′M , (ΘM , x :A; ∅) ⊢M :C can be deduced fromΠ′(R)✄Γ′; ∆′; E ′, (Θ′, x :A; ∅) ⊢ P :C
because the presence of x :A is not essential. (36) can be followed by the sequence ρ, which gives:
ΓM ; ∆M ; EM ⊢M :C . (37)
Lemma 2, point 3, applied to (37), implies the existence of ΓM ,ΓN ; ∆M ,∆N ; EM
⊔EN ⊢M :C, which, followed by σ, becomes Γ;∆; E ⊢M :C.
The cases where R is⊸ I or⊸ I$ can be proved by following an analogous schema.
Once proved the existence of the deduction corresponding to the redex, we can prove point 1, through 4 of the1010
current statement.
Point 1 and 2 hold by observing that ΠM{N/x} coincides to ΠM which does not contain the whole deduction
ΠN . So, moving from Π(\x.M)N to ΠM , we might erase the component of Π(\x.M)N that determines the value of
d(Π(\x.M)N ) or w1(Π(\x.M)N ).
Point 3 holds because Π(\x.M)N has an application more than ΠM .1015
Point 4 holds because sd(ΠM{N /y}) = sd(ΠM ) = sd(ΠM ) + 0 · sd(ΠN ), for every 0 < d ≤ d(Π(\x.M)N ).
Second case. We assume no(x,M) = 1, N ∈ ΛV, and N ∈ ΛT.
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As first hypothesys we let (30) had RI equal to⊸ I!, with assumption:
ΠM ✄ ΓM ;∆M ; E
′′′
M , (∅;x :A) ⊢M :C . (38)
So, we must have:
ΠN ✄ ΓN ; ∆N ; EN ⊢ N :!A (39)
on which Lemma 2, point 8, implies FV(N) ⊆ Dom(EN ). Lemma 3, point 4, applied to (38) and (39) implies:
Π′M{N/x} ✄ ΓM ,ΓN ;∆M ,∆N ; E
′′′
M ⊔ EN ⊢M{
N/x} :C (40)
such that: (i) d(Π′M{N/x}) = max{d(ΠM ), d(ΠN )}; (ii) wd(Π′M{N/x}) = wd(ΠM ), for every 0 ≤ d ≤ 1; (iii)
s0(Π
′
M{N/x}
) = s0(ΠM ); (iv) sd(Π′M{N/x}) ≤ sd(ΠM ) + sd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 1.
Now, the sequence σ and ρ can be applied to (40) to get
ΠM{N/x} ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢M{
N/x} :C (41)
Point 1 is:
d(ΠM{N/x}) = d(Π
′
M{N/x}
) (42)
≤ max{d(ΠM ),d(ΠN)}
= max{d(Π\x.M ),d(ΠN)} = d(Π(\x.M)N)
where (42) holds because the rules in σ and ρ have a single premise and are different from ! and $.1020
Point 2 holds because both w0(Π) = 0, for every Π, and:
w1(ΠM{N/x}) = w1(Π
′
M{N/x}
) + r + s (43)
< w1(ΠM ) + r + s+ 1 (44)
= w1(Π\x.M ) + r + 1 (45)
= w1(Π(\x.M)N) + r (46)
= w1(Π(\x.M)N) (47)
where (43) holds because we apply ρ and σ to get (41) from (40); (44) holds using point (ii) here above; (45) holds
because we know that (30) is followed by ρ; (46) holds by definition of width that counts an arrow elimination; (47)
holds because we know that (29) is followed by σ.
Point 3 holds from (iii) above, by observing that s0(ΠM ) < s0(Π(\x.M)N ) and that the partial size at level 0 does
not count contractions and universal quantifications.1025
Point 4, for every d ≥ 1, is:
sd(ΠM{N/x}) = sd(Π
′
M{N/x}
) + r + s (48)
≤ sd(ΠM ) + sd(ΠN) + r + s (49)
< sd(ΠM ) + r + s+ 1 + sd(ΠN) + no(x,M) sd(ΠN)
= sd(Π(\x.M)N) + no(x,M) sd(ΠN) .
Step (48) holds because (41) is obtained from (40) by applying the sequences of rules σ and ρ. Step (49) follows from
(iv) here above.
As a second hypothesys we let (30) had RI equal to −• I , with assumption:
ΠM ✄ ΓM ;∆M ; E
′′′
M , (ΘM , x :A; ∅) ⊢M :C . (50)
So, we must have:
ΠN ✄ ∅; ∅; EN ⊢ N :$A . (51)
We observe that EN ⊆ {(ΘN ; ∅)}, since ΠN is the secondary premise of (29), which must be an instance of −• E.
Lemma 3, point 3, applied to (50) and (51) implies the existence of:
Π′M{N/x} ✄ ΓM ;∆M ; E
′′′
M , {(ΘM ; ∅)} ⊔ EN ⊢M{
N/x} :C (52)
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such that: (i) d(Π′M{N /x}) = max{d(ΠM ), d(ΠN )}; (ii) wd(Π′M{N/x}) = wd(ΠM ) + wd(ΠN ), with d ≥ 0; (iii)
s0(Π
′
M{N/x}
) = s0(ΠM ); (iv) sd(Π′M{N/x}) ≤ sd(ΠM ) + sd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 1.
The sequence σ and ρ can be applied to (52) to get:
ΠM{N/x} ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢M{
N/x} :C . (53)
Under the current hypothesis, Points 1, 2, 3, and 4 can be obtained from (53), (51), and (50) in place of (41), (39), and1030
(38), respectively, following what we have done, for the analogous points, under the first hypothesis above.
The cases where (30) had RI equal to⊸ I$ or⊸ I , are simpler than those just detailed out.
Third case. We assume no(x,M) > 1 and N ∈ΛT. This implies that (30) has RI equal to⊸ I! with premise:
ΠM ✄ ΓM ;∆M ; E
′′′
M , (∅;x :A) ⊢M :C . (54)
Since (\x.M)N is a redex, and N ∈ΛT, we have N ∈ΛV, FV(N) ⊆ {y}, and
ΠN ✄ ΓN ;∆N ; EN ⊢ N :!A . (55)
Lemma 2, point 8, applied to (55), implies that FV(N) ⊆ Dom(EN ). The assumption on FV(N) allows to have only
one between EN ⊆ {(y :D; ∅)} and EN ⊆ {(∅; y :D)}. In fact, only the second case is allowed, as Lemma 2, point 8,
says that (55) terminates by an instance of the rule ! whose precondition forces the unique free variable of N to be a
polynomial variable. So, we assume EN = {(∅; y :D)}, the case with E = ∅ being analogous. If we apply Lemma 3
point 5 to (54) and (55) we get:
Π′M{N/x} ✄ ΓM ,ΓN ;∆M ,∆N ; E
′′′
M ⊔ EN ⊢M{
N/x} :C . (56)
such that: (i) d(Π′M{N /x}) = max{d(ΠM ), d(ΠN )}; (ii) wd(Π′M{N/x}) ≤ wd(ΠM ), with 0 ≤ d ≤ 1; (iii)
s0(Π
′
M{N/x}
) = s0(ΠM ); (iv) sd(Π′M{N/x}) ≤ sd(ΠM ) + no(x,M) sd(ΠN ), for every d ≥ 1.
We can now apply the sequences of rules ρ and σ with s+ r instances of C to (56) and get:
ΠM{N/x} ✄ Γ;∆; E ⊢M{
N/x} :C . (57)
Point 1 is:
d(ΠM{
N/x}) = d(Π
′
M{
N/x}) (58)
= max{d(ΠM ),d(ΠN )} . (59)
(58) holds because from (56) to (57) we apply the sequences of rules σ and ρ that do not change the depth. (59) holds1035
thanks to point (i) above.
Point 2 holds because both w0(Π) = 0, for every Π, and:
w1(ΠM{
N/x}) = w1(Π
′
M{
N/x}) + s+ r (60)
< w1(ΠM ) + s+ w1(ΠN) + 1 + r (61)
= w1(Π\x.M) + w1(ΠM ) + 1 + r (62)
= w1(Π(\x.M)N) . (63)
(60) holds because from (56) to (57) we apply s+ r instances of C and some instances of ∀I, ∀E. (61) holds thanks to
point (ii) above. (62) holds because (30) is followed by s instances of C, before producing Π\x.M . (63) holds thanks
to the definition of width at depth 1 and because (29) contains one instance of an arrow elimination and is followed by
r instances of C.1040
Point 3 is:
s0(ΠM{
N/x}) = s0(Π
′
M{
N/x}) (64)
= s0(ΠM ) (65)
< s0(Π(\x.M)N) .
(64) holds because from (56) to (57) we apply the sequences σ and ρ of rules not counted as part of the size at depth 0.
(65) holds thanks to point (iii) above.
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Point 4, for every d ≥ 1, is:
sd(ΠM{
N/x}) = sd(Π
′
M{
N/x}) + s+ r (66)
≤ sd(ΠM ) + no(x,M) sd(ΠN) + s+ r (67)
< sd(ΠM ) + s+ sd(ΠN) + 1 + r + no(x,M) sd(ΠN)
= sd(Π(\x.M)N) + no(x,M) sd(ΠN) .
(66) holds because from (56) to (57) we apply the sequences of rules σ and ρ with s + r instances of C. (67) holds
thanks to points (iv) above.
Proof of Theorem 1 (Subject reduction.) The assumption (\x.P )Q →w P{Q/x} at depth d in ΠM implies the1045
existence of Π(\x.P )Q  ΠM such that Π(\x.P )Q is a depth d in ΠM .
Let us assume d = 0, and proceed by induction on ΠM . The assumption d = 0 excludes that ΠM could conclude
by R ∈ {$, !}. The base case is ΠM equal to Π(\x.P )Q and, forcefully ΠN equal to ΠP{Q/x}.
Then, Lemma 4 holds and, in particular we have the following correspondences: (i) points 1 and 2 of Lemma 4 are
points 1 and 2 of Theorem 1, while (ii) points 3 and 4 of Lemma 4 become points 4 and 5 of Theorem 1, respectively.1050
Finally, point 3 of Theorem 1 vacuously holds because i has to be both smaller and greater than 0.
Since the last rule of ΠM cannot be neither $, nor !, the inductive application of Lemma 4 is routine, whenΠ(\x.P )Q
is strictly a subderivation of ΠM , with d = 0. In particular, if an instance of C occurs below the conclusion of (\x.P )Q
we can write:
w1(ΠN) = w1(ΠP{Q/x}(C,Π
′
P{Q/x}
)) ≤ w1(Π
′
P{Q/x}
)) + 1
≤ w1(Π
′
(\x.P )Q)) + 1 = w1(Π(\x.P )Q(C,Π
′
(\x.P )Q)) = w1(ΠM ) .
Let us now assume d > 0, and proceed again by induction on ΠM . The assumption d > 0 implies that the last
rule of ΠM cannot be A and that ΠM must contain at least one instance of the rules $ and !. We develop the details
of the case ΠM (R,Π′M ), with R ∈ {$, !}, the other cases routinely applying the induction. We observe that the redex
reduces at depth d in ΠM , namely, by definition of depth, at depth d − 1 in Π′M , originating Π′N which is ΠN but the1055
last rule R.
1. By induction, d(Π′N ) ≤ d(Π′M ) holds. This implies d(Π′N ) + 1 ≤ d(Π′M ) + 1, equivalent, by definition, to
d(ΠN ) ≤ d(ΠM ).
2. By induction, wi(Π′N ) ≤ wi(Π′M ) holds for every 0 ≤ i ≤ d, since the redex occurs at depth d in ΠM , hence at
d− 1 in Π′M . This implies wi+1(ΠN (R,Π′N ))1060
≤ wi+1(ΠM (R,Π′M )), for every 0 ≤ i ≤ d, namely wi(ΠN (R,Π′N )) ≤ wi(ΠM (R,Π′M )) for every 1 ≤ i ≤
d+ 1. Since w0(Π) = 0, for every Π, wi(ΠN (R,Π′N )) ≤ wi(ΠM (R,Π′M )) holds for every 0 ≤ i ≤ d+ 1.
3. By induction, si(Π′N ) = si(Π′M ) holds for every 0 ≤ i < d − 1. This implies si(ΠN ) = si(ΠM ), for every
1 ≤ i < d, by definition. Since the reduction of the redex modifies ΠM at depth d > 0, the depth 0 of ΠM and
ΠN is preserved. So, si(ΠN ) = si(ΠM ), for every 0 ≤ i < d.1065
4. By induction, sd−1(Π′N ) < sd−1(Π′M ) holds. This implies sd(ΠN ) < sd(ΠM ) by definition.
5. By induction, we have si(Π′N ) ≤ si(Π′M ) + no(x, P ) si(ΠQ) for every d− 1 < i ≤ d(Π′M ). So, we can write:
si+1(ΠN(R,Π
′
N )) = si(Π
′
N)
≤ si(Π
′
M) + no(x, P ) si(ΠQ)
= si+1(ΠM(R,Π
′
M )) + no(x,P ) si+1(ΠQ) ,
for every d− 1 < i ≤ d(Π′M ). Namely:
si(ΠN(R,Π
′
N)) ≤ si(ΠM (R,Π
′
M)) + no(x, P ) si(ΠQ) ,
for every d < i ≤ d(Π′M ) + 1 = d(ΠM ).
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Proof of Proposition 4 For every n, let \fx.fn x shorten n. We show the statement, proceeding by cases on n.
Ss 0 ≡ (\nf.(\zx.f(z x))(nf)) (\fx.x)
→+w \f.(\zx.f(z x))((\fx.x) f)→
+
w \fx.f((\x.x) x)→
+
w \fx.fx ≡ 1
Ssn ≡ (\nf.(\zx.f(z x))(nf)) (\fx.fn x)
→+w \f.(\zx.f(z x))(\x.f
n x)→+w \fx.f((\x.f
n x)x)→+w \fx.f
n+1x ≡ n+ 1
Proof of Proposition 9 As a first case to show that ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ SMkC0 : (α⊸ α) ⊸ (B2 ⊗ α) ⊸ (B2 ⊗ α) suitably
derive and compose the following judgments:
p :B2; ∅; ∅ ⊢ p〈〈π
2
0, π
2
0〉, 〈π
2
1 , π
2
1〉〉 :B2 ⊗B2
x :α⊸ α, r :α; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \〈p1 p2〉.〈p1, p2〈\x.x, x〉r〉 : (B2 ⊗B2)⊸ (B2 ⊗ α)
As a second case, to show ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ MkC :W⊸W compose the following judgments:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \zy.(\〈x y〉.y)(z(BMkCy)) :$((B2 ⊗ α)⊸ (B2 ⊗ α))⊸ $(α⊸ α)
n :W; ∅; {(∅; 0 :α⊸ α)} ⊢ n(SMkC0 0) :!((B2 ⊗ α)⊸ (B2 ⊗ α))⊸ $((B2 ⊗ α)⊸ (B2 ⊗ α))
∅; ∅; {(∅; 1 :α⊸ α)} ⊢ SMkC1 1 :!((B2 ⊗ α)⊸ (B2 ⊗ α))
Proof of Proposition 10 For every n, let \01x.{0, 1}n x represent n, since {0, 1}n x stands for the correct sequence
of 0s and 1s that encode n in binary.
As a first case we show the statement relative to Ws0 proceeding by cases on n.
Ws0n→+w MkC (\01.(\zy.0(zy))((\01x.{0, 1}
n x)01))
→+w MkC (\01y.0((\x.{0, 1}
n x)y))
→+w MkC (\01y.0({0, 1}
n y)) (68)
If n = 0, then:
(68) ≡ MkC (\01y.0y)
→+w \01y.(\〈xy〉.y)((SMkC0 0)(BMkC y))
→+w \01y.(\〈xy〉.y)((\〈p r〉.(\〈p1 p2〉.〈p1, p2〈\x.x, 0〉r〉)(p〈〈π
2
0, π
2
0〉, 〈π
2
1, π
2
1〉〉))〈π
2
0, y〉)
→+w \01y.(\〈xy〉.y)((\〈p1 p2〉.〈p1, p2〈\x.x, 0〉y〉)(π
2
0〈〈π
2
0, π
2
0〉, 〈π
2
1, π
2
1〉〉))
→+w \01y.(\〈xy〉.y)((\〈p1 p2〉.〈p1, p2〈\x.x, 0〉y〉)(〈π
2
0, π
2
0〉))
→+w \01y.(\〈xy〉.y)(〈π
2
0, π
2
0〈\x.x, 0〉y〉)
→+w \01y.π
2
0〈\x.x, 0〉y
→+w \01y.(\x.x)y→
+
w \01y.y ≡ 0
If n > 0, before proceeding, let us focus on some observations about the behavior of MkC:
MkC (\01y.ν0(· · · (νm−1(1(0(· · · (0y) · · · )))) · · · ))→
+
w (\01y.ν0(· · · (νm−1(1y)) · · · ))
for every m ≥ 0 and νm ∈ {0, 1}. Namely, MkC erases any occurrence of the variable name 0 to the right of the
most significant bit of its argument, which, by convention, is 1. This is obtained by iterating SMkC00 and SMkC11,
starting from BMkCy. (SMkC0 0)〈π20 ,M〉 evaluates to 〈π20 ,M〉 when, as effect of the iteration, SMkC0 0 is replaced for
an occurrence of 0 to the right of the most significant bit. If, on the contrary, SMkC0 0 is replaced for an occurrence of 0
to the left of the most significant bit, then (SMkC0 0)〈π21 ,M〉 evaluates to 〈π21 , 0M〉. Finally, (SMkC1 1)〈π20 ,M〉 always
evaluates to 〈π21 , 1M〉. Therefore, for some n′:
(68) ≡ MkC (\01y.0({0, 1}n y))
→+w \01y.(\〈x y〉.y)((SMkC0 0)({SMkC0 0, SMkC1 1}
n′ ((SMkC1 1)(BMkC y))))
→+w \01y.(\〈x y〉.y)((SMkC0 0)({SMkC0 0, SMkC1 1}
n′ ((\〈p r〉.〈π21 , 1 r〉)〈π
2
0, y〉)))
→+w \01y.(\〈x y〉.y)((SMkC0 0)({SMkC0 0, SMkC1 1}
n′ 〈π21 , 1 y〉))
→+w \01y.(\〈x y〉.y)〈π
2
1, 0({0, 1}
n′ (1 y))〉
→+w \01y.0({0, 1}
n y)→+w 2n
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As a second case we show the statement relative to Bna b proceeding by cases on n:
B 0 a b→
+
w \01.(\w.\z1z2.w π
2
0 〈z1, z2〉)(0 (\x.π
2
1) (\x.π
2
1))(a 0 1)(b 0 1)
→+w \01.(\w.\z1z2.w π
2
0 〈z1, z2〉)(\y.y)(\y.{0, 1}
a y)(\y.{0, 1}b y)
→+w \01.(\y.y)π
2
0 〈\y.{0, 1}
a y, \y.{0, 1}b y〉
→+w \01.π
2
0 〈\y.{0, 1}
a y, \y.{0, 1}b y〉 →+w \01y.{0, 1}
a y ≡ a
B 2n+ i a b→+w \01.(\w.\z1z2.w π
2
0 〈z1, z2〉)(2n+ i (\x.π
2
1) (\x.π
2
1))(a 0 1)(b 0 1)
→+w \01.(\w.\z1z2.w π
2
0 〈z1, z2〉)(\y.{\x.π
2
1}
2n+i y)(\y.{0, 1}a y)(\y.{0, 1}b y)
→+w \01.(\y.{\x.π
2
1}
2n+i y)π20 〈\y.{0, 1}
a y, \y.{0, 1}b y〉
→+w \01.π
2
1 〈\y.{0, 1}
a y, \y.{0, 1}b y〉 →+w \01y.{0, 1}
b y ≡ b
Proof of Proposition 14 The last rule of the derivation that gives type to Ebn[M ] is an instance of −• I whose1070
premise is ∅; ∅; {(x :$n−1L; ∅)} ⊢Mx :$m+nA, which requires n ≥ 1.
The last rule of the derivation that gives type to Elnp [M ] is an instance of ⊸ I$. It is preceded by a sequence of
n ≥ 0 instances of the rule $. If n ≥ 1, then the last rules proves ∅;x1 : $n−1L1, . . . , xp : $n−1Lp; ∅ ⊢ Mx1 . . . xp :
$m+nA.
The derivation giving type to Eenp;q[M ] is obtained using the following judgments:
∅; ∅; {({z1 : $
m+n−1
L1, . . . , zq : $
m+n−1
Lq}; ∅)} ⊢ \w1 . . . wp.Mw1 . . . wpz1 . . . zq : (−•
p
i=1$
n+1
Li)−• $
m+n
A
∅; ∅; {({wi :Li}; ∅)} ⊢ Eb
1
[Coerce
n
] : $
n+1
Li (1 ≤ i ≤ p)
Proof of Proposition 18 As a first case, to show that ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ ∇n :W ⊸ $(
⊗n
i=1W), with n ≥ 1, let assume B
be
⊗n
i=1W, and suitably derive and compose the following judgments:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \〈x1 . . . xn〉.〈Ws0x1, . . . , Ws0xn〉 :!(B ⊸ B)
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \〈x1 . . . xn〉.〈Ws1x1, . . . , Ws1xn〉 :!(B ⊸ B)
w :W; ∅; ∅ ⊢ w (\〈x1 . . . xn〉.〈Ws0x1, . . . , Ws0 xn〉)
(\〈x1 . . . xn〉.〈Ws1x1, . . . , Ws1 xn〉) :$(B⊸ B)
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \z.z
nz }| {
〈0, . . . , 0〉 :$(B ⊸ B)⊸ $B
As a second case, to show ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ ∇mn :W ⊸ $(
⊙n
i=1 $
m
W), with m,n ≥ 1, let assume B be
⊙n
i=1 $
m
W,
and suitably derive and compose the following judgments:
∅; ∅; {(xi : $
m−1
W; ∅)} ⊢ Ebm[Ws0]xi : $
m
W i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (69)
∅; ∅; {(xi : $
m−1
W; ∅)} ⊢ Ebm[Ws1]xi : $
m
W i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (70)
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \〈{x1 . . . xn}〉.〈{Eb
m
[Ws0]x1, . . . , Eb
m
[Ws0]xn}〉 :!(B⊸ B)
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \〈{x1 . . . xn}〉.〈{Eb
m[Ws1]x1, . . . , Eb
m[Ws1]xn}〉 :!(B⊸ B)
w :W; ∅; ∅ ⊢ w (\〈{x1 . . . xn}〉.〈{Eb
m[Ws0]x1, . . . , Eb
m[Ws0]xn}〉)
(\〈{x1 . . . xn}〉.〈{Eb
m[Ws1]x1, . . . , Eb
m[Ws1]xn}〉) :$(B⊸ B)
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \z.z
nz }| {
〈{0, . . . , 0}〉 : $(B⊸ B)⊸ $B
Observe that every ∅; ∅; {(xi : $m−1W; ∅)} ⊢ xi : $mW, argument of Ebm[Ws0] and Ebm[Ws1] in (69) and (70), is1075
obtained by m ≥ 1 applications of $ to xi :W; ∅; ∅ ⊢ xi :W.
Proof of Proposition 19 For every n, let {M0,M1}n x represent the term ν1(. . . (νm x) . . .), where νi ≡ M0 if the
ith digit in the binary representation of n is 0, and νi ≡ M1 if it is 1. We show ∇2 a →+w 〈a, . . . , a〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
, with n = 2, to
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keep things readable:
∇n a→w (\z.z〈0, 0〉)(a(\〈x1 x2〉.〈Ws0x1, Ws0x2〉)(\〈x1 x2〉.〈Ws1x1, Ws1x2〉))
→+w (\z.z〈0, 0〉)(\y.{Ws0, Ws1}
a y)
→+w {Ws0, Ws1}
a〈0, 0〉
→+w {Ws0, Ws1}
a−1〈Ws1 0, Ws10〉
→+w {Ws0, Ws1}
a−i〈{Ws0, Ws1}i 0, {Ws0, Ws1}i 0〉 →+w 〈a, a〉
Proceed analogously for ∇mn a. The only observation is that the reduction of ∇mn a generates tuples, for example,
like 〈{Ebm[Ws0] b, . . . , Ebm[Ws0] b}〉 which evaluate to 〈{Ws0 b, . . . , Ws0 b}〉, for some b.
Proof of Proposition 20 To show ∅; ∅; ∅;⊢ S2L :$2A−•N⊸ L $A just compose the two following judgments:
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \zx.z (\f.x) I :$(((δ⊸ δ)⊸ α)⊸ (δ⊸ δ)⊸ α)⊸ $(α⊸ α)
∅; ∅; {(k :$A; c :$A−• α⊸ α)} ⊢ \lf.c k (l I) :!(((δ⊸ δ)⊸ α)⊸ (δ⊸ δ)⊸ α)
using n :N; ∅; {(k :$A; c :$A−• α⊸ α)} ⊢ n(\lf.c k (l I)) : $(((δ⊸ δ)⊸ α)⊸ (δ⊸ δ)⊸ α).
Proof of Proposition 21 For every n, let {N}n x represent the term N(. . . (N x) . . .), We show the details of the
reduction relative to S2L, with n ≥ 0:
S2LM n→+w \c.(\zx.z (\f.x)I)(n(\lf.cM (l I))) (M closed value)
→+w \c.(\zx.z (\f.x)I)(\y.(\lf.cM (l I))
n y)
→+w \c.(\x.(\y.(\lf.cM (l I))
n y) (\f.x)I)
→+w \c.(\x.(\lf.cM (l I))
n (\f.x) I)
→+w \c.(\x.(\lf.cM (l I))
n−1 ((\lf.cM (l I)) (\f.x)) I)
→+w \c.(\x.(\lf.cM (l I))
n−1 (\f.cM x) I)
→+w \c.(\x.(\f.{cM}
n x) I)→+w \cx.{cM}
n x ≡ [M, . . . ,M ]| {z }
n
Proof of Propositions 22, and 23 The important point to notice is that, if we assume to reconstruct upward the1080
deductions that give type to the configurations or to the pre-configurations, we have to use a suitable number of
instances of the contraction rule C, just before the use of $. All the rest is standard.
Proof of Proposition 24 As a first case, to show ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ BaC2PCm : α ⊸ T[α, δ; $mW] suitably exploit the
judgment:
x : ($mW⊸ α⊸ α)⊸ ($mW⊸ $mW)⊸ $mW −• ((δ⊸ δ)⊸ α)⊸ β, y :α; ∅; ∅
⊢ x (\xy.y) El
m
1 [I] 0 (\f.y) :β
As a second case, to show ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ StC2PCm[G] : ($mW⊸ α⊸ α)⊸ $mW−• T[α, δ; $mW]⊸ T[α, δ; $mW],
starting from ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ G :W⊸W, suitably derive and compose the judgments:
c : $mW⊸ α⊸ α, t :T[α; δ; $mW],
x : ($mW⊸ α⊸ α)⊸ ($mW⊸ $mW)⊸ $mW −• ((δ⊸ δ)⊸ α)⊸ β; ∅; {(a : $m−1W; ∅)}
⊢ x c Elm1 [G] a (\f.t(\cgal.c(g a)(l I))) :β
t :T[α, δ; $mW]; ∅; ∅ ⊢ \f.t(\cgal.c(g a)(l I)) : (δ⊸ δ)⊸ α
c : $
m
W⊸ α⊸ α, x : ($
m
W⊸ α⊸ α)⊸ ($
m
W⊸ $
m
W)⊸ $
m
W −• ((δ⊸ δ)⊸ α)⊸ β; ∅;
{(a : $
m−1
W; ∅)} ⊢ x c El
m
1 [G]a : ((δ⊸ δ)⊸ α)⊸ β
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As a third case, We show ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ PC2C1+n;s[F ′] : SC[α0 . . . αn+s, δ;m] ⊸ ($mW −• (⊸ni=0 αi) ⊸ (⊸n+sj=n+1
αj)⊸ γ)⊸ γ. To that purpose, it is worth defining the following type:
V[a, a; γ; $maW] ≡ U[αma , δ; $
ma
W]⊸ ($maW⊸ (⊸ni=0 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ γ)⊸ γ
V[b, a; γ; $mbW] ≡ U[αmb , δ; $
mbW]⊸ V[b+ 1, a; γ; $mb+1W] (b < a)
and suitably compose the following judgments:
d0 : $W⊸ α0 ⊸ α0, . . . , dn : $W⊸ αn ⊸ αn,
e1 : $
m
W⊸ αn+1 ⊸ αn+1, . . . , es : $
m
W⊸ αn+s ⊸ αn+s,
f0 : $W⊸ $W, . . . , fn : $W⊸ $W,
g1 : $
m
W⊸ $mW, . . . , gs : $
m
W⊸ $mW,
nt0 :α0, . . . , n
t
n
:αn, s
t
1 :αn+1, . . . , s
t
s
:αn+s; ∅;
{(n0 :W, . . . , nn :W, s1 : $
m−1
W, . . . , ss : $
m−1
W, r : $m−1W; ∅)}
⊢ \x.x (F ′ n0 n1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss r) (n
t
0 I) (n
t
1 I) . . . (n
t
n
I) (st1 I) . . . (s
t
s
I) :
($mW −• (⊸ni=0 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ γ)⊸ γ
∅; ∅; {(r : $m−1W; ∅)} ⊢ H : (⊸ni=0 U[αi, δ; $W])⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 U[αi, δ; $
m
W])⊸
($mW −• (⊸ni=0 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ γ)⊸ γ
For every i ∈ {0, . . . , n}:
t0 :T[α0, δ; $W], . . . , ti :T[αi, δ; $W]; ∅; {(r : $
m−1
W; ∅)} ⊢ ti(. . . (t1(t0H)) . . .) :V[i+ 1, n+ s, δ; $W]
For every j ∈ {1, . . . , s}:
t′1 :T[αn+1, δ; $
m
W], . . . , t′j :T[αn+j, δ; $
m
W],
t0 :T[α0, δ; $W], . . . , tn :T[αn, δ; $W]; ∅; {(r : $
m−1
W; ∅)}
⊢ t′j(. . . (t
′
1(tn . . . (t1(t0H)) . . .)) . . .) :V[n+ j + 1, n+ s, δ; $
m
W]
Finally:
x :SC[α0, . . . , αn+s, δ;m]; ∅; ∅
⊢ x(\rt0 . . . tnt
′
1 . . . t
′
s
.t
′
s
(. . . (t
′
1(tn . . . (t1(t0H)) . . .)) . . .)) : ($
m
W −• (⊸
n
i=0 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ γ)⊸ γ
Observe that ∅; ∅; {(r : $m−1W; ∅)} ⊢ r : $mW, and every ∅; ∅; {(sj : $m−1W; ∅)} ⊢ sj : $mW, arguments of F ′, are
obtained by m applications of $ to r :W; ∅; ∅ ⊢ r :W, and sj :W; ∅; ∅ ⊢ sj :W, respectively.
As a fourth case, to show
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ C2PC1+n;s[G] : C[1 + n; s;m]⊸ (⊸
n
i=0!($W⊸ αi ⊸ αi))
⊸ (⊸n+sj=n+1!($
m
W⊸ αj ⊸ αj))
⊸ $((⊸ni=0 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ SC[α0 . . . αn+s, δ;m])
starting from ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ G :W⊸W, suitably derive and compose the following judgments:
x :C[1 + n; s;m]; ∅;
{(d0 : $W⊸ α0 ⊸ α0, d1 : $W⊸ α1 ⊸ α1, . . . , dn : $W⊸ αn ⊸ αn
, e1 : $
m
W⊸ αn+1 ⊸ αn+1, . . . , es : $
m
W⊸ αn+s ⊸ αn+s; ∅)}
⊢ x (StC2PC1[G]d0)(StC2PC
1[I] d1) . . . (StC2PC
1[I] dn)
(StC2PCm[I] e1) . . . (StC2PC
m[I] es))
$((⊸ni=0 T[αi, δ; $W])⊸ (⊸
s
j=1 T[αj , δ; $
m
W])⊸ SC[α0 . . . αn+s, δ;m])
∅; ∅; {(d0 : $W⊸ α0 ⊸ α0; ∅)} ⊢ StC2PC
1[G] d0 :!($W −•T[α0, δ; $W]⊸ T[α0, δ; $W])
For every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:
∅; ∅; {(di : $W⊸ αi ⊸ αi; ∅)} ⊢ StC2PC
1[I] di :!($W −•T[αi, δ; $W]⊸ T[αi, δ; $W])
and for every j ∈ {n+ 1, . . . ,⊸ni=1n+ s}:
∅; ∅; {(ej : $
m
W⊸ αj ⊸ αj ; ∅)} ⊢ StC2PC
m
[I] ej :!($
m
W −•T[αj , δ; $
m
W]⊸ T[αj , δ; $
m
W])
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Finally:
b : (⊸ni=0 T[αi, δ; $W])⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 T[αj , δ; $
m
W])⊸ SC[α0 . . . αn+s, δ;m],
w0 :α0, . . . , wn :αn, z1 :αn+1, . . . , zs :αn+s, ∅; ∅
⊢ b (BaC2PC1 w0)(BaC2PC
1 w1) . . . (BaC2PC
1 wn)
(BaC2PCm z1) . . . (BaC2PC
m zs) :SC[α0 . . . αn+s, δ;m]
As a fifth case, to show ∅; ∅; ∅;⊢ C2C1+n;s[F, F ′] :C[1+n; s;m]⊸ C[1+n; s;m], starting from ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ F :W⊸W
and ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ F ′ :$W−• (−• ni=1$W)−• (−• si=1$mW)−• $mW−• $mW, suitably derive and compose the followingjudgments:
x :C[1 + n; s;m]; ∅;
{(∅; d0 : $W⊸ α0 ⊸ α0), (∅; d1 : $W⊸ α1 ⊸ α1), . . . , (∅; dn : $W⊸ αn ⊸ αn),
(∅; e1 : $
m
W⊸ αn+1 ⊸ αn+1), . . . , (∅; es : $
m
W⊸ αn+s ⊸ αn+s)}
⊢ C2PC[F ]x d0 d1 . . . dn e1 . . . es : $((⊸
n
i=0 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ SC[α0 . . . αn+s, δ;m])
b : (⊸ni=0 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ SC[α0 . . . α1+n+s, δ;m],
w0 :α0, w1 :α1, . . . , wn :αn, z1 :αn+1, . . . , zs :αn+s, ∅; ∅
⊢ PC2C[F
′
] (bw0 w1 . . . wn z1 . . . zs) : ($
m
W −• (⊸
n
i=1 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ γ)⊸ γ
Proof of Proposition 25 Dynamics of C2PC1+n;s[F ]:
C2PC1+n;s[F ] 〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr]
, [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉 →
+
w
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.
(\b.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.b (BaC2PC
1 w0)(BaC2PC
1 w1) . . . (BaC2PC
1 wn)
(BaC2PC1 z1) . . . (BaC2PC
1 zs)
)(〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr]
, [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉
(StC2PC1[F ] d0)(StC2PC
1[I ] d1) . . . (StC2PC
1[I ]dn)
(StC2PCm[I ] e1) . . . (StC2PC
m[I ] es))→
+
w
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.\x.
x r ((StC2PC1[F ] d0) a1(· · · ((StC2PC
1[F ] d0) ar(BaC2PC
1 w0)) · · · ))
((StC2PC1[I ]d1)n11(· · · ((StC2PC
1[I ] d1)n1r(BaC2PC
1 w1)) · · · ))
. . . ((StC2PC1[I ] dn)nn1(· · · ((StC2PC
1[I ] dn)nnr(BaC2PC
1 wn)) · · · ))
((StC2PCm[I ] e1) s11(· · · ((StC2PC
m[I ] e1) s1r(BaC2PC
1 z1)) · · · ))
. . . ((StC2PCm[I ] es) ss1(· · · ((StC2PC
m[I ] es) ssr(BaC2PC
1 zs)) · · · ))→
+
w
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.\x.
x r (\x.x d0 El
1
1[F ] a1(\f.d0 (El
1
1[F ] a2)(· · · (d0 a′r w0) · · · )))
(\x.x d1 El
1
1[I ]n11(\f.d1 (El
1
1[I ]n12)(· · · (d1 n1r w1) · · · )))
. . . (\x.x dn El
1
1[I ]nn1(\f.dn (El
1
1[I ]nn2)(· · · (dnr nnr wn) · · · )))
(\x.x e1 El
m
1 [I ] s11(\f.e1 (El
m
1 [I ] s12)(· · · (e1 s1r z1) · · · )))
. . . (\x.x es El
m
1 [I ] ss1(\f.es (El
m
1 [I ] ss2)(· · · (es ssr zs) · · · )))→
+
w
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.\x.
x r (\x.x d0 El
1
1[F ] a1(\f.d0 a
′
2(· · · (d0 a
′
r w0) · · · )))
(\x.x d1 El
1
1[I ]n11(\f.d1 n12(· · · (d1 n1r w1) · · · )))
. . . (\x.x dn El
1
1[I ]nn1(\f.dn nn2(· · · (dn nnr wn) · · · )))
(\x.x e1 El
m
1 [I ] s11(\f.e1 s12(· · · (e1 s1r z1) · · · )))
. . . (\x.x es El
m
1 [I ] ss1(\f.es ss2(· · · (es ssr zs) · · · )))→
+
w
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\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.
( 〈〈r, 〈a1, [a′2, . . . , a
′
r]〉
, 〈n11, [n12, . . . , n1r]〉, . . . , 〈nn1, [nn2, . . . , nnr]〉
, 〈s11, [s12, . . . , s1r]〉, . . . , 〈ss1, [ss2, . . . , ssr]〉〉〉 c1 . . . cr
d11 . . . d1r · · · · · · dn1 . . . dnr
e11 . . . e1r · · · · · · es1 . . . esr
w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs
){ d0/c1 . . .
d0/cr
d1/d11 . . .
d1/d1r · · ·
dn/dn1 . . .
dn/dnr
e1/e11 . . .
e1/e1r · · ·
es/es1 . . .
es/esr
w0/w0 . . .
wn /wn
z1/z1 . . .
zs /zs}
For the dynamics of PC2C1+n;s[F ′], we define σ as the substitution:
d0/c1 . . .
d0/cr
d1/d11 . . .
d1/d1r · · ·
dn/dn1 . . .
dn/dnr
e1/e11 . . .
e1/e1r · · ·
es/es1 . . .
es/esr
w0/w0 . . .
wn /wn
z1/z1 . . .
zs /zs
and we recall that H is:
\d0f0n0n
t
0.
\d1f1n1n
t
1. . . . \dnfnnnn
t
n.
\e1g1e1s
t
1. . . . \esgssss
t
s .
\x.x (F ′ n0 n1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss r) (n
t
0 I) (n
t
1 I) . . . (n
t
n I) (s
t
1 I) . . . (s
t
s I)
Then:
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.
(PC2C1+n;s[F
′] 〈〈r, 〈a1, [a2, . . . , ar]〉
, 〈n11, [n12, . . . , n1r]〉, . . . , 〈nn1, [nn2, . . . , nnr]〉
, 〈s11, [s12, . . . , s1r]〉, . . . , 〈ss1, [ss2, . . . , ssr]〉〉〉 c1 . . . cr
d11 . . . d1r · · · · · · dn1 . . . dnr
e11 . . . e1r · · · · · · es1 . . . esr
w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs
) σ →+w
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.
(PC2C1+n;s[F
′] (\x.x r (\x.x c1 El
1
1[F ] a1(\f.c2 a
′
2(· · · (cr a
′
r w0) · · · )))
(\x.x d11 El
1
1[I ]n11(\f.d12 n12(· · · (d1r n1r w1) · · · )))
. . . (\x.x dn1 El
1
1[I ]nn1(\f.dn2 nn2(· · · (dn nnr wn) · · · )))
(\x.x e11 El
m
1 [I ] s11(\f.e12 s12(· · · (e1r s1r z1) · · · )))
. . . (\x.x es1 El
m
1 [I ] ss1(\f.es2 ss2(· · · (esr ssr zs) · · · )))))σ →
+
w
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.
((\rt0t1 . . . tnt
′
1 . . . t
′
s.t
′
s(. . . (t
′
1(tn(. . . (t0H) . . .))) . . .))
r (\x.x c1 El
1
1[F ] a1(\f.c2 a
′
2(· · · (cr a
′
r w0) · · · )))
(\x.x d11 El
1
1[I ]n11(\f.d12 n12(· · · (d1r n1r w1) · · · )))
. . . (\x.x dn1 El
1
1[I ]nn1(\f.dn2 nn2(· · · (dn nnr wn) · · · )))
(\x.x e11 El
m
1 [I ] s11(\f.e12 s12(· · · (e1r s1r z1) · · · )))
. . . (\x.x es1 El
m
1 [I ] ss1(\f.es2 ss2(· · · (esr ssr zs) · · · ))))σ →
+
w
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.
((\t1 . . . tnt
′
1 . . . t
′
s.t
′
s(. . . (t
′
1(tn(. . . (t1 (\d1f1n1n
t
1 . . . \dnfnnnn
t
n.
\e1g1s1s
t
1 . . . \esgnsss
t
n.
\x.x (F ′ a1 n1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss r
)(c2 a2(. . . (cr ar w0) . . .))
(nt1 I) . . . (n
t
n I)(s
t
1 I) . . . (s
t
s I))) . . .))) . . .)
)(\x.x d11 El
1
I [ ]n11(\f.d12 n12(· · · (d1r n1r w1) · · · )))
. . . (\x.x dn1 El
1
1[I ]nn1(\f.dn2 nn2(· · · (dnr nnr wn) · · · )))
(\x.x e11 El
m
1 [I ] s11(\f.e12 s12(· · · (e1r s1r z1) · · · )))
. . . (\x.x es1 El
m
1 [I ] ss1(\f.es2 ss2(· · · (esr ssr zs) · · · ))))σ →
+
w
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\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.
(\x.x (F ′ a1 n11 . . . nn1 s11 . . . ss1 r)(c2 a2(. . . (cr ar w0) . . .))
(d12 n12(· · · (d1r n1r w1) · · · ))
. . . (dn2 nn2(· · · (dnr nnr wn) · · · ))
(e12 s12(· · · (e1r s1r z1) · · · ))
. . . (es2 ss2(· · · (esr ssr zs) · · · ))) σ →
+
w
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.
\x.x r′ (d0 a2(. . . (d0 ar w0) . . .))
(d1 n12(· · · (d1 n1r w1) · · · )) . . . (dn nn2(· · · (dn nnr wn) · · · ))
(e1 s12(· · · (e1 s1r z1) · · · )) . . . (es ss2(· · · (es ssr zs) · · · )) ≡
〈〈r′, [a′2, . . . , a
′
r], [n12, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn2, . . . , nnr], [s12, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss2, . . . , ssr]〉〉
For the dynamics of C2C1+n;s[F, F ′] we, again, define σ as the substitution
d0/c1 . . .
d0/cr
d1/d11 . . .
d1/d1r · · ·
dn/dn1 . . .
dn/dnr
e1/e11 . . .
e1/e1r · · ·
es/es1 . . .
es/w0esr /w0 . . .
wn /wn
z1/z1 . . .
zs /zs . Then:
C2C1+n;s[F,F
′
] 〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar] , [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr]
, [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉 →
+
w
\d0 . . . dne1 . . . es.
(\b.\w0 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.PC2C1+n;s[F
′](b w0 . . . wn z1 . . . zs)
)(C2PC1+n;s[F ] 〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr]
, [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉d0 . . . dn e1 . . . es)→
+
w
\d0 . . . dne1 . . . es.
(\b.\w0 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.PC2C1+n;s[F
′](b w0 . . . wn z1 . . . zs)
)(\w0 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.\x.x r (\x.x d0 El
1
1[F ] a1(\f.d0 a
′
2(· · · (d0 a
′
r
w0) · · · )))
(\x.x d1 El
1
1[I]n11(\f.d1 n12(· · · (d1 n1r w1) · · · )))
. . . (\x.x dn El
1
1[I]nn1(\f.dn nn2(· · · (dn nnr wn) · · · )))
(\x.x e1 El
m
1 [I] s11(\f.e1 s12(· · · (e1 s1r z1) · · · )))
. . . (\x.x es El
m
1 [I] ss1(\f.es ss2(· · · (es ssr zs) · · · ))))→
+
w
\d0 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.
(PC2C1+n;s[F
′] 〈〈r, 〈a1, [a′2, . . . , a
′
r
]〉
, 〈n11, [n12, . . . , n1r]〉, . . . , 〈nn1, [nn2, . . . , nnr]〉
, 〈s11, [s12, . . . , s1r]〉, . . . , 〈ss1, [ss2, . . . , ssr]〉〉〉 c1 . . . cr
d11 . . . d1r · · · · · · dn1 . . . dnr
e11 . . . e1r · · · · · · es1 . . . esr
w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs
)σ →+w 〈〈r
′, [a′2, . . . , a
′
r
], [n12, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn2, . . . , nnr], [s12, . . . , s1r ], . . . , [ss2, . . . , ssr]〉〉
Proof of Proposition 26 As a first case, to show ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ L2C1+n;s : L $W ⊸ (⊸ni=1 L $W) ⊸ (⊸sj=1
L $mW)⊸ C[1 + n; s;m] suitably derive and compose the judgments:
li :L $W; ∅; {(∅; di : $W −• αi ⊸ αi)} ⊢ lidi : $(αi⊸ αi) (i ∈ {0, . . . , n})
ln+j :L $
m
W, ∅; {(∅; ej : $
m
W −• αn+j ⊸ αn+j)} ⊢ ln+jej : $(αn+j ⊸ αn+j) (j ∈ {1, . . . , s})
b0 :α0 ⊸ α0, b1 :α1 ⊸ α1, . . . , bn :αn ⊸ αn,
c1 :αn+1⊸ αn+1, . . . , cs :αn+s ⊸ αn+s,
w0 :α0, . . . , wn :αn, z1 :αn+1, . . . , zs :αn+s,
x : $
m
W −• (⊸
n
i=0 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ γ; ∅; ∅
⊢ x 0 (b0 w0)(b1 w1) . . . (bn wn) (c1 z1) . . . (cs zs) :γ
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l0 :L $W, . . . , ln :L $W, ln+1 :L $
m
W, . . . , ln+s :L $
m
W; ∅;
{(∅; d0 : $W −• α0 ⊸ α0), . . . , (∅; dn : $W −• αn ⊸ αn),
(∅; e1 : $
m
W −• αn+1 ⊸ αn+1), . . . , (∅; es : $
m
W −• αn+s ⊸ αn+s)}
⊢ (\b0b1 . . . bnc1 . . . cs.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.
\x.x 0 (b0 w0)(b1 w1) . . . (bn wn) (c1 z1) . . . (cs zs)) (l0 d0)(l1 d1) . . . (ln dn)
(ln+1 e1) . . . (ln+s es) :
$((⊸ni=0 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ ∀γ.(($
m
W −• (⊸ni=0 αi)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 αj)⊸ γ)⊸ γ))
As a second case, to show ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ W2C1+n;s : (−• ni=1$3W)−• (−• sj=1$m+2W)
−• W⊸ $C[1 + n; s;m] suitably derive and compose the following judgments:
w :W; ∅; ∅ ⊢ ∇1+n+s w : $(
1+n+sO
i=1
W)
∅; ∅; {(n1 : $W, . . . , nn : $W, s1 : $
m
W, . . . , ss : $
m
W; ∅)}
⊢ \k0 k1 . . . kn h1 . . . hs.L2C1+n;s (S2L 0 (Ss (W2S k0)))
(S2Ln1 (Ss (W2S k1))) . . . (S2Lnn (Ss (W2S kn)))
(S2L s1 (Ss (W2Sh1))) . . . (S2L ss (Ss (W2Shs))) :
(⊸1+n+si=1 W)⊸ C[1 + n; s;m]
k0 :W; ∅; ∅ ⊢ S2L 0 (Ss (W2S k0)) :L$W
ki :W; ∅; {(ni : $W; ∅)} ⊢ S2Lni (Ss (W2S ki)) :L$W (i ∈ {1, . . . , n})
hj :W; ∅; {(sj : $
m
W; ∅)} ⊢ S2L sj (Ss (W2Shj)) :L$
m
W (j ∈ {1, . . . , s})
Observe that every ∅; ∅; {(hj : $mW; ∅)} ⊢ sj : $m+1W, argument of S2L, is obtained by m + 1 applications of $ to1085
hj :W; ∅; ∅ ⊢ hj :W.
As a third case, to show ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ C2FC1+n;s :C[1 + n; s;m]⊸ FC[1 + n; s;m] suitably derive and compose the
following judgments:
c :C[1 + n; s;m]; ∅;
{(∅; d0 :$W −• α1 ⊸ α1), . . . , (∅; dn :$W −• α1 ⊸ α1),
(∅; e1 :$
m
W −• αn+1 ⊸ αn+1), . . . , (∅; es :$
m
W −• αn+s ⊸ αn+s)}
⊢ c d0 . . . dn e1 . . . es :$((⊸
n+s
i=0 αi)⊸ (∀γ.($
m
W−• (⊸n+si=0 αi)⊸ γ)⊸ γ))
b : (⊸n+si=0 αi)⊸ (∀γ.($
m
W −• (⊸n+si=1 αi)⊸ γ)⊸ γ); ∅; ∅
⊢ bw0 . . . wn z1 . . . zs : ($
m
W −• (⊸n+si=0 αi)⊸ γ)⊸ γ
As a fourth case, to show ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ FC2W1+n;s :FC[1+n; s;m]⊸ $m+1W suitably derive and compose the following
judgments:
c :C[1 + n; s;m]; ∅; ∅ ⊢ c
1+n+sz }| {
\xy.x · · · \xy.x : $((⊸ni=0 $W)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 $
m
W)⊸
($mW −• (⊸ni=0 $W)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 $
m
W)⊸ $mW)⊸ $mW)
b : (⊸
n
i=0 $W)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 $
m
W)⊸ ($
m
W −• (⊸
n
i=0 $W)⊸ (⊸
n+s
j=n+1 $
m
W)⊸ $
m
W)⊸ $
m
W; ∅; ∅
⊢ b 0 · · · 0| {z }
1+n+s
(\rx0 . . . xn+s.r) :$
m
W
∅;x0 :W, . . . , xn :W, xn+1 : $
m−1
W, . . . , xn+s : $
m−1
W; {(r : $m−1W; ∅)} ⊢ r : $mW
Observe that the last judgment comes from applying m applications of $ to r :W; ∅; ∅ ⊢ r :W, the last one introducing
x0 :W, . . . , xn :W, xn+1 :$
m−1
W, . . . ,
xn+s :$
m−1
W as fake assumptions.
As a fifth case, to show ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ It1+n,s[G0, G1, G2] : $W −• (−• ni=1$W) −• (−• si=1$m+4W) −• $m+4W,
starting from ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ Gk : $W −• (−• ni=1$W)−• (−• sj=1$mW)−• $mW −• $mW, with k ∈ {0, 1, 2}, suitably
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derive and compose the following judgments:
∅; ∅; {(n :W; ∅)} ⊢ El11[∇2]n :$
2(W ⊗W)
∅; ∅; {(ni :W; ∅)} ⊢ El
1
1[Coerce
4]ni :$
5
W (i ∈ {1, . . . , n})
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ Ee10;1+n+s[H ] : $
2(W ⊗W)−•
(−• ni=1$
5
W)−• (−• n+sj=n+1$
m+4
W) −• $m+4W
∅; ∅; {(n1 :$
2
W, . . . , nn :$
2
W, s1 :$
m+1
W, . . . , ss :$
m+1
W; ∅)}
⊢ \ab.H ′ (a C2C1+n;s[Ws0, G0] C2C1+n;s[Ws1, G1])
(W2Cn1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss b) :W⊸W⊸ $
m+2
W
b :W; ∅; {(n1 :$
2
W, . . . , nn :$
2
W, s1 :$
m+1
W, . . . , ss :$
m+1
W; ∅)}
⊢ W2Cn1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss b :$C[1 + n; s;m]
a :W; ∅; ∅ ⊢ a C2C1+n;s[Ws0, G0] C2C1+n;s[Ws1, G1] :$(C[1 + n; s;m]⊸ C[1 + n; s;m])
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ H ′ :$(C[1 + n; s;m]⊸ C[1 + n; s;m])⊸ $C[1 + n; s;m]⊸ $m+2W
where:
H ≡ \tn1 . . . nns1 . . . ss.
t (\ab.H ′ (a C2C1+n;s[Ws0, G0] C2C1+n;s[Ws1, G1])(W2Cn1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss b))
H ′ ≡ \zy.FC2W1+n;s (C2FC1+n;s (z (C2C1+n;s[I,G2] y)))
Observe that every ∅; ∅; {(ni : $2W; ∅)} ⊢ ni : $3W, and ∅; ∅; {(sj : $m+1W; ∅)} ⊢ sj : $m+2W, arguments of W2C,1090
are obtained by a suitable number of applications of $ to ni :W; ∅; ∅ ⊢ ni :W, and sj :W; ∅; ∅ ⊢ sj :W, respectively.
Proof of Proposition 27 The dynamics of L2C1+n;s is:
L2C1+n;s [a1, . . . , ar] [n11, . . . , n1r] . . . [nn1, . . . , nnr] [s11, . . . , s1r] . . . [ss1, . . . , ssr]→
+
w
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.
(\b0b1 . . . bnc1 . . . cs.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.\x.x 0(b0 w0)(b1 w1) . . . (bn wn)(c1 z1) . . . (cs zs)
)([a1, . . . , ar] d0)([n11, . . . , n1r] d1) . . . ([nn1, . . . , nnr] dn)([s11, . . . , s1r] s1) . . . ([ss1, . . . , ssr] ss)→
+
w
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.
(\b0b1 . . . bnc1 . . . cs.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.\x.x 0(b0 w0)(b1 w1) . . . (bn wn)(c1 z1) . . . (cs zs)
)(\x.d0 a1(. . . (d0 ar x) . . .))
(\x.d1 n11(. . . (d1 n1r x) . . .)) . . . (\x.dn nn1(. . . (dn nnr x) . . .))
(\x.e1 s11(. . . (e1 s1r x) . . .)) . . . (\x.es ss1(. . . (ss ssr x) . . .))→
+
w
\d0d1 . . . dne1 . . . es.
(\b0b1 . . . bnc1 . . . cs.\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.\x.x 0(b0 w0)(b1 w1) . . . (bn wn)(c1 z1) . . . (cs zs)
)\x.x 0 (d0 a1(. . . (d0 ar w0) . . .))
(d1 n11(. . . (d1 n1r w1) . . .)) . . . (dn nn1(. . . (dn nnr wn) . . .))
(e1 s11(. . . (e1 s1r z1) . . .)) . . . (es ss1(. . . (ss ssr zs) . . .))→
+
w
〈〈0, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], [s11, . . . , s1r ], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉
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The dynamics of W2C1+n;s is:
W2C1+n;s n1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss n→
+
w
(\t.t(\k0k1 . . . knh1 . . . hs.
L2C1+n;s (S2L 0(Ss(W2S k0)))
(S2Ln1(Ss(W2S k1))) . . . (S2Lnn(Ss(W2S kn)))
(S2L s1(Ss(W2Sh1))) . . . (S2L ss(Ss(W2Shs))))
)(∇1+n+s n)→
+
w
(\t.t(\k0k1 . . . knh1 . . . hs.
L2C1+n;s (S2L 0(Ss(W2S k0)))
(S2Ln1(Ss(W2S k1))) . . . (S2Lnn(Ss(W2S kn)))
(S2L s1(Ss(W2Sh1))) . . . (S2L ss(Ss(W2Shs))))
)〈n, . . . , n| {z }
1+n+s
〉 →+w
(\z.z n . . . n| {z }
1+n+s
)(\k0k1 . . . knh1 . . . hs.
L2C1+n;s (S2L 0(Ss(W2S k0)))
(S2Ln1(Ss(W2S k1))) . . . (S2Lnn(Ss(W2S kn)))
(S2L s1(Ss(W2Sh1))) . . . (S2L ss(Ss(W2Shs))))→
+
w
L2C1+n;s (S2L 0(Ss(W2Sn)))
(S2Ln1(Ss(W2Sn))) . . . (S2Lnn(Ss(W2Sn)))
(S2L s1(Ss(W2Sn))) . . . (S2L ss(Ss(W2Sn))))→
+
w
L2C1+n;s (S2L 0m+ 2)
(S2Ln1m+ 2) . . . (S2Lnn m+ 2)
(S2L s1m+ 2) . . . (S2L ssm+ 2))→
+
w
L2C1+n;s [
m+2z }| {
0, . . . , 0] [
m+2z }| {
n1, . . . , n1] . . . [
m+2z }| {
nn, . . . , nn] [
m+2z }| {
s1, . . . , s1] . . . [
m+2z }| {
ss, . . . , ss]→
+
w
〈〈0, [0, . . . , 0], [n1, . . . , n1], . . . , [nn, . . . , nn], [s1, . . . , s1], . . . , [ss, . . . , ss]〉〉
where we assume m+ 1 be the number of binary digits of n, namely its length |n|, so m+ 2 is |n|+ 1.
The dynamics of C2FC1+n;s is:
C2FC1+n;s 〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar] , [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉 →
+
w
\d0 . . . dne1 . . . es.
(\bw0 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.b w0 . . . wn z1 . . . zs)
(〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar] , [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], [s11, . . . , s1r ], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉d0 . . . dn e1 . . . es)→
+
w
\d0 . . . dne1 . . . es.
(\bw0 . . . wnz1 . . . zs.b w0 . . . wn z1 . . . zs)
(\w0w1 . . . wnz1 . . . zs. \x.x r (d0 a1(· · · (d0 ar w0) · · · ))
(d1 n11(· · · (d1n1r w1) · · · )) . . . (dn nn1(· · · (dn nnr wn) · · · ))
(e1s11(· · · (e1s1rz1) · · · )) . . . (esss1(· · · (esssr zs) · · · ))
)→+w
\d0 . . . dne1 . . . es.\w0 . . . wnz1 . . . zs. \x.x r (d0 a1(· · · (d0 ar w0) · · · ))
(d1 n11(· · · (d1n1r w1) · · · )) . . . (dn nn1(· · · (dn nnr wn) · · · ))
(e1s11(· · · (e1s1rz1) · · · )) . . . (esss1(· · · (esssr zs) · · · )) ≡
〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar], [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉
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The dynamics of FC2W1+n;s is:
FC2W1+n;s 〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar] , [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr], [s11, . . . , s1r], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr]〉〉 →
+
w
(\b.b 0 · · · 0| {z }
1+n+s
(\rx0 . . . xn+s.r))(〈〈r, [a1, . . . , ar] , [n11, . . . , n1r], . . . , [nn1, . . . , nnr]
, [s11, . . . , s1r ], . . . , [ss1, . . . , ssr] 〉〉 (\xy.x) · · · (\xy.x)| {z }
1+n+s
)→+w
(\x.x r ((\xy.x)a1(· · · ((\xy.x)ar 0) · · · ))
((\xy.x)n11(· · · ((\xy.x)n1r 0) · · · )) . . . ((\xy.x)nn1(· · · ((\xy.x)nnr 0) · · · ))
((\xy.x)s11(· · · ((\xy.x)s1r 0) · · · )) . . . ((\xy.x)ss1(· · · ((\xy.x)ssr 0) · · · ))
)(\rx0 . . . xn+s.r)→
+
w r
Proof of Proposition 28, Point 1 We proceed by induction on m− i. We assume m− i = 0. Namely, m = i. We
need to prove that:
C2C1+n;s[Wsνm, Gνm ]〈〈a, [0]
k, [n1]
k, . . . , [nn]
k, [s1]
k, . . . , [ss]
k〉〉
rewrites to:
〈〈r[0, a, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss],
2
4 0X
j=0
20νm
3
5
k−1
, [n1]
k−1, . . . , [nn]
k−1
, [s1]
k−1, . . . , [ss]
k−1 〉〉
which is 〈〈r[0, a, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss], [νm]k−1, [n1]k−1, . . . , [nn]k−1, [s1]k−1, . . . ,
[ss]
k−1〉〉. Since, by definition of words, νm is 1, we have to prove that:
C2C1+n;s[Ws1, G1]〈〈a, [0]k, [n1]k, . . . , [nn]k, [s1]k, . . . , [ss]k〉〉 rewrites to 〈〈r[0, a, n1,1095
. . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss], [1]
k−1, [n1]
k−1, . . . , [nn]
k−1, [s1]
k−1, . . . , [ss]
k−1〉〉. But this can be obtained using Proposition 25,
with F ≡ Ws1 and F ′ ≡ G1, Proposition 10, and the assumption on G1.
We assume m− i > 0. Namely, m > i. By induction, we have that:
C2C1+n;s[Wsνi−1, Gνi−1 ](. . . (C2C1+n;s[Wsνm, Gνm ]〈〈a, [0]
k, [n1]
k, . . . , [nn]
k, [s1]
k, . . . , [ss]
k〉〉) . . .) (71)
rewrites to the word:
〈〈r[m− (i+ 1), a, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss] ,
»Pm−(i+1)
j=0 2
m−(i+1)−jνm−j
–k−(m−i−1)−1
, [n1]
k−(m−i−1)−1, . . . , [nn]
k−(m−i−1)−1
, [s1]
k−(m−i−1)−1, . . . , [ss]
k−(m−i−1)−1 〉〉
If we apply C2C1+n;s[Wsνi, Gνi ] to (71), we end up to calculate:
C2C1+n;s[Wsνi, Gνi ]〈〈r[m− (i+ 1), a, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss] ,
»Pm−(i+1)
j=0 2
m−(i+1)−jνm−j
–k−(m−i−1)−1
, [n1]
k−(m−i−1)−1, . . . , [nn]
k−(m−i−1)−1
, [s1]
k−(m−i−1)−1, . . . , [ss]
k−(m−i−1)−1 〉〉
(72)
Now, Proposition 25, with F ≡ Wsνi and F ′ ≡ Gνi , the assumption:
Gνi
0
@m−(i+1)X
j=0
2m−(i+1)−jνm−j
1
An1 . . . nn s1 . . . ss r[m− (i + 1), a, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss]
→+w r[m− i, a, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss]
and Proposition 10, which yields:
Wsνi
0
@m−(i+1)X
j=0
2m−(i+1)−jνm−j
1
A→+w 2
0
@m−(i+1)X
j=0
2m−(i+1)−jνm−j
1
A+ νi =
m−iX
j=0
2m−i−jνm−j ,
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imply that (72) rewrites to:
〈〈r[m− 1, a, n1, . . . , nn, s1, . . . , ss] ,
»Pm−i
j=0 2
m−i−jνm−j
–k−(m−i−1)−1−1
, [n1]
k−(m−i−1)−1−1, . . . , [nn]
k−(m−i−1)−1−1
, [s1]
k−(m−i−1)−1−1, . . . , [ss]
k−(m−i−1)−1−1〉〉
where k − (m− i− 1)− 1− 1 is exactly k − (m− i)− 1.
Proof of Proposition 29
◦
n,
P
s
′
i=1 si
n′,s′ [F,G1, . . . , Gn′ ,H1, . . . ,Hs′ ]n1 . . . nn s11 . . . s1s1 . . . . . . ss′1 . . . ss′ss′
→+w Ee
2
0;n+
P
s′
i=1 si
[G](El11[∇
1
n′+s′ ]n1) . . . (El
1
1[∇
1
n′+s′ ]nn)s11 . . . s1s1 . . . . . . ss′1 . . . ss′ss′
→+w Ee
2
0;n+
P
s′
i=1 si
[G](∇1n′+s′ n1) . . . (∇
1
n′+s′ nn) s11 . . . s1s1 . . . . . . ss′1 . . . ss′ss′
→+w Ee
2
0;n+
P
s′
i=1 si
[G]〈{n1 . . . n1| {z }
n′+s′
}〉 . . . 〈{nn . . . nn| {z }
n′+s′
}〉 s11 . . . s1s1 . . . . . . ss′1 . . . ss′ss′
→+w G 〈{n1 . . . n1}〉 . . . 〈{nn . . . nn}〉 s11 . . . s1s1 . . . . . . ss′1 . . . ss′ss′
→+w Ee
m−1
0;n′+s′ [F ]
(G1 n1 . . . nn) . . . (Gn′ n1 . . . nn)
(Eem−10;n+s1 [H1] (El
1
1[Coerce
m−1]n1) . . . (El
1
1[Coerce
m−1]nn)s11 . . . s1s1)
. . . (Eem−10;n+s1 [Hs′ ] (El
1
1[Coerce
m−1]n1) . . . (El
1
1[Coerce
m−1]nn)ss′1 . . . ss′s
s′
)
→+w Ee
m−1
0;n′+s′ [F ] g1 . . . gn′ h1 . . . hs′ →
+
w f (by the assumptions)
Proof of Proposition 30 To show ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ ◦n,
P
s
′
i=1 si
n′,s′ [F,G1, . . . , Gn′ , H1, . . . , Hs′ ] : (−•
n
i=1$W)−•
(−•
P
s
′
i=1 si
i=1 $
2m+1
W)−• $2m+1W derive and suitably compose the following judgments:
∅; ∅; {(ni :W; ∅)} ⊢ El
1
1[∇
1
n′+s′ ]ni :$
2
0
@n′+s′K
i=1
$W
1
A (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
∅; ∅; {(yij :W; ∅)} ⊢ El
1
1[Coerce
m−1] yij :$
m
W (1 ≤ i ≤ s′, 1 ≤ j ≤ n)
∅; ∅; {(wik :$
2m−2
W; ∅)} ⊢ wik :$
2m−1
W (1 ≤ i ≤ s′, 1 ≤ k ≤ si)
∅; ∅; {(xik :W; ∅)} ⊢ xik :$W (1 ≤ i ≤ n
′, 1 ≤ k ≤ n)
∅; ∅; {( yi1 :W, . . . , yin :W,
wi1 :$
2m−2
W, . . . , wisi :$
2m−2
W; ∅)}
⊢ Eem−10;n+si [Hi] (El
1
1[Coerce
m−1] yi1) . . . (El
1
1[Coerce
m−1] yin)
wi1 . . . wisi :$
2m−1
W
(1 ≤ i ≤ s′)
∅; ∅; {(xi1 :W, . . . , xin :W; ∅)} ⊢ Gi xi1 . . . xin :$
m
W (1 ≤ i ≤ n′)
∅; ∅; {( x11 :W, . . . , x1n :W . . . . . . xn′1 :W, . . . , xn′n :W
y11 :W, . . . , y1n :W, w11 :$
2m−2
W, . . . , w1s1 :$
2m−2
W
. . .
ys′1 :W, . . . , ys′n :W, ws′1 :$
2m−2
W, . . . , ws′s
s′
:$2m−2W; ∅)} ⊢ H :$2m−1W
H being the term in the definition of the composition of Section 6.4
Proof of Theorem 5, point 3 We proceed by induction on the structure of the closed term. The base case coincides1100
with t = 0. We focus on the inductive cases only,
First case. Let t be f(t1, . . . , tk, u1, . . . , ul). Then, ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ JtK :$vW with v = max{u− 1+m, q1, . . . , ql}, and
u = max{m, p1, . . . , pk}, for some m, p1, . . . , pk, q1,
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. . . , ql. If we develop the relations between u and v, we get v = max{max{m, p1,
. . . , pk}−1+m, q1, . . . , ql} = max{2m−1, p1−1+m, . . . , pk−1+m, q1, . . . , ql} ≤ max{2m, 2p1, . . . , 2pk, q1, . . . , ql}.1105
Since, by induction, m ≤ wg(f), pi ≤ wg(ti) with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and qj ≤ wg(uj) with 1 ≤ j ≤ l, we get
max{2m, 2p1, . . . , 2pk, q1,
. . . , ql} ≤ 2max{wg(f),wg(t1), . . . ,wg(tk),wg(u1), . . . ,wg(ul)} which is exactly wg(f(t1, . . . , tk, u1, . . . , ul)).
Second case. Let t be ◦k,
Pl′
i=1 li
k′,l′ [f, g1, . . . , gk′ , h1, . . . , hl′ ]. Then, ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ JtK :$2p+1Wwith p = max{m,m1, . . . ,
mk′ , n1, . . . , nl′}, for some m,m1, . . . ,mk′ , n1, . . . , nl′ . We have 2p+ 1 = 2max{m, m1, . . . ,mk′ , n1, . . . , nl′} +1110
1 ≤ 3max{m,m1, . . . ,mk′ , n1, . . . , nl′}. The induction m ≤ wg(f), mi ≤ wg(gi) with 1 ≤ i ≤ k′, and
nj ≤ wg(hj) with 1 ≤ j ≤ l′, implies 3max{m,m1, . . . ,mk′ , n1, . . . , nl′} ≤ 3max{wg(f),wg(g1), . . . ,wg(gk′),
wg(h1), . . . ,wg(hl′)} = wg(◦
k,
Pl′
i=1 li
k′,l′ [f, g1, . . . , gk′ , h1, . . . , hl′ ]).
Third case. Let t be rk+1,l[g, h0, h1]. Then, ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ JtK :$p+1W with p = max{m0,
m1,m2}, for somem0,m1, ,m2. We have p+1 = max{m0+1,m1+1,m2+1} ≤ 2max{m0,m1,m2}. The induc-1115
tion m0 ≤ wg(g), mi ≤ wg(hi) with 0 ≤ i ≤ 1, implies 2max{m0,m1,m2} ≤ 2max{wg(g),wg(h0),wg(h1)} =
wg(rk+1,l[g, h0, h1]).
Proof of Theorem 5, point 4 By induction on the structure of n. If n = 0, then, by definition, J0K = El10[0], which
is 0. Otherwise, let n ≥ 0. Then, n can be written as
∑m
j=0 2
m−jνm−j = 2(
∑m−1
j=0 2
m−j−1νm−j) + ν0 = 2m+ ν0,
for some m. Then, by the inductive hypothesis, we have JnK = Jsν0(. . . (sνm−1(s1 z0,0)) . . .)K =1120
[sν0 ]
◦(Jsν1(. . . (sνm−1(s1 z
0,0)) . . .)K)→∗w [sν0 ]
◦m = Wsν0m→+w 2m+ ν0 = n.
Proof of Theorem 5, point 5 By structural induction on the structure of f . We develop the details in the case f be a
recursive scheme, the most interesting one. So, let f be rk+1,l[g, h0, h1]. We have to consider two cases.
First case. It has rk+1,l[g, h0, h1](n0, ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l]) = n with n0 = 0, for some n. By definition
rk+1,l[g, h0, h1](n0, ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l]) = g(~n[1;k], ~s[1;l]) = n, which, by induction, implies Jg(~n[1;k], ~s[1;l])K →+w n. The
statement we need to prove is Jrk+1,l[g, h0, h1](n0, ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l])K →+w n. By definition:
Jrk+1,l[g, h0, h1](n0, ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l])K
= Evv−u+1−p+40;l [ Ee
u−1
0;k+l[[r
k+1,l[g, h0, h1]]
◦]
(Elu−p00 [J0K])(El
u−p1
0 [Jn1K]) . . . (El
u−pk
0 [JnkK])
](Elv−q10 [Js1K]) . . . (El
v−ql
0 [JslK]) (73)
where ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ [rk+1,l[g, h0, h1]]◦ : $W −• (−• ki=1$W) −• (−• lj=1$p+4W) −• $p+4W, ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ J0K : $p0W,
∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ JniK :$piW, with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ JsjK :$qjW, with 1 ≤ j ≤ l, v = max{u− 1 + p+4, q1, . . . , ql}, and
u = max{p+ 4, p1, . . . , pk}. By the definition of linear embedding, and point 4 of Theorem 5:
(73) →+w Eev−u+1−p+40;l [Eeu−10;k+l[[rk+1,l[g, h0, h1]]◦] 0n1 . . . nk] s1 . . . sl
≡ Eev−u+1−p+40;l [Ee
u−1
0;k+l[It1+k,l[[H0]
◦, [H1]
◦, [G]◦]] 0n1 . . . nk] s1 . . . sl (74)
where G ≡ Eep−mgk+1;l+1[\n0 . . . nk s1 . . . sl r.[g]
◦ n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl], ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ [g]
◦ : (−• ki=1$W)−• (−•
l
j=1$
mgW)−• $mgW,
Hi ≡ Ee
p−mi
k+1;l+1[[hi]
◦], ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ [hi]
◦ :$W −• (−• ki=1$W) −• (−•
l
j=1$
miW) −• $miW, and p = max{mg,m0,m1}, with1125
i ∈ {0, 1}.
Using the definition of the embeddings and point 2 of Proposition 28, we have that (74) →+w a if G0n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl 0→+w a,
for some a. We observe that, by the definition of G, we have G0n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl 0→+w [g]◦0n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl 0, so we are left
to prove [g]◦0n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl 0→+w a, for some a, and that a, in fact, is n.
To prove this, we start by the induction. It implies Jg(~n[1;k], ~s[1;l])K →+w n. Then, we observe that, by the definition of the
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embeddings, and thanks to Point 4 of Theorem 5:
Jg(~n[1;k], ~s[1;l])K = Ev
v′−u′+1−mg
0;l [Ee
u′−1
0;k+l[[g]
◦](Elu
′−p1
0 [Jn1K]) . . . (El
u′−pk
0 [JnkK])
](Elv
′−q1
0 [Js1K]) . . . (El
v′−ql
0 [JslK])
≡ Ev
v′−u′+1−mg
0;l [Ee
u′−1
0;k+l[[g]
◦]Jn1K . . . JnkK]Js1K . . . JslK
→+w Ev
v′−u′+1−mg
0;l [Ee
u′−1
0;k+l[[g]
◦]n1 . . . nk]s1 . . . sl
→+w [g]
◦n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl (75)
The sequences of rewritings that lead to (75) is unique up to the ordering in which we obtain every of the arguments n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl.1130
So, thanks to Jg(~n[1;k], ~s[1;l])K →+w n it must be (75) →+w n showing that a is, in fact, n.
Second case. It has rk+1,l[g, h0, h1](n0, ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l]) = n with n0 =
Pm
j=0 2
m−jνm−j > 0, for some n. By definition:
r
k+1,l[g, h0, h1](
mX
j=0
2m−jνm−j , ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l])
= hν0(
m−1X
j=0
2m−1−jνm−j , ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], hν1(
m−2X
j=0
2m−2−jνm−j , ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], . . .
. . . , hνm (0, ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], g(0, ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l]))) . . .))
= hν0(
m−1X
j=0
2m−1−jνm−j , ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], hν1(
m−2X
j=0
2m−2−jνm−j , ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], . . .
. . . , hνm (0, ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], a)) . . .))
= hν0(
m−1X
j=0
2m−1−jνm−j , ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], hν1(
m−2X
j=0
2m−2−jνm−j , ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], . . . , vm) . . .))
= hν0(
m−1X
j=0
2m−1−jνm−j , ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], v1) = v0
for some sequence of natural numbers n = v0, v1, . . . , vm, a.
Since hνi ∈ {h0, h1}, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we can apply the induction to hνm(0, ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], a) = vm, which
implies:
Jhνm(0, ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], a)K →
+
w vm , (76)
to hνi(
∑m−(i+1)
j=0 2
m−(i+1)−jνm−j , ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], vi+1) = vi, for every 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, which implies:
Jhνi(
m−(i+1)X
j=0
2m−(i+1)−jνm−j , ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l], vi+1)K →
+
w vi , (77)
and, finally, to g(~n[1;k], ~s[1;l]) = a, which implies:
Jg(~n[1;k], ~s[1;l])K →
+
w a . (78)
The statement we need to prove is Jrk+1,l[g, h0, h1](n0, ~n[1;k], ~s[1;l])K →+w n with n0 =
∑m
j=0 2
m−jνm−j .
By the definitions and point 4 of Theorem 5, we get:
Jrk+1,l[g, h0, h1](~n[0;k], ~s[1;l])K
→+w It1+k,l[[H0]
◦, [H1]
◦, [G]◦]n0 n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl (79)
where G ≡ Eep−mgk+1;l+1[\n0 . . . nk s1 . . . sl r.[g]◦ n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl], ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ [g]◦ : (−• ki=1$W)−• (−• lj=1$mgW)−
• $mgW, Hi ≡ Ee
p−mi
k+1;l+1[[fi]
◦], ∅; ∅; ∅ ⊢ [fi]◦ : $W −• (−• ki=1$W) −• (−•
l
j=1$
miW) −• $miW, and p =
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max{mg,m0,m1}, with i ∈ {0, 1}. By point 2 of Proposition 28, we have that (79) →+w r[m,n, n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl]
if:
G 0n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl 0→
+
w nG
Hνm0n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl nG →
+
w r[0, nG, n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl]
Hνi
0
B@
m−(i+1)X
j=0
2m−(i+1)−jνm−j
1
CAn1 . . . nk s1 . . . slr[m− (i + 1), nG, n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl]
→
+
w r[m− i, nG, n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl] ,
every r[m − (i + 1), nG, n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl] being a word and every νi ∈ {0, 1}, with 0 ≤ i ≤ i − 1. So, we are
left to prove:
r[0, nG, n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl] = vm (80)
r[m− (i+ 1), nG, n1, . . . , nk, s1, . . . , sl] = vi+1 (81)
nG = a (82)
for every 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1. In fact, the here above three equations can be a consequence of proving:
Hνm 0n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl a→
+
w vm (83)
Hνi
m−(i+1)X
j=0
2m−(i+1)−jνm−j n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl vi+1 →
+
w vi (84)
G0n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl 0→
+
w a , (85)
for every 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. For proving (83), (84), and (85), we start by the results (76), (77), and (78) the inductive
hypothesis gives us. (85) can be proved exactly as we did in the first case above, when n0 = 0. (84) holds by1135
developing the definitions and observing that (76) reduces to [hνm ]◦ 0n1 . . . nk s1 . . .
sl a in a unique way, up to the order of the evaluation of J0K →+w 0, JniK →+w ni, and JsjK →+w sj , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k
and 1 ≤ j ≤ l. So, it must also be [hνm ]◦ 0n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl a →+w vm, getting (80). We can proceed analogously to
prove (81), for every 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1.
Proof of Corollary 5 By structural induction on the structure of t. If t is a variable we use point 4 of Theorem 5.1140
Let t be f(t1, . . . , tk, u1, . . . , ul). The assumption f(t1, . . . , tk, u1, . . . , ul) = n implies both ti is closed, and ti = ni,
for some ni, with 0 ≤ i ≤ k, and, analogously, both uj is closed, and uj = sj , for some sj , with 0 ≤ j ≤ l. So, the
points 4 and 5 of Theorem 5 allow to write Jf(t1, . . . , tk, u1, . . . , ul)Kρ →∗w [f ]◦ n1 . . . nk s1 . . . sl →∗w n.
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